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SUMMARY

The design of a complete earth station for S-band (2.5-2.7 GHz) satellite
TV reception is described in this report. The earth station is intended
for community TV (CTV) reception in the rural areas of African developing
countries.
Much emphasis is given on the antenna feed and the low-noise front-end
amplifier design, because optimisation of these two blocks will give the
highest system performance. An antenna feed of the Wohlleben type has been
used. The feed gives a high antenna efficiency and a low antenna noise
temperature for a wide range of focal distance to antenna diameter ratios
(F/D=0.33-0.44). With respect to practical size the feed length has been
reduced to a minimum. A wideband S-band LNA using GaAs FETs has been
designed on microstrip line. The return loss of the LNA has been reduced
using inductive source feedback. Computer programs are provided for
antenna feed and amplifier design. A band pass filter and a mixer have
also been designed for S-band on microstrip line. The complete outdoor
unit has been integrated with the antenna feed in a rainproof
construction.
With respect to the experimental purposes of the earth station, the indoor
unit has been made multifunctional. It can receive both PAL and SECAM TV
signals, while the audio subcarrier can be demodulated anywhere in the
frequency range 6.0-8.0 MHz. Further, SCPC FM radio broadcast via
satellite and the terrestrial FM radio b~oadcast can be received by the
indoor unit. The circuit schemes, layouts and tuning procedure of the
indoor unit, consisting of IF amplifier, BfF, FM demodulator, video
processor, audio demodulator, UHF modulator and sCPC FM radio demodulator,
are provided.
Besides the earth station design, an analysis is given on ionospheric and
tropospheric effects, such as rain attenuation and Faraday rotation.
Finally a suggestion for implementation of future CTV service via Afrosat
is presented.
The experimental earth station using a 4.5 m prime focus antenna yields a
figure of merit (G/Ts) of 18.4 dB/K. Since S-band CTV broadcast via
Arabsat shows a significant delay, the earth station has been adapted for
C-band reception as well. The earth station has a high figure of merit
(24.0 dB/K) for C-band. The earth station has been tested on reception of
Gorizont's C-band TV transponders.
The earth station will be used at the University of Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania for experimental and educational purposes. The experimental earth
station may serve as a model for future satellite CTV earth stations in
Africa for reception of the planned regional satellite Afrosat.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Eindhoven University of Technology (EUT) and the University of Dar es
Salaam (UDSM) in Tanzania are working together on satellite communications
projects for a couple of years. The research projects are aimed at
providing telecommunication services to rural areas of African developing
countries, such as Tanzania (1).
In Tanzania about 85% of the population lives in the rural areas.
Realisation of a terrestrial communication network (telephone, telex,
television) will be practically and financially impossible because of the
decentralisation of the population. Offering telecommunication services
via satellites seems to be an adequate solution.
A proposal for teletext/still picture and sound transmission via a single
channel of a satellite telephone transponder has been made in 1983 (2).
This system transmits simultaneously still pictures/teletext and sound
over a standard 64 kbit/s telephone channel by means of bit reduction
techniques. The advantage of this system was that only a telephone channel
instead of a complete TV transponder had to be leased, e.g. from Intelsat.
A disadvantage of this system is that moving pictures and high quality
sound can not be provided.
At the suggestion of the Tanzanian Post and Telecommunications Office a
new project started in 1985 to develop an earth station for community
television (CTV) reception of educational and cultural programmes from
existing satellites. Except for Zanzibar, TV service has not yet started
in Tanzania. Satellite TV service is more preferable than terrestrial
VHF/UHF TV service for rural CTV reception. A terrestrial TV network shows
restriction in distance (line of sight = 100 km) and location (blocking by
mountains and buildings). A terrestrial network requires a large number of
high power transmitters and is only preferable in areas with a high
density of population.

The design goals of the CTV earth station are:
a) the earth station should be low cost.
b) the earth station should be easy to manufacture.

The first design goal goal is evident. The CTV receivers must be provided
to villages and small communities in the rural areas in the future. The
reception of educational programmes in the rural areas, where there is a
lack of infrastructure and proper schooling, will stimulate the
development of these areas by providing information to the population and
stop the migration of the (younger) population to the large cities. For an
efficient rural development project a large number of earth stations are
required. The provision of the CTV receivers in the future will only be
possible if the costs of the earth station are kept low.
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In the developing countries there is a shortage of highly educated
manpower, while there is a surplus of unskilled labour. The available
manpower can be efficiently used, when the earth stations can be
manufactured in the developing countries in the future. For this reason
simple design techniques are provided. After a short technical training,
cheap labour can be used to manufacture the earth station partially or
completely within the developing countries. Moreover the fabrication of
the earth stations within the African countries will make these countries
less dependent on the Western countries and will stimulate the national
economy. Using simple design techniques means that the tuning of the
receiver circuits must be kept simple and that expensive test equipment
should not be required. It should be noted that sometimes a compromise has
to be made between low-cost and simple design.

The next chapter gives an outline on CTV reception via the Arabsat.
Chapter 3 gives a description of the system. Further the effects of rain
attenuation and depolarisation on the received signal are examined.
Chapter 4 describes the outdoor receiver unit of the earth station. Much
emphasis is given on the antenna feed and the low-noise amplifier design.
Chapter 5 describes the indoor unit of the earth station. The results of
the developed earth station are given in chapter 6. Further,
recommendations on construction of a mesh antenna and implementation of
future CTV service in Africa are given in this chapter. Finally
conclusions and recommendations are given in chapter 7.
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2. S-BAND CTV RECEPTION

2.1 Introduction

There are presently 3 frequency bands operational for satellite TV
transmissions:
a) Ku-band: 11.7 -
b) C-band: 3.7
c) S-band: 2.5

12.7 GHz
4.2 GHz
2.7 GHz

The Ku-band is mainly used in Europe for distribution of TV programmes,
e.g. by Eutelsat and Intelsat. The C-band is used for similar purposes in
the USA and for fixed satellite service (FSS), e.g. by Intelsat, Westar
and Satcom. The third frequency band, the S-band, is not well known for
satellite TV service. Presently the S-band is only used by the regional
Indian satellite the Insat and the regional Arabian satellite the Arabsat.
Because the African countries still do not have their own regional
satellite, it is decided to receive TV signals from existing satellites.
The S-band has been recommended by the ITU for domestic and regional
satellite systems for community reception (Radio Regulation 361B). Since
the experimental earth station for Tanzania will be used for the same
purpose, it was decided to develop an earth station for reception of the S
band from Arabsat and/or Insat.
The Arabsat serves as a good model for the proposed regional African
communications satellite the 'Afrosat'. For this reason a detailed
description will be given on the background, services and current status
of the Arabsat. The Insat shows many similarities with the Arabsat and
will only be outlined briefly.

2.2. Arabsat

2.2.1. Background

The idea of an Arab States communications satellite was first proposed in
the late 1960's. During the conference of the Arab Ministers of
Information, held in Tunesia in 1967, the Arab States Broadcasting Union
(ASBU) decided to initiate a study for distribution of television
programmes by satellite throughout the Arab world. This satellite should
transmit educational, cultural and religious television programmes to
remote and inaccesible areas.
In 1974 the studies on television broadcasting were expanded by the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and the Arab
Telecommunications Union (ATU). The Arab satellite would not only
distribute television programmes, but it would also provide other
telecommunication services, such as radio programmes, telephony,
telegraphy, telex and data transmission between computers. The need for
extra telecommunication services was reflected by the exponential increase
of the number of telephone and telex subscribers in the Arab world during
the 1970's.
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The telecommunication services provided by the Arab satellite (Arabsat)
and an expansion of the terrestrial network should meet the expected
telecommunication requirements in the Arab world until 1990. The expanding
requirements could not be fulfilled by upgrading the existing terrestrial
network only. Just like for the African developing countries, the
establishment of a terrestrial telecommunication network for the Arab
region, including the rural areas, would be both very time-consuming and
expensive. It should be noted that in the Arab world the rural population
forms 63 percent of the total population.
The Arabsat system is not a substitute for terrestrial communication
networks or for the global satellite system (Intelsat). The three networks
are considered to complement each other and to provide alternative and
flexible routing.
The feasibility of the Arabsat project, both technical and economical, was
studied by two groups of experts within the ITU and the ATD. The result of
the feasibility study was that a regional Arab satellite was not only
technically and economically feasible, but it was also neccesary as a part
of the Pan-Arab telecommunication network. As a result of the feasibility
study, the Arab Satellite Communications Organisation (ASCO) was formed
before the end of 1976. In that year 21 Arab countries joined the ASCO.
Later Spanish Sahara joined the organisation as the 22nd member. The ASCO
is headquarted in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. An agreement had been made that
the participants in the ASCO should be a member of the Arab League. In the
Arab world there is a disunity on the economic and political levels. Yet
there are strong ties between all Arab States. The reason for this is that
the Arab States share a common history and language: "Arabic". A country
is considered to be an Arab country because of the Arabic language and not
because of religion or geography. Table 2.1 shows the member states of the
ASCO and the number of shares of each state (3). The actual usage of the
satellite by the members will probably correspond with the number of
shares of those states.

Table 2.1: list of ASCO members (3)

serial rate of \alue in
\'alue of IOtal number

No. State sharing (I u LJS dollar,
first payment of half-

in (1000) circuits·

I SaudI Arabia 26.6 26.6 13)0 6:!4
:! Libya 18.2 18.2 925 434
3 Egypt 10.4 10.4 520 234
4 Kuwait 8.:! ~.:! 410 192
5 United Arab

Emirates 6.6 6.6 330 154
6 Lebanon 6.3 6.) 315 148
7 Qatar 5.0 5.0 :!50 115
8 Bahrain 4.0 4.0 :!OO 93
9 Jordan 3.3 3.3 165 77

10 Iraq 2.6 :!.6 130 60
II Sudan 2.1 :!.I 105 48
12 Syria 1.7 1.7 85 41
13 Algeria 0.9 0.9 45 21
14 Yemen (A.R.) 0.7 0.7 35 16
15 Oman 0.6 0.6 30 14
16 Yemen (P.D.R. of) 0.6 0.6 30 13
17 Tunisia 0.6 0.6 30 13
18 Morocco 0.5 0.5 :!5 12
19 Somalia 0.3 0.3 15 6
:!O Mauritania O.:! 0.2 10 5
21 Palestine O.:! O.:! 10 5

total
I

100
I

100
I

5000 I :!334
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2.2.2. Satellites

The implementation of the Arabsat system began in May 1981, when the ASCO
signed a contract with the French company Aerospatiale for the production
of three satellites. One month later a subcontract was signed with the
American company Ford Aerospace. Aerospatiale, the prime contractor, was
in charge of the overall design, mission analysis, integration and test.
Ford Aerospace, the subcontractor, had the responsibility for the payload
of the satellites.
The three satellites are identical. Two satellites are used in the
geosynchronous orbit at 19 and 26 degrees East. The first in-orbit
satellite (19°E) the Arabsat-1A, would serve as the primary satellite,
while the second in-orbit satellite (26°E), the Arabsat-1B, would serve as
the back-up satellite. The back-up satellite will only be used in case of
a failure of the primary satellite. But when the actual traffic
requirements exceed the forcasted traffic, the back-up satellite can be
used to provide additional services. The third satellite will be stored on
the ground as spare. This satellite will be launched only in case of a
catastrophic failure of either in-orbit satellite, or in case of a launch
failure. The need for the ground spare satellite was demonstrated in the
Indian National Satellite System (Insat). In September 1982 the Insat-1A
was deactivated after a loss of earth lock resulting from moon
interference into the earth sensor. The Insat-1A operated for only 5
months. The back-up Insat-1B, launched in august 1983 (74°E), became the
primary satellite, while the ground spare Insat-1C will be launched in
1987 as the new back-up satellite (94°E).

roll thrusters

sequential
shunt

I earth
'yaw + Z

EAST -.

~
~ ~~~ea;:atransmIt

telemetry, command and
rangong antennas

S-band antenna

- IR earth sensor

optical shielded ~
receptor

C-band receive
antenna

Figure 2.1: Arabsat spacecraft (4)
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The Arabsat can be launched either by a single flight Ariane3/Sylda or by
are-usable spaceshuttle STS/PAM-D. Figure 2.1 shows the operational
configuration of the Arabsat (4). The dimensions of the spacecraft body
are 2.26 x 1.64 x 1.49 m and the in-orbit mass is about 1000 kg. The solar
array with a total span of 20.7 m bears 20,000 solar cells, providing a
power of about 1300 W. There are 13 thrusters for apogee manoeuvres and
orbit and attitude corrections.
Ford Aerospace provided the satellites with a high performance
communications payload. Ford already developed the payload for the
Intelsat-V satellites and for the INSAT satellites. The technologies
originally developed for these satellites have been used in the Arab
satellites.
The Arabsat's capacity is doubled compared to the Insats by the use of
left and right hand circular polarisation (LHCP and RHCP). There are 25
C/C-band tranponders, uplinked in the 6 GHz band and downlinked in the 4
GHz band. There is one high power CIS-band transponder, uplinked in the 6
GHz band. The downlink frequency can be switched either to 2560.5 MHz or
2634.5 MHz by ground command. This makes it possible for the two in-orbit
satellites to use the CIS-band transponder simultaneously: The primary
satellite uses the downlink frequency 2560.5 MHz, while the back-up
satellite uses the downlink frequency 2634.5 MHz. The CIS-band transponder
uses linear polarisation.

C- BAND

;0 ;
(~z) 602; b125 b225 6325 1>42;

Figure 2.2: a) Arabsat uplink transponder plan

S-BA~D

c::G"J GD 11.early
~ ~ polarised

2540 (MHz) 2600 26;;

C-BASD

nRHCP

!-

LHCP

3iOO 3800 3900 4000 4100 4200

Figure 2.2: b) Arabsat downlink transponder plan
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The Arabsat uplink and downlink transponder plan are shown in figure 2.2.
The bandwidth of each transponder is 33 MHz. The co-polarised transponder
spacing is 37 MHz, leaving 4 MHz guard band, while the cross-polarised
transponder spacing is 18.5 MHz (centre to centre).
The C/C-band transponders are amplified by 8.5 W travelling wave tube
amplifiers (TWTA) and the CIS-band transponder is amplified by two
parallel 50 WTWTAs. The transponder antennas are focussed on the Arab
world. Consequently the satellite antenna gain is high, whereas the
Intelsats cover larger areas, resulting in lower antenna gain. The
effective isotropically radiated power (EIRP) is defined as the satellite
antenna gain times the satellite transponder power. The minimum EIRP of
the Arabsat in the Arab world is 31 dBW for the C/C-band transponders and
41 dBW for the CIS-band transponder. The maximum EIRP is some 6 dB
higher. The predicted CIS-band transponder footprint is shown in figure
2.3 (combination of (5) and (6)). The C/C-band transponder footprint is
similar with EIRP levels some 10 dB lower. The footprints for both in
orbit satellites are identical.
All 25 C/C-band transponders fully operate during the eclipse. The
satellite's lifetime is at least 7 years.

A: Arabsat-1A
subsatelJlte point.

B: Arabsat-IB

sa bsa tel lit e ~~O~in~r~.~~~~~~~i~is~t~~!i~~~~~~C: Dar Es Salaam.

0: Eindhoven.

Figure 2.3: footprint of Arabsat's CIS-band transponder
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2.2.3. Arabsat system and services

The 25 C/C-band transponders have an equivalent capacity of 8000
halfcircuited telephone channels and 7 television channels. The proposed
C/C-band transponder plan is 4:
- 10 transponders for regional telephony using FDM/FM/FDMA.

2 transponders for regional telephony using SCPC/FM.
1 transponder for regional television using FM.
3 transponders for emergency communications.
9 transponders for domestic services, e.g. domestic TV.

The SCPC/FM telephony has a bandwidth of 18.75 KHz and channel spacing of
22.5 KHz.
The CIS-band transponder will be used for FM community television (CTV).
CTV transmission is not the same as transmission from Direct Broadcast
Satellites (DBS) , e.g. Eutelsat. In case of DBS services the antenna
should be small enough for home installation (about 1 m diameter),
resulting in higher EIRP levels. The CTV services are aimed for reception
in a village or a town using a community antenna of about 3 m diameter.
Educational and cultural programmes will be transmitted via CTV. More
information on the S-band transponder is provided in the next section.

A satellite ground control network will provide telemetry, tracking,
command and monitoring (TTC&M) services for launch and in-orbit operations
of the satellites. The ground control network consists of two earth
stations:
- a primary TTC&M earth station at Dirhab, Saudi Arabia.
- a secondary TTC&M earth station near Tunis, Tunesia.
The secondary TTC&M earth station will only be used in case of a failure
of the primary TTC&M earth station. The uplink command and tracking
frequency is 5925-5928.5 MHz. The downlink telemetry and monitoring
frequency is 3700-3718 MHz and 4182-4200 MHz. The TTC&M signals will be
encrypted to prevent unauthorised access to the satellites.

Five types of ground stations will be used:
1) Major C-band earth stations, using antennas of 11 m diameter, will

handle heavy trunk-route FDM/f}1 telephone traffic and will be capable
of transmitting and receiving television signals. Each Arab country
will have its own major earth station.

2) Urban C-band earth stations, also using antennas of 11 m diameter, will
handle light-route SCPC/FM telephone traffic and will be capable of
receiving and not transmitting television signals.

3) Small C-band earth stations, using antennas of 4.5 m diameter, for
television reception at remote areas.

4) Small transportable C-band earth stations, using antennas of 1.6 m
diameter, for emergency communication.

5) S-band earth stations, using antennas of 3 m diameter, for CTV
reception. The antenna should be steerable between the two in-orbit
satellites.

Figure 2.4 shows the location of the two TTC&M earth stations and the
major C-band earth stations in the Arab world (4).
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Figure 2.4: location of earth stations (4)

2.2.4. Parameters of S-band TV system

As mentioned before, the linearly polarised S-band transponder of the
Arabsat will only be used for CTV purposes. Because only one S-band
transponder on each satellite is available, this transponder will be used
by the several Arab countries by means of time sharing. Both the TV
standard PAL and SECAM will be used on the S-band transponder. Table 2.2
shows some Arab countries that use the PAL and SECAM system (7).

Tabel 2.2: TV standard of Arab countries

PAL Bahrain, Jordan, Kuwait, Oman,
Sudan, United Arab Emirates.

SECAM: Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, Libya,
Morocco, Saudi Arabia, Tunesia.
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The audio subcarrier frequency is 6.6 MHz, FM modulated in the baseband
video signal. Besides the video and audio subcarrier signal, the S-band
transponder may contain SCPC/FM audio carriers for radio-broadcast or
multidialect television. Fi~ure 2.5 shows the transponder plan of the
Insat S-band transponder (8).

CA.."' -Ollt
11"010 TWO.It'''.
AND D'SA"T.~
WAft" ,..... ,---........_-....,

NNNNN
~~~~%
~~~~~

~ ;eK!
~"''''NCD
!:::c'cDcncn
.... Q)Q)Q)Q)
lI'l'I'UI'lIl'lIl'l
NNNNN

\..t t t t t 36 MHz USABLE .J
BAND WIDTH

Figure 2.5: S-band transponder carrier plan of the lnsat (8)

Possibly the FM TV signal may contain energy dispersal to reduce the power
flux density towards the earth and to reduce interference from terrestrial
communication networks. Until now it is not known whether the S-band TV
signal will be scrambled or not. The transmission parameters are given in
table 2.3.

Table 2.3: transmission parameters for CIS-band CTV

PAL I SECAM
.~

Signal to Noise Ratio 45.0 dB
Transponder Power 100 Watt
E/S EIRP 78.6 dBW
Video Bandwidth 5.0 MHz 6.0 MHz
Peak Deviation 5.5 MHz 5.8 MHz
IF Bandwidth 24.0 MHz
Video De-emphasis CCIR Rec 405-1 for 625 line TV
Audio De-emphasis CClTI' Rec J.17
Audio Frequency 6.6 MHz
Audio Peak Deviation 30 kHz
Dispersal Frequency 25 Hz
Dispersal Deviation 0-500 kHz peak-to-peak

2.2.5. Current status of Arabsat and lnsat

Nippon Electric Company (NEC) designed and produced the two TI'C&M earth
stations. The primary earth station was completed in October of 1984 and
the secondary earth station was completed 6 months later. The two TI'C&M
earth stations are presently manned by Aerospatiale personnel. It is
expected that the TI'C&M earth stations will be manned by ASCO personnel
within two years.
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On 8 February 1985 the Arabsat-1A was launched together with the Brasilsat
by the Ariane-V12 from Kourou, French Guyana. Seven days later the Arabsat
1A reached its permanent geostationary-orbit position at 19 degrees East.
On 17 June 1985 the Arabsat-1B was launched by the spaceshuttle Discovery
from Cape Canaveral, Florida. At a height of some 320 km the Arabsat-1B
was ejected from the spaceshuttle by a spring mechanism. Once the
spaceshuttle was at a save distance, the rocket motor of the payload
assist module Delta class (PAM-D) was fired, bringing the satellite into
the transfer orbit. The complete launch profile of the Arabsat-lB is shown
in figure 2.6 (9). The Arabsat-1B has taken a geostationary-orbit position
at 26 degrees East.

Lllunch proli/e lor AraOsar·B. 1. 2 & 3 Shuttle
IlIunChea mro parkmg orO". 4 PAM·D I"ea to m/ecr
ArllOSllr mro trllnsler orOIt. 5 PAM·D sepllrllt,on: 6 &
7 Sun IICQu,S/lIon mill/ilea 11'10 vef/l/ea. 8 50111'
IIrrllYS pllrr/lllly aeployed. !I Rllnglng tn,lllItea 10
EII,t" IICQUISlt,on 11'10 gyros CIIII/Orllteo. 11 & 12
ReOf/enlllllon 11'10 '''tng 01 liPagee mala'. 13
EOUlltOf/1I1 crossmg: 14 Ena 01 Ourn. 15 Sun reliC
QUISitlon and slow spmnmg 16 Enrer ecl'Pse (when
m Sellson) 17 OrO/1 11'10 IItr/luae aeterm/nlltlon: 18
Ellrt" ,ellcQulS!llon & gvro CIIII/Orlll,on, l!l & 20
Reof/entat,on 11'10 secona IIpogee I",ng, 21 50111'
arrllvs lull,· aeployed, 22 Anlennlls aeployea 11'10
mIssIon commences

\

\

,

Figure 2.6: launch profile of the Arabsat-1B (9)

After tests on the satellites, the Arabsat-1A showed problems in the orbit
and attitude control. The geostationary position accuracy of 0.1 degrees
N/S and 0.1 degrees E/W cannot be retained for the Arabsat-1A. Therefore,
the ASCO has declared the Arabsat-1B as the primary satellite.
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Although the Arabsat had been declared operational, the Arabsat network
shows many problems. During the inauguration of the Arabsat system only
two major earth stations were operational. The majority of the earth
stations are presently under construction, causing the Arabsat system to
be underutilised temporarily. It is expected that most of the earth
stations will be completed during 1986/1987.
The CTV transmissions in the S-band have to contend with a considerable
delay. During Spring 1987 test transmissions in the S-band via the Arabsat
still did not start. The manufacturing of the S-band earth station within
the Arab world shows many problems. The purchase of 100,000 S-band earth
stations, as claimed by the ASCO, will not be feasible after the financial
setback caused by the low oil-price.
Test transmissions in the S-band may start any moment and after the tests
the ASCO will start TV transmissions in this band.

CTV transmissions via the Insat showed less problems. S-band reception via
Insat-1B has been operational for more than 3 years. Unlike the Arabsat,
Insat has two 50 Watt RHCP transponders at 2575 MHz and 2615 MHz. The S
band transponders of the Insat have a bandwidth of 36 MHz.
Presently more than 3200 S-band direct reception sets (DRS) have been
installed in various parts of India. The cumulative use of the two S-band
TV transponders had averaged over 650 hours per month during 1985. Five
high-fidelity radio channels are operational within the S-band. The
SCPC/FM radio programmes are retransmitted in India by the terrestrial
'All India Radio' (AIR) stations. The cumulative utilisation of the five
radio channels is now averaging over 2200 hours per month.
The Insat-1C (94°E) will be launched this year, while the Insat-1D (84°E)
is scheduled to be launched in 1988/1989. Over two years the S-band CTV
service in India wil increase from 2 to 6 channels.
The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) is planning to replace the
Insat-1 by the second generation Insat-2 spacecraft in the early 90's. The
Insat-2 is presently under development within India and will contain more
C-band transponders by means of frequency re-use (10). The success of the
regional satellite system 'Insat' may give possitive stimuli on the
development of the regional African satellite system.
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3. SYSTEM PARAMETERS

The link budget is very important for any satellite communications system.
The link budget will indicate what quality of the earth station is
required for a good reception of the satellite TV signal. A good link
budget calculation will avoid over or under-dimensioning of the earth
station quality. Loss by rainfall and two ionospheric effects that may
attenuate the signal from the satellite to the earth station will be
described first.

3.1. Rain attenuation

The European Broadcast Satellites use the 12 GHz band (Ku-band), while
satellite TV broadcast for higher frequency bands (20 GHz, 30 GHz) is
under development. Figure 3.1 shows a simplified link from the satellite
to the earth station under clear sky condition with the frequency as
parameter.

c ~ :J Satellite Antenna Gain ~ 20 log(f) dB

~ Path Loss % 20 log(f) dB

~ Receiver Antenna Gain %20 log(f) dB

Figure 3.1: downlink from satellite to earth station

This figure shows that the overall gain from satellite to the ground
reveiver is proportional to 20log(f) dB, assuming the antenna dimensions
of the satellite and the earth station are equal for S- and Ku-band. For
this reason satellite communication tends to use higher frequency bands,
especiallly for DBS purpose, enabling the use of smaller antennas. Yet a
lower frequency band has been chosen for CTV purposes. Table 3.1 gives a
comparison between a S-band and Ku-band satellite system with equal
transmitter power and antenna size and under clear sky condition.

Table 3.1: comparison between S-band and Ku-band
under clear sky condition

S-band (2.6 GHz) I Ku-band (12 GHz)

Antenna gain = 0 dB (+) Antenna gain = 13.3 dB (+)
System NF = 1.5 dB (-) System NF = 4.0 dB (-)

Overall Gain of 10.8 dB in favour of Ku-band
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Under clear sky condition the Ku-band has a gain of about 11 dB more
compared to the S-band. This means that the S-band requires a 3.5 times
larger antenna diameter than the Ku-band for the same quality reception.
In practical cases the difference is less, because the satellite has to
use a smaller transmit antenna for the Ku-band to cover larger areas.
Due to rainfall higher frequency bands will experience a larger
attenation. The rain attenuation for the two frequency bands will be
calculated for Europe and Africa. Figure 3.2 shows the rain climate zones
in Europe and Africa. (11).

15· IS· 0° n° .SO lMO

o· k---+--+-----1~....,..+~-+1'i~~~-_+_--+_-_+~t"¥llII o·

MO t-'--+--+-----1~-_t't__r.....,......JP\~ .....-~_+_--+_-_+--_lMO

... L.:--.....J..-_~__L.__....J...__...L..._ ___J__...J..__.l....__ ___L__.J ...

15· n· o· n· 15° 75· 10"

Figure 3.2: rain climate zones in Europe and Africa (11)
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Figure 3.2 shows that the rain climate zone in Western Europe is
predominantly of the 'E'-type, while in Central Africa of the 'N' and the
'pI-type. Table 3.2 shows the rainfall intensity exceeded (mm/h) for a
given percentage of time for the various rain climate zones (11).

Table 3.2: rainfall intensity exceeded (mm/h) (11)
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For instance for an 'E'-type rain climate zone the rain intensity will
exceed 22 mm/h for 0.01% of the time (53 min/year).
Figure 3.3 shows the rain attenuation (dB/km) for 1-1000 GHz with the rain
intensity as parameter (12). Combination of figure 3.2, figure 3.3, table
3.2 and the effective rain height will yield the rain attenuation exceeded
for a given percentage of time.
The rain height for rain occurance 0.01% of the time is given by (13):

lat-27
hrain = 5.1 - 2.15 log(1+10 25)

with flat' being the latitude in degrees.
For Eindhoven (lat=51 N) the rain height is 2.94 km and for Dar es Salaam
(lat=6 S) the rain height is 4.97 km.

~ Satellite

" ....
"" " "

" ""
RAIN hrain

= sinCE)

station

Figure 3.4: effective rain height

Figure 3.4 shows that the effective rain height is a function of the rain
height and the elevation angle. For the Arabsat-1A the elevation angle in
Eindhoven is 30 degrees, while the elevation angle in Dar es Salaam is 65
degrees. The corresponding effective rain heights are 5.88 km for
Eindhoven and 5.48 km for Dar es Salaam. The calculated rain heights are
only accurate for rain intensities for 0.01% of the time. For ease of
analysis the same heights will also be used for other time probabilities.

Table 3.3: rain attenuation exceeded

Rain Attenuation (dB)
Percentage min/year Ku-band S-band
of time E N P E N P

1.0% 5256 0.2 0.9 2.0 0 0 0
0.1% 523 1.0 8.0 16 0 0 0.1
0.01% 53 6.0 30 47 0 0.1 0.2
0.001% 5 20 60 80 0.1 0.3 0.4
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Table 3.3 shows the rain attenuation exceeded for a given percentage of
time for the S-band and the Ku-band for 'E','N' and 'P'-type rain climate
zones. This table shows that the S-band does not suffer from rainfall, not
even for extremely heavy rainfall in Africa.
For DBS purposes a system availability of 99.0% of the time is required
during the worst condition month. So the actual system availability will
be somewhat higher. For DBS, where spotbeams can be used the give higher
satellite EIRP in the coverage zone, the Ku-band is recommended for the
African region.
For CTV service where a single transponder is time-shared by several
countries, a higher system availability is recommended. For a system
availability of 99.9% of the time (9 hours drop-out per year is accepted),
a rain attenuation of 16 dB may be expected for the Ku-band in the Central
African zone. When also keeping in mind that the CTV transponder cannot
use spotbeams , because it has to cover the major part of Africa, it is
evident that the S-band is preferable for CTV service in Africa.

3.2. Faraday rotation and ionospheric scintillation

When a linearly polarised wave passes the earth's ionosphere, it will
experience a rotation proportional to the total electron content. This
rotation is called the Faraday rotation and is given by (14):

(3.2)

where f is the frequency, N is the electron density, ht is the height of
the satellite, H is the earth magnetic field, a is the angle between radio
wave normal and magnetic field direction, and the angles E and ~ are
indicated in figure 3.5 of ray-path geometry.

receiver
site

Figure 3.5: ray-path geometry for Faraday rotation
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Since the earth magnetic field is a stable parameter at a given receiver
location, mean values can be assigned for specific reveiver heights in the
corresponding variations for different values of elevation angles.
Therefore, equation (3.2) can be expressed in the form:

(3.3)

where ~(hm,r) is the mean value of the earth magnetic field factor
'H cos(a) cosec(s+E)' along the signal path r, and is evaluated at some
intermediate value of height 'hm' between 0 and ht. Figure 3.6 shows
~(400km,r) as a function of the azimuth and elevation angle (14).
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Figure 3.6: the ~-function for an altitude of 400 km

It is clear from equation (3.3) that the Faraday rotation is inversely
proportional to the square of frequency and directly proportional to the
integrated product of the electron density and the component of the earth
magnetic field along the propagation path. The Faraday rotation at a given
frequency exhibits a very regular diurnal, seasonal and solar cyclical
behaviour that can be predicted. The regular component of the Faraday
rotation can therefore be compensated by manual adjustment of the
polarisation tilt angle at the earth station antenna. However, large
deviations from this regular behaviour can occur for small percentage of
time as a result of geomagnetic storms and large-scale travelling
ionospheric disturbances. These deviations cannot be predicted in advance.
Using the ionospheric measurement results from 1964 to 1970, reported by
the Max-Plank Institute in Germany (15), the Faraday rotation for the
Arabsat at 2.6 GHz has been calculated using equation (3.3) and found to
be bounded by 0.13 0 < n < 130 0 for Eindhoven location. The maximum Faraday
rotation is very high and may cause many dBs loss in a non-adaptive feed
system. Fortunately these extreme high values seldom occur. Table 3.4
shows the expected Faraday rotation of Arabsat's S-band in Eindhoven,
based upon the measurements performed in Tokyo from 1977 to 1980 (16)
after making frequency and elevation scaling. The Faraday rotation in
Europe and the Arab countries are similar to the mid-latitude conditions
of Tokyo.
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Table 3.4: expected Faraday rotation at 2.6 GHz exceeded for
a given percentage of time

Time percentage 99 90 50 10 1 0.1 0.01 Period

Rotation 0.17 0.3 1.1 2.3 5.0 7.0 8.0 1977-78
(degrees) 0.50 1.1 3.9 7.3 10.8 12.7 13.7 1979-80

It can be concluded that the median Faraday rotation is only 3.9 degrees,
while even for 99.99% of the time the rotation of a linearly polarised
wave is below 14 degrees during the period 1979-1980. During these two
years the solar activity was maximum, yielding a maximum Faraday rotation.
The solar activity has a repetition cycle of 11 years, so high values for
the Faraday rotation are expected again in 1990-1991.
For equatorial regions, such as Tanzania, the effect of Faraday rotation
is more severe. Alpert gives the average electron density during noon and
night in the equatorial regions during a year of high solar activity (17).
The mean electron density is plotted as a function of the height in figure
3.7.
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Figure 3.7: average equatorial electron density at noon and night

Substition of the data of figure 3.6 and figure 3.7 into equation (3.3)
yields the expected mean values for Faraday rotation at Dar es Salaam
location. Figure 3.8 and 3.9 show the mean value of the Faraday rotation
during noon and night, respectively, at UDSM location as a function of the
satellite position. During 1990 an average Faraday rotation of 7 degrees
is expected for reception of Arabsat's S-band transponder. For 1% of the
time the Faraday rotation may exceed three times its mean value.
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Figure 3.9: mean value of Faraday rotation at UDSM during night

The loss by the Faraday rotation can be restricted to 0.2 dB when placing
the feed polarisation angle at 11 degrees relatively to the satellite
polarisation angle. It may be concluded that the loss by Faraday rotation
is not very severe in the S-band. Therefore, an adaptively rotating feed
system is not needed.
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For the equatorial regions the linearly polarised waves of the Arabsat are
not suitable for frequency re-use by means of perpendicularly polarised
waves. For the African region circularly polarisation is recommended for
the S-band, because circularly polarised waves do not suffer from Faraday
rotation.

Another effect that is related to the solar activity is ionospheric
scintillation. Ionospheric scintillations are short term fluctuations in
amplitude, phase, angle-of-arrival and polarisation. For the S-band,
scintillations of many dBs may occur in the equatorial region during
periods of high solar activity (18). Figure 3.10 show the depth of
ionospheric scintillation as a function of local time and geomagnetic
latitude (19).
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Figure 3.10: depth of ionospheric scintillation

Figure 3.10 shows that strong ionospheric scintillation occurs around the
geomagnetic equator and high latitudes. Unlike the Faraday rotation, the
ionospheric scintillation is minimum at noon and maximum at midnight. The
CTV transponder is operational during morning, noon and early evening.
Consequently the effect of the ionospheric scintillation on the crv
transmission will be minimum.

3.3. Antenna position

When an antenna is used for satellite reception, it is neccesary to point
the antenna main axis towards the satellite position. Some equations for
antenna position calculation are given for geo-stationary satellites.
Communications satellites are placed in a geo-stationary orbit of
KRo=42164 km from the earth's centre, where Ro=6378 km is the radius of
the spherical earth and K=6.61. Figure 3.11 shows the geometric position
of the satellite and earth station.
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Figure 3.11: position of earth station 'J' and satellite'S'

The latitude (0-90 degrees N/S) and longitude (0-180 degrees E/W) of the
earth station are given by bj and lj, respectively. The latitude bs of a
geostationary satellite is equal to 0, while the longitude is given by Is.
The cosine rule for triangle J/SS/S yields the distance Rs from the
satellite to the earth station:

(3.4)

where d is the angle between the subsatellite position S', center of the
earth and the earth station position J:

The sine-rule for triangle O/J/S yields the elevation angle E of the
antenna direction:

E . [ K cos(d)-l ]= arCSln i

"VK ~ -1-2K. cos( d)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(a) (b)

Figure 3.12: azimuth angle of earth station towards satellite
a) bj is North b) bj is South
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The azimuth angle A of the antenna is defined in the clockwise direction,
with the north pole being the zero angle.
Figure 3.12 shows the azimuth angle for an earth station latitude above
and below the equator. The sine-rule for spherical triangles yields:

A = 180° - arcsin[Si:~~~~~j)] for bj=N (3.7)

and

(3.8)

Appendix Al gives a BASIC program for calculation of the antenna direction
for geo-stationary satellites. Using this program, the antenna direction
for geo-stationary satellites has been computed for Eindhoven (bj=51.45°N
and Ij=5.500E) and Dar es Salaam (bj=6.85°S and Ij=39.300E). The results
are plotted in figure 3.13 and figure 3.14.
In Eindhoven geo-stationary satellites between 65 degrees West and 75
degrees East can be received. In Dar es Salaam the range varies from 35
degrees West and 115 degrees East.The antenna direction and distance to
satellite for the Arabsat-1A and Arabsat-1B are:

Eindhoven : Arabsat-1A: Rs 38629 km
A 162.93 degrees
E = 29.77 degrees

Arabsat-1B: Rs = 38783 km
A 154.44 degrees
E = 28.06 degrees

Dar es Salaam: Arabsat-1A: Rs 36296 km
A = 287.87 degrees
E = 64.95 degrees

Arabsat-1B: Rs 36036 km
A = 296.77 degrees
E 72.45 degrees
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3.4. Link budget

The effective isotropically radiated power (EIRP) is defined as the
satellite transponder output power times the antenna gain. For the S-band
transponders of the Arabsat-1A/B the expected EIRP is 33 dBW in Eindhoven
and 36 dBW in Dar es Salaam. This radiated power will experience a free
space loss 'Lfs' of:

Lfs = [4TTf~s] 2

and an ionospheric and tropospheric loss (Faraday rotation and rain
attenuation) before it reaches the antenna of the earth station. Table 3.5
shows the link budget for reception of the Arabsat-1A in Eindhoven and Dar
es Salaam, when using a 4.5 m antenna (70% efficiency) and a receiver
noise temperature 'Tr' of 120 K (NF=1.5 dB). The figure of merit of the
earth station will be 18.4 dB/K (assuming the antenna temperature 'Ta'
equals 30 K).

Table 3.5: down-link of Arabsat-1A

Arabsat-1A Eindhoven Dar es Salaam

satellite EIRP 33.0 dBW (+) 36.0 dBW (+)
free space loss 192.4 dB (-) 191.8 dB (-)
ionospheric loss 0.1 dB (-) 0.3 dB (-)
pointing loss 0.2 dB (-) 0.2 dB (-)
antenna gain
(4.5 m, 70% efficiency) 40.2 dB (+) 40.2 dB (+)
system noise temperature
(Ta= 30 K, Tr=120 K) 21.8 dBK (-) 21.8 dBK (-)
Boltzmann constant -228.6 dBW/K/Hz (-) -228.6 dBW/K/Hz (-)
receiver BW=27 MHz 74.3 dBHz (- ) 74.3 dBHz (-)

figure of merit G/Ts 18.4 dB/K 18.4 dB/K
carrier to noise C/N 13.0 dB 16.4 dB

For conventional FM-limiter-discriminator demodulators the threshold level
is about 13 dB. Thus for an earth station with G/Ts=18.4 dB/K, the S-band
transponder of the Arabsat can be received with good quality in both
Eindhoven and Dar es Salaam.
The expected EIRP of the Insat is not known outside the main coverage
zone. It is expected that the EIRP of Insat's S-band transponders will be
less than 30 dBW towards Tanzania. In Eindhoven it is not possible to
receive the Insat with a 4.5 m antenna.

3.5. System

Figure 3.15 shows the diagram of a conventional satellite FM TV receiver.
The outdoor unit consists of an antenna, feed, low-noise front end
amplifier and a conversion to the first intermediate frequency (IF) of 950-
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ANTENNA
OUTDOOR UNIT

~ LNA H BPF

950 -
INDOOR UNIT 1700 MHz

VIDEO AUDIO CHANNEL
SELECTION

Figure 3.15: block diagram of a conventional satellite receiver

1700 MHz. This high IF enables the rejection of the image frequency band.
The indoor unit contains a conversion to a second IF (usually 70 MHz),
enabling the rejection of adjacent channels. Channel selection is possiG~e

via the indoor voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). A FM demodulator
demodulates the FM TV signal to a baseband video signal.
In the design of the EUT/UDSM earth station a single IF conversion is used
instead of a double IF conversion. Single conversion reduces hardware
costs by saving a mixer, local oscillator and IF amplifier. Single
conversion is only possible when both image frequency and adjacent
channels can be rejected by this single conversion. The use of an IF of
480 MHz fulfills both requirements. For upper band conversion, the image
band for the S-band (2500-2700 MHz) is 1540-1740 MHz and can be easily
rejected by a band pass filter (BPF). Adjacent channels will be rejected
by a surface acoustic wave BPF, designed at 480 MHz with a 3 dB bandwidth
(BW) of 27 MHz.
Figure 3.16 shows the diagram of the S-band earth station.
The outdoor unit of the earth station consists of the following blocks:
a) an antenna with S-band feed
b) an optional polariser, only used for circularly polarised waves
c) as-band low-noise/high-gain amplifier to minimise the receiver NF
d) a BPF to reject the image frequency band
e) a VCO with a minimum tuning range of 2020-2220 MHz
f) a mixer for conversion from S-band to the 480 MHz band
g) an IF amplifier to compensate for cable losses from outdoor to

indoor unit

The indoor unit consists of two main blocks:
1) a receiver for satellite FM TV
2) a receiver for SCPC FM radio broadcast
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Figure 3.16: block diagram of the S-band earth station

The PM TV receiver consists of:
h) an IF amplifier to provide enough power for the PM demodulator
i) a 480 MHz BPF to reject the adjacent channels
j) a FM TV demodulator
k) a TV channel selection and AGC to compensate for the drift of the VCO
1) a video de-emphasis filter, video amplifier and clamping circuit
m) an audio PM demodulator with a tuning range of 6.0-8.0 MHz
n) an UHF modulator for AM modulation of the video signal (5.5 MHz PM

sound) in the UHF band, enabling reception on a standard television set

Finally the SCPC PM radio receiver consists of the following blocks:
0) a local oscillator, tunable from 360 MHz to 400 MHz
p) a mixer to convert the 480 MHz band to 100 MHz
q) a switch, enabling the reception of the terrestrial PM radio broadcast
r) a FM radio demodulator, tunable from 85 MHz to 110 MHz

The next chapter will describe the design of the outdoor unit (figure
3.16). By means of optimisation of the feed and the front-end amplifier,
an attempt is made to realise an earth station with'a figure of merit of
at least 18.0 dB/K (table 3.5). In the realisation of the indoor and
outdoor unit the design goals 'low-cost' and 'simplicity' have been taken
in mind.
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4. OUTDOOR RECEIVER DESIGN

4.1. Introduction

ANTENNA
OUTDOOR U~IT

Figure 4.1: block diagram of the outdoor unit

The outdoor unit is shown in figure 4.1 (as a part of figure 3.16).
The quality of the system is defined by the figure of merit 'G/Ts', where
'G' is the antenna gain and is given by:

G = (TIDf)2na c
(4.1)

where D is the antenna diameter, na is the antenna efficiency, f is the
frequency and c is the speed of light in vacuum. Equation (4.1) shows that
the antenna gain can be increased by increasing the antenna diameter. An
increase of the antenna diameter is not always the best solution, because
of a significant increase in costs. A better solution of antenna gain
improvement is the optimisation of the antenna efficiency. In the next
section optimisation of the efficiency by means of feed optimisation is
described.
A second solution to maximise the system quality is to reduce the system
noise temperature, as given by:

(4.2)

where Ta is the antenna noise temperature and Tr is the receiver noise
temperature. Ta can be minimised in the feed design, while Tr can be
minimised by the front-end amplifier. The receiver temperature of the
system, as shown in figure 4.1, can by expressed by:

Tbpf Lbpf LbpfLmixer
Tr = TIna + G + G Tmixer + G Tif-amp +

Ina Ina Ina

LbpfLmixer LbpfLmixerLcable
G G Tcable + G G T;ndoor

Ina if-amp Ina if-amp 4

(4.3)
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where the equivalent noise temperature of an amplifier is given by:

T = (NF-1)290 K (4.4)

and the equivalent noise temperature of a lossy device (loss=L) is given
by:

T = (L-1 )290 K (4.5)

The contribution of the second (e.g. Lbpf=l dB, Tbpf=75 K), third (e.g.
Lmixer=7 dB, Tmixer=1163 K) and the fourth term (e.g. Tif-amp=627 K) can
be neglected when the gain of the LNA is more than 30 dB. An IF amplifier
with the same gain will compensate for the noise contribution of the cable
and indoor unit. From expression (4.3) it can be concluded that the
overall receiver temperature can be minimised by maximising the gain and
minimising the NF of the front-end amplifier. The overall receiver
temperature approaches the temperature of the LNA when the gain of the LNA
is more than 30 dB.

4.2. Feed design

4.2.1. Antenna efficiency

Initially a 5 m mesh antenna was used for the experimental earth station.
Optimisation of the antenna gain, as given by expression (4.1), is only
possible by the choice of an antenna feed, which gives maximum antenna
efficiency.
The antenna efficiency is given by the following expression:

(4.6)

The meaning of the individual terms will be further discussed.

a) mesh efficiency nm

This term indicates which part of the energy, incident on the
reflector, is reflected by a mesh reflector.
First consider an array of parallel wires as shown in figure 4.2.

Dw Dw

I )

par. perp.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: a) array of parallel wires
b) metal wire mesh
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The perpendicular and parallel polarised power-transmission coefficient
are given by (20):

1+

1TpaT = 1 - ---r------r---~r-
2Sw Sw
~ln-D

I\. 11' w

(4.7)

(4.8)

where Dw is the wire diameter, Sw is the wire spacing and A is the free
space wavelength (A=c/f). Both expressions are only accurate under the
following condition: Dw « Sw « A. A more accurate expression for
reflection at a wire grid is given by Wait (21), but will not be
discussed here. The reflection is maximum when the direction of the
incident wave is parallel to the wires. An incident wave perpendicular
to the wires experiences a negligible reflection. The polarisation
sensitivity of the wire structure can be eliminated by using a grid of
wires composed of two crossed gratings, known as wire mesh and shown in
figure 4.2b. When considering the wire mesh as two perpendicular arrays
of parallel wires spaced closely to each other, the transmission of an
incident wave through the wire mesh may be approximated by
'Tpar.Tper'. The mesh efficiency is given by the reflection on the wire
mesh:

(4.9)

Using equation (4.7)-(4.9) it is found that for a wire mesh with
Sw < 0.1 A and Dw > 0.01 A more than 95% of the energy will be
reflected. For a solid reflector the mesh efficiency is 100%.

b) reflector surface efficiency nr

A rough reflector surface will cause a degradation of the reflector
performance of a paraboloid. The reflector surface efficiency is a
function of the rms surface error 6 and the wavelength A,and is given
by (22):

(4.10)

For 6 = 0.05 A the reflector surface efficiency is 67.4%, while for
6 = 0.01 A the relector efficiency is 98.4%.

c) spillover efficiency ns

Not all the energy radiated by the feed is captured by the paraboloid.
The part that is not captured by the antenna is called the spillover.
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An expression for the spillover efficiency is given by (23):

'1'ls =

94

J{1Fe 12 + I Fh 12} since) de
o

TT

J{I Fe 12 + IFh I 2} sinCe) de
o

Fe = IFe!exp(-j¢e) and Fh = IFhlexp(-j¢h) are the field radiation
pattern of the feed in the E-plane and the H-plane, respectively. 8 is
the radiation angle of the feed and 84 is the opening angle of the
antenna.
Figure 4.3 shows the configuration of a paraboloid with support and sub
support for the feed. The configuration of the 5 m mesh antenna has
been chosen as a model, because it contains all parameters of other
parabolic dish antennas.

Figure 4.3: configuration of a parabolic dish antenna
with support and subsupport

8 0 is the feed blockage angle, 8 1 is the opening angle of the sub
support, 6 2 is the opening angle of the main support, 8 3 is the angle
of the main/sub-support intersection, 84 is the opening angle of the
antenna, D is the antenna diameter, F is the focal distance, dl is the
distance from the intersection of support/antenna axis to the focal
point and d2 is the distance from the intersection of sub-support/
antenna axis to the reflector.
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d) illumination efficiency nib (including blockage effect)

The illumination efficiency indicates what part of the total reflector
surface is effectively used. If the aperture of the antenna is
uniformly illuminated, the illumination efficiency will be 100%. Such a
high illumination efficiency is not advisable, because in practical
cases a lot of energy will be lost as spillover. The illumination
efficiency is given by (23):

64

{J{I Fe I + I Fh I) tan(1hB) dB)2
l1j = 2 cot2(lh B

4
) _0---..--- _

tl4

J {I Fe I + I Fh 1)2 sin(B) dB

°

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4.4: blockage effect by feed, main and sub-support
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In equation (4.12) blockage by the feed, support and subsupport is not
taken into account. An expression will be derived that also takes the
blockage effect into account.
Figure 4.4 shows the shadowing of the waves in the antenna system of
figure 4.3. Figure 4.4a shows the shadow of the feed and its support by
a plane wave. Figure 4.4b shows the shadow of the sub-support in case
of spherical waves coming from the feed. Figure 4.4c shows the shadow
of the support caused by spherical waves. Finally the total shadowing
effect in the antenna system is shown in figure 4.4d.
The next step is to implement this blockage effect in equation (4.12).
The blockage by the feed is simply taken into account by taking the
upper integral bounds of equation (4.12) from 8 0 to 84 • The blockage
effect of the support and sub-support is expressed by the blockage
angle ~(8). ~(8) is the angle in radians being blocked by the support
and subsupport with angle 8 as parameter. The derivation of ~(8) is
given in appendix B, and its expression is as follows:

~ce) = 2 eta IW 11 + cos(e) II~ ar n 4F sinCe)

t(O) = 2arctan !2tF~ d
2
J 100t(0) + oot(/32)I]

t(O) = 2 arctan [ 2~1 [oot(/3,) - oot(O) II

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

The expression for the illumination efficiency including blockage
effect is given by:

94 ){J (I - Ns·gce ){ I Fe I + I Fh I} tanClhe) de}2
9 217'

Tl ib = 2 cot2Clh e4) -O---""""ZI"6
4
-------------

J {IFel + IFh l}2 sinCe)de
o

where Ns is the number of supports.

e) phase efficiency np

(4.16)

The phase efficiency indicates what part of the phase diagram is
constant over the reflector surface. The phase efficiency is given by
(23) :

94

J {Fe + Fh } tanClhe) de 12
o

Tl p = -""""ZI"-----------6 4

{J{I Fe I + I Fh I }tanC1he) de}2
o

The phase efficiency is 100% when both ¢e and ¢h are constant for
o < 8 < 8 4 •

(4.17)
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f) cross polarisation efficiency nx

When the radiation pattern in the E-plane and the H-plane are not
identical, cross polarisation will occur. Cross polarisation has to be
avoided especially in dual-linearly polarised systems. The cross
polarisation efficiency is given by (23):

94

J{1Fe I + 1Fh 1}2 sinCe) de
o

Tl x = 94

2 J {I Fe 12 + 1Fh 12} sinCe) de
o

g) antenna efficiency na

(4.18)

The total antenna efficiency is the product of the efficiencies nm, nr,
nib, ns, np and nx, as given in equation (4.6).

4.2.2. Antenna noise temperature

Tsky

_ spillover

antenna.....

am=fraction of the
reflector made
of mesh

l-n =transmission
m of the mesh

reflector

Figure 4.5: model for the calculation of the antenna noise temperature

Figure 4.5 illustrates the concept for the calculation of the antenna
noise temperature. Tsky is the clear sky temperature, Tg is the ground
temperature and am is the fraction of the antenna which is made of mesh.
The antenna noise temperature may be approximated by:

(4.19)

In this model the assumption is made that half of the spillover radiation
is facing the ground and the other half of the spillover looks at the
clear sky. The first term of equation (4.19) is the contribution of the
antenna looking directly to the sky. The second term and third term are
the contribution of the spillover facing the sky and the ground,
respectively. The last term is the contribution of the ground temperature
that passes a wire mesh reflector. Dependent on the feed radiation pattern
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a more accurate expression for the antenna noise temperature can be found,
when the contribution of the spillover is divided in the right amount
(e.g. 30% of the spillover facing the sky and 70% facing the ground).

Z NITH

5r------t---M~~::=::74___r_-t------j

10 ~-__+__----.:~-=+:::t=::::::._+__I_J_---.-.jf----~
t

.....
a:
:::>i 100 f----\----+---++----+---,H--\"+-H-+~
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~
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Figure 4.6: clear sky temperature as a function of
frequency and antenna elevation

Figure 4.6 shows the clear sky temperature (24). The clear sky temperature
is a function of the frequency and the antenna elevation. In Eindhoven,
where the elevation is 30 degrees for Arabsat-lA, the clear sky
temperature for the S-band is about 5K.

4.2.3. Experimental feeds

Some experimental feeds have been tested on antenna efficiency and antenna
noise temperature using a 5 m mesh antenna with an opening angle of 67.5
degrees (F/D=0.374). The antenna parameters of the 5 m mesh antenna are
given in appendix C. The following feeds have been selected for tests on
the parabolic antenna system (20):
- Wohlleben feed
- Geyer feed
- Scheffer-I, Scheffer-2, Scheffer-3a and Scheffer-3b
The feeds, as shown in figure 4.7, all consist of a circular waveguide
with one or more chokes. The feeds have the following features:
a) easy to manufacture
b) large opening angles of the radiation pattern
c) good axial symmetry of the E-plane and H-plane radiation pattern
d) low cross polarisation and high front/back ratio
e) high phase efficiency and phase center at waveguide aperture
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Figure 4.7: some experimental circular waveguide feeds with chokes.
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The simple conical horn has not been selected because of its poor axial
symmetry and low F/B ratio, while the corrugated horn has not been chosen
because of its complexity in fabrication.
The dimensions of the feeds, as shown in figure 4.7, are given in terms of
the free space wavelength. The feeds have been scaled to a higher
frequency band (9-12 GHz), because of the limited frequency range of the
anechoic room at the EDT. The absorbing walls in the anechoic room have a
high reflection for frequencies below 5 GHz. The field radiation patterns
(Fe and Fh) and the phase patterns (¢e and ¢h) have been measured for the
six feeds, as shown in figure 4.7. The measurement results for 0 degrees <
¢ < 120 degrees with 2 degrees stepsize, the radiation patterns and the
phase patterns are shown in appendix D.
A program has been written in BASIC to compute the antenna efficiency, the
antenna temperature and figure of merit. The parameters of the 5 m mesh
antenna (appendix C) and the results of the feed measurements (appendix D)
are used as input data. It should be noted that for the calculation of the
antenna efficiency the space loss has been substracted from the field
radiation pattern of the feed. The BASIC program for the calculation of
the antenna efficiency, antenna temperature and the figure of merit is
given in appendix A2.
The results of the antenna efficiency program on the several feeds are
given in table 4.1 and table 4.2. The figure of merit has been calculated
for receiver temperatures of 125K (NF=1.50 dB), 200K (NF=2.28 dB) and 400K
(NF=3.76 dB). The clear sky temperature for the S-band has been taken 5K
and the ground temperature 290K. It should be noted that Ta has been
calculated using the approximate expression (4.19). Therefore the antenna
temperature is more a relative temperature than an absolute temperature.

Table 4.1: antenna efficiency of 5 m mesh antenna

nm = 97.89% nr = 92.85%
Feed ni nib ns np nx na

Wohlleben 85.60% 81.94% 92.20% 99.71% 99.45% 68.10%
Geyer 78.57% 75.28% 92.15% 99.55% 99.99% 62.77%
Scheffer-1 90.95% 87.30% 87.27% 99.13% 99.68% 68.43%
Scheffer-2 84.95% 81. 21% 94.48% 96.00% 99.79% 66.81%
Scheffer-3a 75.30% 71. 76% 97.52% 98.73% 99.87% 62.72%
Scheffer-3b 75.20% 71.59% 97.47% 98.37% 99.94% 62.36%

Table 4.2: antenna efficiency, temperature and G/Ts

Tskv = 5 K TR = 290 K
Feed na Ta G/Ts(Tr=125K) G/Ts(Tr=200K) G/Ts(Tr=400K)

Wohlleben 68.10% 21.5 K 19.35 dB/K 17.56 dB/K 14.76 dB/K
Geyer 62.77% 21.6 K 19.00 dB/K 17.20 dB/K 14.41 dB/K
Scheffer-1 68.43% 28.1 K 19.18 dB/K 17.45 dB/K 14.72 dB/K
Scheffer-2 66.81% 18.3 K 19.36 dB/K 17.54 dB/K 14.71 dB/K
Scheffer-3a 62.72% 13.9 K 19.23 dB/K 17.35 dB/K 14.48 dB/K
Scheffer-1 62.36% 14.0 K 19.20 dB/K 17.32 dB/K 14.46 dB/K
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The mesh reflector with mesh parameters Ow=l mm and Sw=8.5 mm, gives a
mesh efficiency of 97.89% for f=2.6 GHz. The RMS surface error of 2.5 mm
yields a reflector surface efficiency of 92.85% for the same frequency.
Table 4.1 shows that the Wohlleben feed, the Scheffer-l feed and the
Scheffer-2 feed have a good compromise between illumination and spillover
efficiency, resulting in a high antenna efficiency. The Scheffer-l feed
has the highest antenna efficiency of 68.43%, but the figure of merit is
low because of its high antenna temperature.
The Wohlleben feed has been chosen for the Arabsat earth station for the
following reasons: First the Wohlleben feed has the highest figure of
merit, even for low performance front-end amplifiers. Second the lower
phase efficiency of the Scheffer-2 feed may cause a higher distortion in
the received signal.

4.2.4. Wohlleben feed

0.0215 ""0
f<----- 0.197 >'0

0.0210 >'0
~ 0.197 >'0

0.0220 >'0
0.197 >'0

0.0255 >'0
0.203 >'0

D

- .-~.__.-- '--'-'--'-'--'-r-

0.022 >'0
.L

0.110 >'0 f

O. III >'0 DzO.846 >'0a:

O. III >'0 b: D=0.744 >'0

0.110 >'0 c: D=0.700 >'0...........
10.378 >'0

Figure 4.8: Wohlleben feed

Figure 4.8 shows the Wohlleben feed with the dimension given in terms of
the free space wavelength. The feed, as described by Wohlleben (25), has a
waveguide diameter of 0.846 times the free space wavelength (case 'a' of
figure 4.8). A Wohlleben feed, scaled at 4 GHz, had already been
manufactured at the EDT. The total feed consists of the Wohlleben feed, a
circular waveguide to rectangular waveguide transition and a rectangular
waveguide to coax adaptor. This feed system has the following features:
a) wideband matching: 3.7-4.2 GHz
b) excitation of only one circular waveguide mode: TEll-mode
c) low cross polarisation
A disadvantage of this feed system was that the total length of the feed
including waveguide transition and coax adaptor was more than 50 cm. When
using the same construction scaled for the S-band, the total feed length
would be about 80 cm. The feed would be quite heavy and troublesome for
practical use.
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In order to keep the overall feed length and weight small, the circular to
rectangular waveguide transition had been removed and the coax adaptor had
been placed directly in the circular waveguide. Three M5 screws were
placed at a distance of 0.125 Ag for matching the coax adaptor to the
circular waveguide. Wideband matching was not possible in this simplified
4 GHz feed system. The bandwidth was only 100 MHz for a voltage standing
wave ratio (VSWR) of 1.3. Table 4.3 shows the cutoff diameters of some
circular waveguide modes (26).

Table 4.3: cutoff diameter of a
circular waveguide

mode
TEll

I TMoI
I TEll

T&>I

TMll

cutoff for:
D ~ 0.5857 ~o

D ~ 0.7639 ~o I
D ~ 0.9708 ~o I
D ~ 1.2191 ~o

D ~ 1.2191 ~o

Because the feed has a waveguide diameter of 0.846 times the free space
wavelength it may be expected that besides the TEll-mode the THOl-mode
will also be excited.

H field----+

(a)

E field ,

(b)

Figure 4.9: field configuration in a circular waveguide
a) TEll-mode b) THOl-mode

Figure 4.9 shows the field configurations of the TEll- and the THOl-mode
in a circular waveguide. The THOl-mode is unwanted, since it will give a
cross-polar field and it has a different phase velocity from the dominant
TEll-mode, which may cause distortion on the received signal. To verify
the existence of the unwanted THOl-mode, the 4 GHz Wohlleben feed has been
measured in the EUT anechoic room using the two transitions:
a) rectangular waveguide to coax adaptor.
b) circular waveguide to coax adaptor.
Because of reflection from the absorbing material in the anechoic room for
4 GHz, the measurements may show some deficiencies for the low gain
region.
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Figure 4.10: radiation pattern of the Wohlleben feed with
rectangular waveguide to coax adaptor (4 GHz)

Figure 4.10 shows the radiation pattern in both E- and H-plane for the
Wohlleben feed with a circular-to-rectangular waveguide transition. The
radiation pattern is identical for positive and negative theta angle.
The cross polarisation in the H-plane is negligible (Xpol < -35 dB). This
indicates that only the TEll-mode exist in the circular waveguide. The
unwanted TM01-mode cannot be excited because of the transition to the
rectangular waveguide. Figure 4.10 is similar to the Wohlleben feed
radiation pattern, as shown in appendix D.
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Figure 4.11: radiation pattern of the Wohlleben feed with
circular waveguide to coax adaptor (4 GHz)
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Figure 4.11 shows the radiation pattern of the same feed with the coaxial
adaptor directly placed in the circular waveguide. As shown in this
figure, a large amount of cross polarisation radiation is present in the H
plane. The cross polarisation is caused by the TMOl-mode, as shown in
figure 4.9. The maximum of the TMOl-mode is 15 dB below the maximum of the
dominant mode. For theta is 60 degrees, the TMOI radiation is only 8 dB
below the dominant field radiation in the H-plane.
The radiation in the H-plane is not effected by the TMOl-mode. All TMOl
mode copolar field components are cancelled out by a 180 degrees out-of
phase component of the same magnitude in the H-plane. But in the E-plane
the TMOl-mode field component gives a positive contribution for negative
theta and a negative contribution for positive theta. This effect causes
the radiation pattern in the E-plane to be asymmetrical. This asymmetrical
illumination of the antenna surface will cause a decrease in the antenna
efficiency.
Using the radiation pattern, as shown in figure 4.11, it is possible to
calculate the far field radiation pattern for a given antenna. The
geometric parameters for the far field calculation are given in figure
4.12.

D

Figure 4.12: geometry of a parabolic dish antenna

The far field radiation pattern is given by the following expression (27):

211'

J rF(r,t/>') exp{jJ3r sin(Q ).cos(t/> - t/>')} dt/>' dr
o

(4.20)

where F'(r,¢') is the field distribution in the antenna aperture, alpha
and theta are angles measured from the focal point, and phi and phi' are
angles in the xy-plane. When the field radiation of the feed F(8,¢') is
known, F'(8,¢') can be calculated by the following expression:

[ in dB ] (4.21)
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The last term of equation (4.21) is the contribution of the space loss.
All terms in this equation are expressed in dB. For the dominant mode
radiation pattern it is assumed that the feed radiation pattern is
radially symmetric. In this case equation (4.20) can be simplified to:

!flO

gCc:t')I TElI = 277 J rPCr) Jo(/hsinCQ')] dr (4.22)
o

For the TMOl-mode radiation pattern only the copolar component is
considered and the field component F'(8,¢') may be written as:

F'CB,d>') = PCB) cosCd>') (4.23)

Substitution of equation (4.23) into equation (4.20) yields the antenna
radiation pattern of the TMOl-mode:

'hO 2".

gCQ',d» I TM01 = oj rF(r) oj cosCd>') COS [l3rsinCQ') cosCd>-d>')] dd>'dr

'hO 2".

+ j oj rF(r) oj cosCd>') sin (I3rsin(Q')cosCd>-d>')] d<b'dr (4.24)

(4.25)

The first integral equals "0", so equation (4.24) can be simplified to:

!flO 2".

gCQ' .d» I TMoI = J rF(r) J cos(d>') sin [l3r sinCQ') cosCd>-d>') ) dd>' dr
o 0
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Figure 4.13: far field radiation pattern of a 5 m antenna
(F/D=0.37S) using the Wohlleben feed (f=2.6 GHz)



The feed radiation patterns F(a) of the Wohlleben feed for the TEll-mode
and the TMOl-mode are given in appendix D. A BASIC program for calculation
of the antenna radiation pattern, as given by expression (4.22) and
(4.25), is given in appendix A3.
The far field radiation pattern of the 5 m mesh antenna (appendix C) using
the Wohlleben feed has been plotted in figure 4.13 for phi is 0 degrees.
The TMOl-mode far field radiation is maximal for phi is 0 degrees, and
minimal for phi is 90 degrees. For high quality antenna systems the TMOl
mode radiation is unacceptable and should be suppressed.
The easiest way to avoid the excitation of the TMOl-mode is to choose the
waveguide diameter below'the cutoff of the TMOl-mode (0.764 times the free
space wavelength). Therefore, feeds with a waveguide diameter of 0.744 AQ
(Wohlleben-2) and 0.700 AQ (Wohlleben-3) have been manufactured. Smaller
waveguide diameters are not advisable because of the increasing dispersion
of the dominant mode (25). The feeds are shown in figure 4.8 (case 'b' and
case 'c'). The two feeds have been scaled to respectively 8 GHz and 7.5
GHz, and have been measured for the following situations:

- Wohlleben-2a : D - 0.7441..0 (f = 0.9625 fo)
- Wohlleben-2b : D - 0.744 1..0 (f = fo = 8 GHz)
- Wohlleben-2c : D - 0.744 1..0 (f = 1.0375 fo)
- Wohlleben-3a : D = 0.700 1.. 0 (f = 0.96 f'o)
- Wohlleben-3b : D = 0.700 1.. 0 (f = f'o = 7.5 GHz)
- Wohlleben-3c : D = 0.700 1.. 0 (f = 1.04 f'o)

The measured results and the radiation patterns are given in appendix D.
These diagrams show that the beamwidth increases when the waveguide
diameter decreases. The phase pattern has not been plotted, but is of the
same order as for the Wohlleben-l feed (D=0.846 times the free space
wavelength).
The antenna efficiency program (appendix A2) has been used to compute the
antenna efficiency, antenna temperature and figure of merit for the
Wohlleben-2 and Wohlleben-3 feed placed on the 5 m mesh antenna.

Table 4.4: antenna efficiency of the Wohlleben feed

nm = 97.89% nr = 92.85%
Feed ni nib ns np nx na

Wohlleben-2a 86.16% 82.46% 90.19% 99.50% 99.51% 66.94%
Wohlleben-2b 86.32% 82.70% 92.20% 99.50% 98.80% 68.13%
Wohlleben-2c 86.30% 83.56% 90.68% 99.50% 98.98% 67.84%
Wohlleben-3a 88.19% 84.51% 88.62% 99.50% 99.54% 67.43%
Wohlleben-3b 87.88% 84.28% 90.64% 99.50% 98.57% 68.11%
Wohlleben-3c 89.60% 85.87% 88.72% 99.50% 98.44% 67.80%

Table 4.4 shows the antenna efficiencies for the six Wohlleben feeds
placed on the 5 m mesh antenna. Both the Wohlleben-2b and Wohlleben-3b
feed have a high antenna efficiency, similar to the antenna efficiency of
the Wohlleben-l feed (Table 4.1). The antenna efficiency deceases slightly
when the frequency varies 6% (Wohlleben-2a/c and Wohlleben-3a/c).
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Table 4.5: antenna efficiency, antenna temperature and
figure of merit of the Wohlleben feed

Tsky = 5 K Tg = 290 K
Feed na Ta G/Ts(Tr=125K) G/Ts(Tr=200K) G/Ts(Tr=400K)

Wohlleben-2a 66.94% 24.4 K 19.19 dB/K 17.43 dB/K 14.66 dB/K
Wohlleben-2b 68.13% 21.5 K 19.35 dB/K 17.56 dB/K 14.76 dB/K
Wohlleben-2c 67.84% 23.7 K 19.27 dB/K 17.50 dB/K 14.72 dB/K
Wohlleben-3a 67.43% 26.6 K 19.16 dB/K 17.42 dB/K 14.67 dB/K
Wohlleben-3b 68.11% 23.7 K 19.29 dB/K 17.51 dB/K 14.74 dB/K
Wohlleben-3c 67.86% 26.6 K 19.19 dB/K 17.44 dB/K 14.70 dB/K

Table 4.5 shows the antenna efficiency, antenna temperature and the figure
of merit for the 5 m antenna. The Wohlleben-2b feed has the highest figure
of merit, due to its low antenna temperature. From table 4.2 and table 4.5
it can be concluded that the waveguide diameter of the Wohlleben feed can
be decreased from 0.846 AD to 0.744 AD without a sacrifice in efficiency,
when the choke dimension are kept constant (figure 4.8).
Now the choice of the feed has been made in favour of the Wohlleben-2
feed, it is important to know how the performance is for other types of
antennas. Therefore the antenna efficiency, temperature and figure of
merit has been calculated for 5 m antennas having an opening angle between
60 and 78 degrees. The opening angle of a paraboloid is given by the
following expression:

64 = 2arctan(D/(4F))

In the calculations the following assumptions have been made:
- the relector is solid (am=l)
- the rms surface error equals 0 (nr=l)
- no blockage by feed and support (ni=nib)

(4.26)

Table 4.6: G/Ts of Wohlleben-2b feed for several antennas

64 F/D na Ta G/Ts(Tr=125K) G/Ts(Tr=200K) G/Ts(Tr=400K)

60 0.433 79.5% 23.9 K 19.95 dB/K 18.18 dB/K 15.41 dB/K
62 0.416 79.7% 21.4 K 20.04 dB/K 18.24 dB/K 15.45 dB/K
64 0.400 79.6% 19.3 K 20.10 dB/K 18.28 dB/K 15.46 dB/K
66 0.385 79.1% 17.4 K 20.13 dB/K 18.29 dB/K 15.46 dB/K
68 0.371 78.4% 15.7 K 20.14 dB/K 18.28 dB/K 15.43 dB/K
70 0.357 77 .5% 14.3 K 20.13 dB/K 18.26 dB/K 15.40 dB/K
72 0.344 76.2% 13.0 K 20.10 dB/K 18.22 dB/K 15.34 dB/K
74 0.332 74.8% 12.0 K 20.05 dB/K 18.16 dB/K 15.27 dB/K
76 0.320 73.1% 11.1 K 19.98 dB/K 18.07 dB/K 15.18 dB/K
78 0.309 71.4% 10.3 K 19.90 dB/K 17.99 dB/K 15.09 dB/K

The results of the calculations are given in table 4.6. This table shows
that for a receiver noise temperature of 125 K, a figure of merit of 20.13
dB/K is obtained for antennas with opening angles varying from 66 to 70
degrees. Antennas with opening angles varying from 62 to 74 degrees (F/D =
0.42-0.33) can be used with only 0.1 dB loss in figure of merit.
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As mentioned before, the bandwidth (VSWR=1.3) of the Wohlleben feed was
only 2.5%, when placing the coax adaptor directly in circular waveguide.
The objective is to have a bandwidth of at least 5% (2535-2665 MHz). To
obtain a wideband matching, the waveguide length should be chosen at a
resonance length. This means that the total waveguide length should be n
times 0.5Ag, where n is an integer number and Ag is the wavelength in the
waveguide. Figure 4.14 shows the matching of the feed by waveguide
resonance and tuning of the length of the coax adaptor.

0-==---------------""""':"""'1

waveguide
resonance

coax
adaptor

40 .........----------------...
frequency

Figure 4.14: matching of a feed by resonance and coax adaptor tuning

When placing the waveguide resonance and the coax adaptor matching next to
eachother, a wideband matching is possible.
The wavelength in a circular waveguide for the TEll-mode is given by:

(4.27)

For the Wohlleben-2 feed (f=2.6 GHz and D=0.744Ao) Ag = 1.62Ao = 187.1 mm.
The feed length '1' has been chosen at its minimum resonance length: l=Ag.
A length of 0.5Ag was not possible because of the geometric position of
the chokes.
Both the length of the waveguide and the length of the coax adaptor have
been made variable. This double tuning makes additional tuning by screws
superfluous. A 2.6 GHz Wohlleben-2b feed has been made at the EUT for the
Arabsat earth station. The feed has been made of aluminium with a
tolerance of 0.1 mm. The drawings of the feed are shown in appendix E.
The feed has been tuned with a compromise between low VSWR and wide
bandwidth. The feed length has been adjusted to 205 rom. Substitution of
1=205 rom into equation (4.27) yields that the expected resonance frequency
of the feed is 2516 MHz. The matching of the 50 Ohm coax adaptor has been
tuned somewhat above this frequency. The length of the coax adaptor is
25.5 mm, while the distance of the adaptor to the shorted waveguide end is
40 mm. The return loss and the phase have been measured on a network
analyzer.
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The return loss has been plotted in figure 4.15. The theoretical resonance
frequencies of a feed with a length of 205 mm are calculated using
equation (4.27) and found to be: 2174 MHz, 2516 MHz, 3001 MHz, 3571 MHz,
etc. The waveguide resonance frequencies are clearly demonstrated in
figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: return loss of the S-band Wohlleben feed

Table 4.7: VSWR, return loss, transmission loss
and power transmitted

I 100.0 I
I 99.9 I
I 99.8 I

99.5
99.2
98.8
98.3
97.2
96.0
94.7
93.3
91.8
90.4
88.9
8I.6
75.0
64.0
55.6

I Power trans. (%) I
0.000
0.003
0.010
0.021
0.036
0.054
0.075
0.122
0.177
0.238
0.302
0.370
0.440
0.512
0.881
1.249
1.938
2.553

Trans. loss (dB)
00

32.3
26.4
23.1
20.8
19.1
17.7
15.6
14.0
12.7
11.7
10.9
10.2
9.5
7.4
6.0
4.4
3.5

Return loss (dB)I VSWR
I 1.00
I 1.05
I 1.10
I 1.15
I 1.20

I
1.25
1.30

I
1.40
1.50

I 1.60
I 1.70
I 1.80
I 1.90

I
2.00
2.50

I 3.00
4.00
5.00
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(4.28)

The measured resonance frequencies are lower than the calculated values.
The shift of the resonance to a lower frequency is caused by the fact that
the effective length of an open waveguide is longer than the physical
waveguide length. This effect should be taken into account in future
design.
The relation between the VSWR and the return loss is given by the
following expression:

1 + 1O-RL/20
VSWR = 1 _ 10-RL/20

where RL is the return loss in dB. Table 4.7 shows the relation between
VSWR, return loss, transmission loss and transmitted power.
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Figure 4.16: return loss and phase of the S-band feed
a) fc=2560.5 MHz b) fc=2634.5 MHz
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Figure 4.15 shows that the VSWR=1.3 bandwidth of the feed ranges from 2390
MHz to 2690 MHz. Thus, the VSWR=1.3 bandwidth is more than 11%, while 5%
was required.
The return loss and phase of the feed have been measured for the
transponder frequencies of Arabsat's S-band. The results are shown in
figure 4.l6a and 4.l6b.
When placing the two matching points of figure 4.14 (resonance and coax
adaptor) closer to eachother, the depth of the return loss will increase,
but the bandwidth will decrease. When placing the tuning points further
apart, the phase linearity will be better over a wider bandwidth, but the
return loss will decrease. In both cases the matching performance of the
feed will decrease for our purpose.

Now the wideband matching problem has been solved, the only problem that
might occur is the unwanted TMOl-mode. The cutoff frequency of the TEll
mode is 2047 MHz and the cutoff frequency of the TMOl-mode is 2669 MHz.
Both Arabsat's and Insat's S-band transponders are below the cutoff
frequency of the TMOl-mode, but it does not mean that this mode does not
exist. The TMOl-mode is only attenuated. The attnuation of this unwanted
mode can be expressed by the phase constant '8' and the attenuation 'a',
given by the following expressions:

f3 I TMo = 217 Il-12.40AO 1
2

]'12
1 Ao 17 D

, above cutoff (4.29)

f3 I = -' 217 11 2
.
40

AO 1
2

TMoI J AO 17 D 11
'12

, below cutoff (4.30)

(4.31)

where '1' is the length of the feed. Using the equations (4.30) and
(4.31), the attenuation of the TMOl-mode can be calculated for Arabsat's
and Insat's S-band transponders:

- Arabsat lA
- Arabsat lB
- Insat lA
- Insat lB

f=2560.5 MHz, a
f=2634.5 MHz, a
f=2575.0 MHz, a
f=2615.0 MHz, a

= 0.052 = -25.7 dB.
= 0.184 = -14.7 dB.
= 0.063 = -24.0 dB.
=: 0.122 = -18.3 dB.

In addition to the attenuation of the TMOl-mode antenna radiation pattern
(figure 4.11), this unwanted mode is more than 30 dB below the dominant
mode in the worst case situation (Arabsat-lB). It can be concluded that
for the Wohlleben-2 feed the TMOl-mode distortion is negligible.

The aluminium feed and cover for the outdoor reveiver has been protected
against oxidation in the rainy African zones.
The technique, that has been used to shorten the total length of the
Wohlleben feed, can also be used for other types of circular waveguide
feeds. It should be noted that for feeds with a resonance length of half a
wavelength, the feed radiation pattern will become a little broader
compared to a feed with a longer waveguide. This effect should be taken
into account in the feed design when choosing the minimum resonance length
of half a wavelength.
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In a later stage of the project it has been decided to purchase a solid
dish antenna for the CTV earth station. The 4.5 m Scientific Atlanta solid
dish antenna can also be used for future experiments in the 4 GHz and 12
GHz band at UDSM location. The parameters of the 4.5 m antenna are given
in appendix C. The antenna efficiency, antenna gain, antenna noise
temperature and figure of merit have been calculated for the Scientific
Atlanta antenna using the Wohlleben-2 feed. The figure of merit has been
calculated for three receiver noise temperatures Tr=125K, 200K and 400K,
and the results are given in table 4.8.

Table 4.8: antenna efficiency and figure of merit of the Scientific
Atlanta antenna using the Wohlleben-2 feed

11m = 100.00% 11r = 99.52%
11· = 83.14% 11ib = 80.80%

1
11 s = 93.80% 11 p = 99.50%
11x = 98.82%

11a = 74.16% ,

Ta = 13.8 K
G = 40.54 dB
G/Ts (Tr =125 K) = 19.12 dB/K
G/Ts (Tr =200 K) =·17.24 dB/K
G/Ts (Tr =400 K) = 14.37 dB/K

Finally the far field radiation pattern of the 4.5 m antenna using the
Wohlleben feed has been computed and is plotted in figure 4.17. The
maximum pointing loss caused by the satellite's drift is less than 0.15
dB, while the 3 dB beamwidth of the antenna is 1.75 degrees.
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Figure 4.17: radiation pattern of the 4.5 m antenna
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4.3. Microstrip line design

Many circuits for frequencies above 1 GHz use microstrip line (MSL).
Amplifiers, parallel coupled lines, power dividers, phase shifters, mixers
and filters are some examples of circuits that can be designed on MSL.
Therefore, some basic theory neccesary for MSL design will be given in
this section.

Cu W,1--/ t

dielectric VV/m!/.7AE
Cu

Figure 4.18: configuration of a microstrip line

Figure 4.18 shows the configuration of a microstrip line, where Wis the
stripwidth, t is the conductor thickness, h is the thickness of the
dielectric and 'er' is the dielectric constant. Hammerstad (28) has
derived a closed-form expression for the characteristic impedance 'Zom' of
a MSL and is given by:

Zo 8h W
Zom = 2iTVereln ( W + 0.25 h ) , for W/h :i 1 (4.32)

(4.33)

where Zo = 120iT Ohm and 'ere' is the effective dielectric constant, as
given by (28):

er +1 er -1
(4.34)ere = -2- + -2-·F(W/h)

1

0.04(1 - W/h)2F(W/h) (l + 12h/W)-~ + for W/h ~ 1 (4.35)
_.1

W/h (4.36)F(W/h) = (l + 12h/W) :2 for ~ 1

Equations (4.32)-(4.36) provide an accuracy for Zom and ere with a maximum
relative error of 1 percent, assuming the strip thickness is negligible.
The effect of strip thickness, enclosure, frequency dispersion and line
discontinuities is discussed by Gupta (29), but will not be given here.

Circuit analysis, such as for parallel coupled lines, is significantly
simplified using the even and odd mode equivalent circuits. Figure 4.19a
shows the field distribution of a parallel coupled line in case of a
symmetrical even mode excitation. A magnetic or open wall may be placed
between the two lines without affecting the field distribution. Figure
4.19b shows the field distribution for a asymmetrical odd mode excitation.
An electric or shorted wall may be placed between the two lines without
affecting the field distribution. Other types of excitation are always
composed of a summation of the odd and even mode excitation.
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Figure 4.19: a) even mode excitation b) odd mode excitation

Some materials that can be used as dielectrics are teflon, polystyrene and
alumina oxide (A1203). Figure 4.20 shows a plot of the characteristic
impedance of teflon substrate (er=2.45 and h=0.762 mm) as a function of
the stripwidth. The plot has been made using equations (4.32)-(4.36).

Teflon substrate

e r = 2.45

h 0.762 mm
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Figure 4.20: characteristic impedance of teflon versus stripwidth

The characteristic impedance for other teflon substrate thickness can be
easily deducted from figure 4.20 by taking 'W!h' constant. Figure 4.21
shows a plot of the characteristic impedance versus the stripwidth for
alumina oxide (er=9.9 and h=0.25 mm).
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Figure 4.21: characteristic impedance of alumina versus stripwidth

The wavelength in the dielectric is different from the free space
wavelength and is expressed by:

Am = _1,,_0_
lere' (4.37)

This expression shows that the wavelength in the MSL is always less than
the free space wavelength. From equation (4.37) and figure 4.21 it can be
concluded that MSL circuits can be kept small by using alumina substrate,
but requires a sophisticated etching process.
For the MSL circuits, as discussed in the next sections, teflon substrate
(see figure 4.20) has been used. Table 4.9 shows the stripwidth, effective
dielectric constant and quarter wavelength of the teflon substrate as a
function of several characteristic impedances.

Table 4.9: characterictic impedance of teflon (er=2.45 and h=0.762mm)

Zo (Ohm) W (mm) ere Am/4 (mm) Zo (Ohm) W (mm) ere Am/4 (mm)

30.0 4.47 2.14 19.70 80.0 0.99 1.95 20.63
35.4 3.60 2.11 19.84 90.0 0.78 1.93 20.76
40.0 3.05 2.09 19.95 100.0 0.62 1.91 20.87
50.0 2.21 2.05 20.16 110.0 0.50 1.89 20.95
59.4 1.69 2.01 20.33 120.8 0.39 1.88 21.03
70.7 1.23 1.98 20.50
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4.4. Polariser
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Figure 4.22: a) right hand circular polarisation (RHCP)
b) left hand circular polarisation (LHCP)

Figure 4.22 shows right hand and left hand circular polarised (RHCP and
LHCP) waves. Circular polarisation is composed of two orthogonally linear
polarised waves, that are 90 degrees out-of-phase. The feed, as described
in chapter 4.2.4, is suitable for reception of only linearly polarised
waves. When the satellite signal is circularly polarised, such as for the
Insat, 3 dB of the available power will be lost. Therefore, a polariser
should be used to transform the circularly polarised waves into linearly
polarised waves. This transformer is called a polariser.
Dielectric sheets, placed in the feed waveguide, are commonly used as
polarisers. Figure 4.23 shows a dielectric sheet, that has been placed
parallel to the propagation direction.
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Figure 4.23: dielectric sheet as polariser

In figure 4.23a and 4.23b the incoming waves are RHCP and LHCP,
respectively. The electric field is given by the following expression:

-+ -+
Eo.cos(wt) a + Eo.sin(wt) b

-+ -+
Eo.sin(wt) a + Eo.cos(wt) b

for RHCP

for LHCP

(4.38)

(4.39)
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The wave, that is parallel to the sheet (RHCP:t and LHCP:b), will
experiency a smaller phase velocity than the waves, which are
perpendicular to the sheet. The length of the sheet should be chosen to
give a 90 degrees phase difference between the parallel and perpendicular
wave component. At the end of the dielectric sheet the fie1s are given by
the following expressions:

~

Eout =

~ ~ ~

Eout = Eo.cos(wt-900) a + Eo.sin(wt) b
~

= Ir.Eo.sin(wt) x

~ ~

Eo.sin(wt) a + Eo.cos(wt-900) b

= Ir.Eo.sin(wt) ~

, for RHCP

, for LHCP

(4.40)

(4.41)

Thus, by placing a dielectric sheet of the right length at 45 degrees in
the feed waveguide, RHCP and LHCP waves can be transformed to linearly
polarised waves. The po1ariser will also transform linearly polarised
waves into circularly polarised waves.
Experiments showed that a teflon sheet (dielectric constant = 2.5 and
thickness = 12 mm) with a length of about 25 cm gives a 90 degrees phase
difference between the parallel and perpendicular field component at 2.6
GHz. However, the drawings of the Woh11eben-2 feed in appendix E show that
the effective length that can be used in the waveguide is only 10 cm. The
relatively short feed is not suitable for the use of a dielectric sheet as
po1ariser.
A po1ariser has been designed that combines the orthogonal field
components after the feed. Therefore, two coaxial adaptors have been
placed at 90 degrees in the feed, as shown in figure 4.24.

Y-...L..-,II[]E=::;=

Figure 4.24: TEll-mode field configuration excited by stub 1

The coaxial stub 2 will not affect the field of stub 1, because the field
excited by stub 1 is perpendicular on stub 2.
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The electric signals received at port 1 and 2 for RHCP waves are as
follows:

Vi ~ Eo.cos(wt)

V2 ~ Eo.sin(wt)

(4.42)

(4.43)

A MSL polariser has been designed, which gives a 90 degrees phase shift in
port 2 before both signals are combined. A combiner of the Wilkinson
divider/combiner concept is used (30). Figure 4.25 shows a divider/
combiner using the Wilkinson concept.

son

Figure 4.25: Wilkinson divider/combiner

The three-port consists of a pair of quarter-wavelength sections with a
characteristic impedance of 70.7 Ohm, which are series terminated with a
100 Ohm resistor. An input signal at port 3 will be equally divided over
port 1 and port 2. A discussion will be given on the 50 Ohm match of the
three ports. Figure 4.26 gives the equivalent circuit in case of even mode
excitation at port 1 and port 2. A magnetic or open wall may be placed in
the circuit. This equivalent transmission line model shows that the ports
are matched to 50 Ohm. Figure 4.27 shows the equivalent circuit in case of
odd mode excitation at port 1 and port 2. Here the ports are also matched
to 50 Ohm. Thus, the three ports of the Wilkinson hybrid are matched to 50
Ohm for any type of excitation.

-
Figure 4.26: equivalent circuit for even mode excitation

Q) tAm a> son Q) son

170.7n H R""':'" -===- ..". -=-

Figure 4.27: equivalent circuit for odd mode excitation
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Figure 4.29: isolation of S-band Wilkinson combiner

Figure 4.28 shows the theoretical return loss of a Wilkinson hybrid
designed at 2.6 GHz. The ports 1 and 2 are isolated. Power at port 1 will
split in a part passing the 100 Ohm resistor and a part passing the half
wavelength 70.7 Ohm MSL. before it arrives at port 2. Because both parts
have equal magnitude and a 180 degrees phase difference. the signal from
port 1 cancels out at port 2. Figure 4.29 shows the theoretical isolation
between port 1 and 2.
From these results it can be concluded that the Wilkinson hybrid can be
used as a combiner in the frequency range of 2.4-2.8 GHz.
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A simple circuit that gives a 90 degrees phase shift is a quarter
wavelength MSL. The 90 degrees phase shift is only obtained for a single
frequency. A quarter wavelength line has been placed in port 1 of the
Wilkinson combiner. Figure 4.30 shows the differential phase between port
1 and port 2 as a function of the frequency.

100· .......----r-----r-----r------..,

86.,,·

1 and port 2

'.5 ;.6 .2. t
fRe~LJ~I'\C.y )( GH~)

differential phase between port

96.8"
+-----+-----+-----+--:::::;..".~'""""'I

~3.3·

80· .;....---4-----+----+-----1
;.'1

Figure 4.30:

To give a prediction of the performance of the Wilkinson polariser, an
expression will be derived for the loss in the Wilkinson hybrid for input
signals at port 1 and port 2 with a different amplitude and phase. The
input signals are given by the following expressions:

Vini = V1·cos(wt+¢)

Vinz = Vz·cos(wt)

(4.44)

(4.45)

The total input power is given by:

Pin = Pinl+Pinz = !.(V125~ V22
) (4.46)

Because of the phase and amplitude difference of the input signals, the
100 Ohm resistor will dissipate power. The voltage across the resistor is
given by:

Vr = Vl.COS(wt+¢) - V2.COS(wt) (4.47)

Consequently, the power dissipated by the 100 Ohm resistor is given by:

_ t(V 1
2

+ V2
2

) - V1.V 2.cos(¢) (4.48)
Pr - 100

The output power at port 3 is a function of the input power and the power
dissipated by the resistor:

(4.49)

Combination of expressions (4.46) and (4.49) yields the ratio of the
output power versus the input power in case of amplitude and phase
unbalance:

Pout = 0.5 + V1.V,.cos(¢)
Pin V 2 + V 2

1 2

0.5 + vr.cos(¢)
r + 1

(4.50)
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where r is the power ratio of the two input powers.
Figure 4.31 shows the ratio of output power over input power in case of
phase unbalance, while figure 4.32 gives the same plot in case of
amplitude unbalance.
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Figure 4.31: percentage of output power for phase unbalance
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Figure 4.32: percentage of output power for amplitude unbalance

Figure 4.30 shows that the maximum phase unbalance in the MSL polariser is
7 degrees in the frequency range 2.4-2.8 GHz. Consequently, the loss
caused by this phase unbalance is less than 0.02 dB.
A MSL polariser using the Wilkinson hybrid concept has been realised on
teflon substrate. The parameters of teflon, characteristic impedance,
stripwidth and wavelength are given in chapter 4.3. The circuit is given
in figure 4.33. SMA connectors have been used as stripline launchers and a
100 Ohm chip resistor was soldered between port 1 and 2. The polariser can
be connected to the orthogonol coaxial adaptors of the feed using two
equal length semi-rigid cables. Both RHCP and LHCP waves can be received
by exchanging the input ports of the polariser.
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Figure 4.33: MSL polariser using the Wilkinson hybrid concept

The MSL polariser has been measured on a network analyser. Figure 4.34
shows the dividing performance from port 3 to port 1 or 2. This figure
shows that the loss of the polariser is only 0.1 dB.
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Figure 4.34: transmission from port 3 to port 1 or 2

Figure 4.35 shows the isolation between the input ports 1 and 2. The
isolation is more than 25 dB for Insat's S-band transponders.
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Figure 4.37: phase difference between port 1 and 2

Figure 4.36 shows the return loss of the three ports. For all ports the
VSWR is less than 1.2 over the S-band. Finally the phase from port 1 to 3
and the phase from port 2 to 3 are shown in figure 4.37.
The measured results agree well with the theoretical analysis. Some errors
are caused by inaccuracy of the etching process, discontinuities at the
stripline launchers and capacitive or inductive impedance of the 100 Ohm
resistor.
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The MSL polariser can be used over a bandwidth of at least 2.4-2.8 GHz,
with only a small loss of 0.1 dB. When using a multi-stage Wilkinson
hybrid (31) and a wideband phase shifter, it is possible to design a MSL
polariser that can be used over the frequency range 2-12 GHz. With a
dielectric sheet it is impossible to obtain a wideband polariser.
The polariser is only used for the circularly polarised waves of the
Insat. For the linearly polarised waves of the Arabsat the polariser is
not needed and the LNA can be placed directly on the SMA connectors of the
feed.

4.5. LNA design

As mentioned before in chapter 4.1, a low-noise front amplifier must be
used to keep the overall receiver noise figure (NF) low. For the VHF/UHF
band, L-band and the S-band bipolar transistors are often used in front
end amplifiers. A bipolar transistor has a low gain and a NF in the range
of 2-4 dB. For the S-band it is very easy to match the input and output
port of a bipolar amplifier to 50 Ohm. For this reason the first
generation S-band earth stations for the Insat uses bipolar front-end
amplifiers, resulting in a system NF of about 4 dB (8).
In the higher frequency band 3-20 GHz GaAs FETs are commonly used. GaAs
FETs provide a high gain and a NF of about 1 dB for C-band. The objective
is to design an amplifier for the S-band with a minimum gain of 25 dB and
a NF of less than 2 dB within the required band. Therefore, it has been
decided to use GaAs FETs for the amplifier design in the S-band.
First the theory of amplifier design by S-parameter method will be given.
Finally some practical designs and results will be presented.

4.5.1. Amplifier design by S-parameter method

A commonly used set of parameters to characterize high frequency
amplifiers and other active and passive RF circuits are the S-parameters.
The definition and meaning of the S-parameters are given in appendix F
(32) •
Figure 4.38 shows the block diagram of an amplifier. The amplifier
consists of a generator (source), input matching network, transistor,
output matching network and a load. In practice the source and load
impedance are 50 Ohm (20).
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Figure 4.38: block diagram of an amplifier
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The transducer gain 'Gt' of the amplifier is defined as the ratio of the
power delivered to the load 'Po' to the available input power 'Pai', and
is a function of the input and output matching network (33):

(4.51)

where fs and fl are the source and load reflection coefficient,
respectively. When the input and output matching network are omited
([s=fl=O), the amplifier gain is given by:

(4.52)

For maximum gain the source and load impedance must be conjugate matched
to the input and output impedance of the FET, respectively. Or when
expressing the impedance in terms of reflection coefficient 'f':

(4.53)

5 5 f
(5 + 12 21 s "-= 22 )~ =

1-5 11 f s

(5 2Z-fs D)*

1-5 11 f s

(4.54)

where D is given by:

(4.55)

Solving equations (4.53) and (4.54) yields the source and load reflection
coefficient for optimum match:

where B1, B2, Cl and C2 are given by:

B1 = 1+ IS1112_ls2212_IDI2

B2 = 1+ IS2212_lsllI2_IDI2

*C1 = S11-S22 D

C2 = S22-S11"'D

(4.56)

(4.57)

(4.58)

(4.59)

(4.60)

(4.61)
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The minus sign is used for positive Bn and the plus sign for negative Bn
(n=1,2). Substitution of the matched source and load reflection
coefficients fsm and flm into expression (4.51) of the transducer gain
yields the maximum available amplifier gain 'Gma'.

where the stability factor k is defined by (34):

k = 1-ISllI2-ls2212+IDI2

21 S12S21 1

(4.62)

(4.63)

The simultaneous match of both source and load impedance is only possible
when the FET is unconditionally stable. Unconditional stability means that
the input or output reflection coefficient of the amplifier is less than 1
for all possible passive source and load matching networks:

Ifil = ISll-f1DI
< 1 for If11 < 1

1- f1522

I fo I
1522-fsDI

< 1 for Ifsl < 1
1-fs511

(4.64)

(4.65)

~o~e~t~a~ ~n~t~bility

An amplifier is called potentially unstable when either fi or fo is
greater than 1. In this case the input or output impedance of the
amplifier is negative and any incoming power on the input or output port
will be reflected with a gain of Ifil 2 or Ifol 2 , respectively. When
solving equations (4.64) and (4.65), the following conditions are found
that satisfy unconditional stability of the FET:

and

k (4.66)

(4.67)

If k < 1 or D > 1, then the FET is called potentially unstable. In this
case it is impossible to match the input and output port of the amplifier
simultaneously and Gma does not exist. For potentially unstable amplifiers
the available gain 'Ga' or the power gain 'Gp' are used for the design. Ga
is the transducer gain when the output port is matched to the load, while
Gp is the transducer gain for a matched input port.

For low-noise performance the source impedance is selected for mlnlmum
amplifier noise. The available gain is obtained by choosing the source
reflection coefficient which gives minimum noise, and selecting the
matched load as follows:
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(4.68)

5ubstitution of equation (4.68) in the transducer gain gives the available
gain Ga:

(4.69)

From this expression it can be derived that the available gain can be
expressed in the source plane as circles of constant gain with center Ca
and radius ra:

C =a

where

A1-2k 1512521 1ga+ I51252112ga2)'

11+ga( 15111 2-IDI 2)1

(4.70)

(4.71)

(4.72)

As mentioned before, the maximum available gain doe~ not exist for
potentially unstable FETs. In this case the maximum stable Ga or Gp that
can be obtained is defined as the maximum stable gain 'Gms':

5
=1.2l1Gms

512
(4.73)

The area where instability occurs is given by the instability circle in
the source and load plane. The instability circles can be calculated by
substitution of Ifil=1 and Ifol=1 into equations (4.53) and (4.54)
respectively. The center 'Cst and the radius Irs' of the instability
circle in the source plane are given by:

522D*-511*
Cs =

ID12_1 511 12

512521r s =
IIDI2 -1 5111 21

(4.74)

(4.75)
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And the instability circle in the load plane is given by:

Sl1 D*-S22*
Cl = ID1 2-I S221 2

The noise figure of a transistor is given by (33):

(4.76)

(4.77)

(4.78)

where 'NFm' is the minimum noise figure, 'fm' the source reflection
coefficient for minimum noise figure and 'Rn' the equivalent noise
resistance. When these three noise parameters are known, circles of
constant noise figure can be derived from equation (4.78). The center 'Cf'
and radius 'rf' of the constant NF circles are given by:

(4.79)

(4.80)

where Ni is defined by:

(4.81)

The equations for the amplifier design by S-parameter method, as given in
this section, have been implemented in a software program. This program is
given in appendix A4 and the program is used for the S-band amplifier
design, as described in the next section.

4.5.2. Narrowband LNA for the S-band

The first step in the amplifier design is to obtain the S-parameters of
the FET for the desired frequency band.
Two low-cost GaAs FETs that can be used for the design are the NEC NE72089
and the Fujitsu FSCI0LF, which cost around US$ 20.- each. The S-parameters
of both FETs have been measured for the 2-3 GHz band, using a test fixture
that has been developed at EUT (35). The FSCI0LF has been preferred
because of its higher gain and lower noise figure (0.6 dB).
Table 4.10 shows the measured S-parameters of the FSC10LF for 2-3 GHz with
Vds=3 V and Ids=10 rnA (for minimum NF).
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Table 4.10: measured S-parameters of the FSC10LF

f (GHz) Sl1 S12 S21 S22
2.0 0.916/-53.5° 0.049/53.2° 3 .044/131 •1° 0.628/-39.6°
2.2 0.925/-59.2° 0.055/49.8° 3.097/125.4° 0.648/-43.0°
2.4 0.925/-64.2° 0.062/47.4° 3.178/121.8° 0,652/-46.3°
2.6 0.878/-67.4° 0.062/42.2° 2•966/115 •3° 0.630/-47.5°
2.8 0.863/-71.4° 0.063/39.3° 2.854/111.9° 0.632/-50.2°
3.0 0.878/-75.• 6° 0.069/36.4° 2.891/ 106 .9° 0.654/-53.5°

Substitution of the S-parameters into equations (4.66) and (4.67) yields
k=0.448 and D=0.575/-96.4° for f=2.6 GHz. Thus the FET is potentially
unstable. The maximum stable gain is 16.8 dB. The instability circle in
the source and load plane are Cs=1.243/79.5°, rs=0.415 and Cl=3.316/94.0°,
rl=2.745, respectively. Figure 4.39 shows the measured S11 and S22, the
computed instability circles and some available gain circles.

"R 110- 10 .... 3 ---of,

Re";o,, 2
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\
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Figure 4.39: a) instability circle and available gain circles in
the source plane

b) instability circle in the load plane

The source plane shows 3 regions:
- region 1 shows the source impedances, where the available gain Ga exists

and the matched load impedance is found using equation (4.68). Region 1
is a usable source region.
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- region 2 (shaded) shows a stable source region. But the matched load
impedance, selected via equation (4.68), lies within the instability
area of the load plane. In this region the available gain Ga does not
exist. When selecting the source impedance in region 2, the load
impedance must be chosen outside the load instability area. Both the
input and output impedance of the amplifier will not be matched to 50
Ohm in this case.

- region 3 (shaded) is the source instability region, causing the output
impedance of the amplifier to have a negative resistance. In this region
the FET cannot be used because of possible oscillations.

The noise parameters of the FSC10LF were only given in the data sheets for
4 GHz. Point A in figure 4.39a is the source impedance that gives minimum
noise figure (NFm=0.6 dB, fm=0.673/79° and Rn=25 Ohm) at 4 GHz, while a
constant NF circle of 1 dB is also shown. Since the noise parameters for S
band are unknown, point B (0.6/66°) is estimated as rm for f=2.6 GHz. The
estimation is made using noise parameters available from other types of
GaAs FETs. Point B lies on the maximum stable gain circle and will give a
gain of 16.8 dB when selecting the matched load impedance. The matched
load is shown as point C (0.67/67°) in figure 4.39b. As expected, this
impedance lies on the boundary of instability. For this reason the load
impedance has been shifted from the unstable region to point D (0.45/63°).
Substitution of point Band D into equation (4.51) yields a transducer
gain of 16.1 dB. The loss of 0.7 dB compared to the maximum stable gain is
caused by the mismatch of the load impedance.
The next step is to implement the selected source and load impedance on
microstrip line. Cuclad teflon board has been used with the following
parameters: dielectric constant=2.45 and height=0.762 mm.
The input matching network has to transform 50 Ohm to fs=0.6/66° or
Zs=36.7+j62.9 Ohm. The input matching network is shown in figure 4.40.
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Figure 4.40: input matching network on microstrip line

A 120 Ohm (W=0.5 mm and 1=17.0 mm) open stub transforms 50 Ohm (A) to fa
(B). A 50 Ohm (W=2.2 mm and 1=18.7 mm) line transforms fa to fs (C), being
the required source impedance Zs=36.7+j62.9 Ohm.
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Figure 4.41: output matching network on microstrip line

Figure 4.41 shows the output matching network. A 120 Ohm (W=0.5 rom and
1=15.3 rom) open stub transforms 50 Ohm (A) to Tb (B). A 50 Ohm (W=2.2 rom
and 1=20.2 rom) line transforms Tb to Tl=0.45/63° (C). Figure 4.42 shows
the layout of the 2.6 GHz LNA.
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Figure 4.42: layout of 2.6 GHz LNA (drawn to scale 1:1)
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Figure 4.43: diagram of GaAs FET power supply
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100 pF chip capacitors are placed on the 50 Ohm input and output lines as
DC block. The bias voltages are supplied via quarter wavelength 120 Ohm
lines, RF shorted via 1000 pF chip capacitors.
The power supply circuit diagram is shown in figure 4.43. Up to 3 FETs can
be biased by this circuit. Vds can be adjusted from 2.8 V to 3.4 V with
potentiometer R3, while Ids can be adjusted from 8 rnA to 20 rnA with
potentiometers R9. R15 and R21. The layout of the circuit is given in
appendix G.
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Figure 4.44: measured S-parameters of 2.6 GHz narrowband LNA

Figure 4.44 shows the measured S-parameters of the 2.6 GHz LNA using the
FSC10LF. The measured gain of 16.2 dB for 2.6 GHz agrees well with the
expected transducer gain. The measured NF is given in table 4.11.

Table 4.11: measured noise figure of 2.6 GHz narrowband LNA

Freauencv (MHz) 2500 2550 2600 2650 2700 2750
Noise Figure (dB) 1.39 1.35 2.0 1.50 1.44 1.00

The higher NF at 2.6 GHz may be caused by resonance in the 0.23 and 0.25
wavelength 50 Ohm lines between the open stubs of Figure 4.42.

Table 4.12: measured VSWR of LNA

Freauencv (GHz) 2.5 2.6 2.7
Input VSWR 6.00 4.15 5.33

Output VSWR 2.62 1.83 1.69

Table 4.12 shows the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) at the input and
output port of the amplifier, as derived from the measured S-parameters.
The high VSWR at the input is caused by the unavoidable potential
instability of GaAs FETs for frequencies below the C-band.
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The input VSWR has been decreased in a second LNA design using the power
gain design. In the power gain design a load impedance is selected and via
the load impedance the matched source impedance is calculated. This second
LNA design will only be discussed briefly: The input VSWR was less than
2.5 in the S-band and showed an improvement compared to the first design.
However, the noise performance was poor (NF greater than 2.5 dB) and the
output VSWR was high (greater than 5). The power gain design is only used
where a good input match is needed and low NF is not of great importance.
For low-noise design the available gain method, as described in the first
design, is used.

4.5.3. Narrowband LNA using a lossless series feedback

The high input and output VSWR, as given in table 4.12, makes the LNA not
suitable for use in the high quality CTV earth station. Especially the
high input VSWR seems to be a severe problem for GaAs FET LNA design in L
and S-band. Suckling gives a L-band LNA design, where a minimum input VSWR
of 12 (RL=1.5 dB) was obtained (36). The high input VSWR is also
encountered by Button (37) in a LNA design for 1.55 GHz.
To understand why the high reflection is unavoidable for GaAs FETs in L
and S-band, the internal structure of a FET must be considered. Figure
4.45a shows the equivalent small signal circuit for GaAs MESFETs.
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Figure 4.45: a) an intrinsic small-signal equivalent model for GaAs FETs
b) series inductance for decreasing the input and output

reflection coefficient

Unlike bipolar transistors, a GaAs FET has a capacitive gate input. For
low frequencies Sll will be approximately 1 (open circuit) and from
equations (4.64) and (4.65) it is seen that the FET becomes potentially
unstable. Figure 4.39a shows that the magnitude of Sll approximates 1 for
S-band. This figure also shows that the conjugate match of Sll lies within
the instable regions 1 and 2, yielding an unavoidable input and output
mismatch.
The high VSWR can be avoided by using two identical FETs, where input and
output are parallel coupled via branch line hybrids (balanced amplifier).
Power reflected at input and output will be dissipated in a 50 Ohm load
placed in the hybrid. Disadvantages of the balanced amplifier are the need
for two identical amplifiers and an increase of NF caused by the hybrids.
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A second solution is to use resistive matching networks. A lossy matching
network for an unstable FET may increase the stability factor k to a value
above 1, thus making the amplifier unconditionally stable. This solution
is not preferable, because of the decrease in gain and increase in NF.
A third solution is to place an isolator at both the input and the output
of the LNA. The majority of the LNA manufacturers has chosen for this
solution for L- and S-band amplifiers. The use of isolators will increase
the price of the LNA significantly. Another disadvantage is the increase
in NF.
None of these three solutions will be used because of the increase in NF.
Here a solution will be giv~il to decrease the input and output VSWR of the
LNA without a sacrifice in NF performance (38). A lossless series feedback
in the form of source inductance has been placed in the amplifier. Figure
4.45b shows the model of a GaAs FET using an inductive feedback. The
inductor Ls will lower the input reflection coefficient by compensating
for the input capacitance Cgs. The output reflection will also be
decreased by this inductor.

The following design has been performed at the University of Bradford,
England, using the software program SUPERCOMPACT for microstrip line
calculation and optimisation.
From the measurement results, as given in table 4.11, it can be concluded
that the estimated optimum source reflection coefficient (0.6/66°) can be
improved. The source reflection coefficient at 2750 MHz is 0.677/53.3° and
gives a lower NF.
The series inductance has been chosen 0.65 nH. This will give a SIIF of
the feedback FET, as shown in figure 4.45b, of 0.674/-57.5°. The conjugate
match of this input reflection coefficient will be close to the expected
source reflection coefficient for minimum NF (0.677/53.3°). Table 4.13
shows the S-parameters of the FSCI0LF FET with a source inductance of
0.65 nH.

Table 4.13: S-parameters of FSCI0LF with 0.65 nH source inductance

f (GHz) SllF S12F S21F S22F
2.2 0.741/-52.9° 0.048/100.5° 2. 730/ 113 . 3° 0.592/-29.5°
2.4 0.712/-56.3° 0.055/102.4° 2.742/109.1° 0.591/-30.9°
2.6 0.674/-57.5° 0.057/104.2° 2.540/103.5° 0.584/-31.2°
2.8 0.647/-60.3° o.062/109 . 2° 2.434/100.1° 0.583/-32.9°
3.0 0.643/-63.1° 0.066/112.9° 2.427/ 95.5° 0.599/-35.3°

The series inductor may cause a shift in the optimum NF impedance. The
change of the NF parameters is negligible under the following condition:

(4.82)

Since this condition is true for L=0.65 nH, it may be expected that the
noise performance will not change by the feedback. When comparing table
4.13 with table 4.10, it can be concluded that both SII and S22 have
decreased by the insertion of source inductance. The source feedback has
made the FET unconditionally stable for the S-band. A disadvantage of the
inductive feedback is the decrease of S21, resulting in a lower gain.
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Figure 4.46: computed S-parameters of narrowband LNA
using inductive series feedback

Figure 4.46 shows the computed S-parameters of the feedback LNA using the
same type of matching circuit as shown in figure 4.40 and 4.41. The price
for the source feedback is a loss in gain of 3 dB. The loss in gain is
acceptable, because the 13 dB gain of a single stage is high enough to
compensate for the NF contribution of the next stages in a multistage LNA
design. Table 4.14 shows the expected VSWR at input and output port.

Table 4.14: expected VSWR of LNA using inductive feedback

Frequency (GHz) 2.5 2.6 2.7
Input VSWR 2.65 1.47 2.92

Output VSWR 2.26 1.59 2.46

(a) (b)

Figure 4.47: a) SllF and Ts of narrowband matching network
b) S22F and Tl of narrowband matching network
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The input VSWR has decreased significantly compared to the first LNA
design, as described in chapter 4.5.2.
From figure 4.46 and table 4.14 it is seen that the LNA has a narrowband
performance. The gain variation within the desired band is 2 dB, while the
maximum VSWR is 2.9.
The narrowband character is caused by the matching network and is
demonstrated in figure 4.47. Figure 4.47a shows how 50 Ohm is transformed
to fs for f=2.2-3.0 GHz. SllF has been plotted in the same figure. A, B
and C are the reference points in the matching network as shown in figure
4.40. Figure 4.47b shows S22F together with fl of the output matching
network. Because of the large variation in fs and fl over the S-band, the
FET is only well conjugate matched at 2.6 GHz and not for other
frequencies.

4.5.4. Wideband LNA for the S-band

In the next design a wideband multistage matching network is chosen, that
gradually matches the input and output impedance of the FET to 50 Ohm.

r
(

Figure 4.48: a multistage wideband matching network

Figure 4.48 shows a multistage input matching network. How 50 Ohm is
gradually matched to the desired fs is shown in figure 4.49a.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.49: a) SllF and fs of wideband matching network
b) S22F and fl of wideband matching network
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The reference points in figure 4.49a are defined in figure 4.48. It is
clearly demonstrated that fs is well conjugate matched to S11F for a large
frequency band. Figure 4.49b shows fl together with S22F for f=2.2-3.0
GHz. The output impedance of the feedback FET is also matched to the load
over a wide frequency range.
In appendix AS the LNA circuit is given for SUPERCOMPACT. Capacitor C2 of
figure 4.48 is a 2.2 pF chip capacitor, while Cl and the inductors have
all been realised on microstrip line. The inductors L3 and L4 have been
optimised to give a minimum reflection coefficient at input and output
port.
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Figure 4.50: computed S-parameters of wideband LNA (appendix AS)

Figure 4.50 shows the computed S-parameters of the wideband LNA for S
band. The wideband performance is clearly demonstrated when comparing this
figure with the results of the narrowband LNA in figure 4.46. Table 4.15
shows the expected VSWR as derived from figure 4.50.

Table 4.15: expected VSWR of the wideband LNA

Frequency (GHz) 2.4. 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8
Input VSWR 1.85 1.56 1.46 1.58 1.85

Output VSWR 1.80 1.67 1.60 1.64 1.77

..... .., 'M' InI

Figure 4.51: layout of wideband 2.6 GHz LNA (drawn to scale 1:1)
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Over the desired S-band both the input and output VSWR are below 1.7.
Figure 4.51 shows the layout of the wideband LNA on teflon board. The
dimensions of the microstrip lines are given in appendix AS. The chip
capacitors at the input and output (2.2 pF and 1 pF, respectively) have
both a capacitive and DC blocking function in the matching network. The
source inductance has been realised as two parallel shorted lines (w=1.5
mm and 1=4.3 mm). The bias voltages (figure 4.43) are fed via the parallel
inductive lines. These inductive lines are RF shorted by quarter
wavelength 20 Ohm open stubs and 1000 pF capacitors.
The S-parameters of the LNA have been measured and the results are shown
in figure 4.52.
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Figure 4.52: measured S-parameters of 2.6 GHz wideband LNA

The measured results agree well with the computed S-parameters of figure
4.50. The gain variation within the desired S-band in only 0.4 dB, while
for the Arabsat and the Insat transponders the gain variation is less than
0.1 dB. The output to input attenuation S12 is more than 20 dB. Table 4.16
shows the VSWR of the LNA, as derived from figure 4.52.

Table 4.16: measured VSWR of the wideband LNA.

Frequency (GHz) 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8
Input VSWR 2.23 1.75 1.50 1.43 1.47

Output VSWR 1.91 1.83 1.80 1.79 1.79

The noise figure of the LNA has been measured on a HP8970 NF/Gain analyser
and the results are shown in figure 4.53. The NF is below 1.5 dB for 2.5
2.7 GHz.
From figure 4.52 and 4.53 it is shown that the LNA has its optimum
performance at 2.74 GHz. At this frequency the measured performance is:
- NF=0.85 dB
- Gain=12.75 dB
- Input VSWR=1.43 and output VSWR=1.79
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HP8970B Noise Figure Meter
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Figure 4.53: measured NF and gain of wideband LNA

The discrepancy in the frequency of optimum performance may be caused by
several factors:
- uncertainty of the optimum NF impedance of the GaAs FET.
- errors in the S-parameter measurement of the GaAs FET.
- variation in thickness and dielectric constant of the teflon board.
- inaccuracy of the layout and the neglect of the junction effects on

microstrip line.
- use of low-cost chip capacitors.

in

k.llu
eut_

Figure 4.54: layout of a 3-stage S-band LNA (drawn to scale 1:1)
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As the input and output impedance of the single-stage LNA are reasonably
matched to 50 Ohm, it is possible to cascade two or three stages to give
an expected gain of 26 and 39 dB, respectively. Three amplifier stages, as
shown in figure 4.51, have been cascaded to give the three-stage LNA of
figure 4.54. The measurement results of the three-stage LNA are shown in
figure 4.55. The NF of the amplifier is below 1.5 dB, while the gain is 34
dB. The gain is 5 dB lower than expected. This is caused by mismatch of
the interstage matching network.
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Figure 4.55: measured results of the three stage LNA
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4.5.5. Results and recommendations

Using low-cost GaAs FETs, it is possible to design a LNA with a NF below
1.5 dB and a gain of 30 dB. The amplifier satisfies the design objective
of 2.0 dB noise figure and 25 dB gain. To give a comparision with
commercially available S-band amplifiers: as-band LNA from MITEQ having
the same performance costs more than US$ 3000.-.
Since the complete matching network has been realised on microstrip line,
the LNA is suitable for large scale production without the need of test
equipment and time-consuming tuning.
The LNA can be further optimised. As expected, the chosen noise impedance
was wrong. In the final stage of the project Fujitshu provided the
requested noise parameters for the S-band. The optimum noise reflection
coefficient at 2.6 GHz is fm=0.795/55°. The noise resistance is 25 Ohm and
the minimum NF is 0.5 dB. When using this data in the design as desribed
in chapter 4.5.4 and by designing an interstage matching network between
two stages, it is feasible to design a LNA with a NF below 1 dB for 2.5
2.7 GHz. For the third or even higher stages it is not neccesary to use
GaAs FETs. In these stages bipolar transistors can be used without an
increase in NF. The MSA-0235 is a low-cost wideband transistor (DC-3 GHz).
This transistor is matched to 50 Ohm, providing a low output VSWR of 1.3
without the need for any matching network.
The feedback technique, as described in this chapter, can also be used in
other frequency bands. In the Ku-band most GaAs FETs are unconditionally
stable. However, a frequently occurring problem in this frequency band is
that the maximum available gain impedance and the minimum noise figure
impedance do not coincide (39). When tuning the LNA to minimum NF,
mismatch at the input is unavoidable. By means of 10ssless series feedback
the maximum gain and minimum noise impedance can be shifted closer to each
other. Consequently the input VSWR will decrease and the gain may increase
for the optimum noise match.
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4.6. Band pass filter

A band pass filter (BPF) must be placed after the LNA. This BPF, as shown
in figure 4.1, has a double function:
a) rejection of the image frequency band, that is caused by the frequency

conversion.
b) attenuation of the relatively high power of the oscillator at the

output port of the LNA.

For upper-band conversion to 480 MHz, the oscillator frequency must be in
the range of 2020-2220 MHz to cover the satellite frequency band 2.5-2.7
GHz. Consequently the image frequency band is 1540-1740 MHz. The image
frequency band received by the antenna is already rejected by the antenna
feed. The feed waveguide act as a low pass filter with a cutoff frequency
of 2046 MHz.
The BPF should have the following features:
a) pass band of 2.5-2.7 GHz with a 0.1 dB transmission ripple.
b) rejection of the oscillator frequency 2.0-2.2 GHz by more than 30 dB.

The S-band is too high to design a BPF consisting of discrete components
(capacitors, inductors and resistors), because of the parasitic effects of
these components. This frequency band is also not suitable for the use of
waveguide BPFs, because of the large waveguide dimensions. BPFs designed
on MSL give a good solution. Parallel coupled halfwave resonator filters,
end coupled resonator filters, and direct coupled stub filters can be used
as MSL band pass filters (40). In this chapter the design of a parallel
coupled resonator filter will be presented.
Figure 4.56 shows the layout of a parallel coupled halfwave resonator BPF.

1

In 50n

d

d

1

d

d

1

Figure 4.56: parallel coupled halfwave resonator filter (n=2)

The BPF consists of n sections of half wavelength resonators. These
sections are parallel coupled to the 50 Ohm input and output line. The BPF
is analysed using the theory of two parallel coupled lines via the odd and
even mode impedances. Matthaei (41) gives the theory and complex equations
for calculation of the odd and even mode impedances. Here a design
procedure will be presented using graphs and some simple equations.
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Figure 4.57: a) band pass filter responce
b) corresponding low pass responce

Figure 4.57a shows the loss La of a BPF versus the frequency. Lar is the
ripple in the pass band and fr is the frequency to be rejected. The center
frequency fO and the fractional bandwidth ware defined as follows:

fO = (£1+f2) /2

w = (f2-£1)/fO

(4.83)

(4.84)
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Figure 4.58: Tchebyscheff filter characteristic with 0.1 dB ripple
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Transformation to the corresponding low pass prototype, as shown in figure
4.57b, yields (41):

f' 2 f-fo
-;::-r = - (--)
f1 w fo

Figure 4.58 shows a graph for calculation of the number of sections n of a
Tchebyscheff BPF with a transmission ripple of 0.1 dB (41). Substitution
of f1=2.5 GHz and f2=2.7 GHz into expression (4.84) yields a fractional
bandwidth w=0.0769. When substituting f=fr=2.2 GHz and w into expression
(4.85), it is found that (f'/f1')=-4. From figure 4.58 it is shown that
for n=3 an attenuation of 31 dB is obtained at the rejection frequency 2.2
GHz.

Table 4.17: element values gi for Tchebyscheff filters

Tchebyscheff filters Lar=O.l dB gO=1.0000
n gl g2 g3 g4 g5 g6 g7 g8 g9 g10 gl1
1 0.3052 1.0000
2 0.8430 0.6220 1. 3554
3 1. 0315 1.1474 1. 0315 1.0000
4 1.1088 1. 3061 1.77()3 0.8180 1.3554
5 1.1468 1.3712 1. 9750 1.3712 1.1468 1.0000
6 1.1681 1.4039 2.0562 1.5170 1.9029 0.8618 1. 3554
7 1.1811 1. 4228 2.0966 1.5733 2.0966 1. 422R 1.1811 1.0000
8 1. 1897 1. 4346 2.1199 1. 601 0 2.1699 1. 5640 l.j444 0.87i8 1. 3554
9 1.1956 1. 4425 2.1345 1.6167 2.2053 1.6167 2.1345 1. 4425 1. 1956 1.0000

10 1.1999 1.4481 2.1444 1. 6265 2.2253 1. 6418 2.2046 1. ';621 1.9628 0.8853 1. 3554

Table 4.17 gives the element values for Tchebyscheff filters having a 0.1
dB pass band ripple (41). For n=3 the element values are:

gO=1.0000 g2=1.1474 g4=1.0000
gl=1.0315 g3=1.0315

From the element values the bandwidth parameters Xj,j+1 are calculated
using the following expressions:

X· '+11,1 , for i=l to n-1

(4.86)

(4.87)

(4.88)

Substitution of the element values gi and the fractional bandwidth w into
expressions (4.86)-(4.88) yields:

X01=0.342 X23=0.111
X12=0.111 X32=0.342

Shamanna (42) gives two graphs whereby the values W/h and S/h are obtained
for a given bandwidth parameter and substrate with thickness h. The
stripwidth Wand line spacing S are defined in figure 4.56. Figure 4.59
shows the graph of W/h versus the bandwidth parameter X and figure 4.60
shows the graph of S/h versus X.
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Figure 4.59: S/h versus X characteristics
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Figure 4.60: W/h versus X characteristics

Cuclad teflon has been used with a dielectric constant of 2.45 and a
substrate thickness h of 0.762 mm.
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The length 1 of each resonator section is equal to a quarter of wavelength
in MSL. The calculation of the wavelength in MSL is given in chapter 4.3.
Because the actual length of an open-end line must be shortened slightly,
the shortening distance d is introduced. The shortening distance is shown
in figure 4.56 and from experiments the correction term is expressed by:

d = 0.23h (4.89)

From expressions (4.86)-(4.89) and figures 4.59-4.60 the physical
dimensions of the three-section parallel coupled resonator BPF are
calculated. The results are given in table 4.18.

Table 4.18: parameters of 2.5-2.7 GHz BPF

Bandwidth parameter S W 1 d

X01 =0.342 0.09 mm 1.67 mm 20.33 mm 0.175 mm
X12 =0.111 0.77 mm 2.17 mm 20.18 mm 0.175 mm
X23 =0.111 0.77 mm 2.17 mm 20.18 mm 0.175 mm
X34 =0.342 0.09 mm 1.67 mm 20.33 mm 0.175 mm

The layout of the BPF is shown in figure 4.61.

... u .......•. 1.· .. _
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Figure 4.61: layout of 2.5-2.7 GHz BPF (drawn to scale 1:1)
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Figure 4.62: measured response of 2.5-2.7 GHz BPF
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The MSL BPF has been measured on a network analyser. Figure 4.62 shows the
filter response for f=2-4 GHz. The oscillator frequency 2.0-2.2 GHz is
attenuated by more than 30 dB, as expected for a three-section filter. The
image frequency for both upper- and lower-band conversion is attenuated by
more than 45 dB.
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Figure 4.63: transmission ripple of the 2.5-2.7 GHz BPF

Figure 4.63 shows that the ripple in the pa~s band is 0.8 dB. The
insertion loss of the BPF is 1.0 dB. Finally the return loss of the filter
is shown in figure 4.64. In the S-band the return loss at the input and
output port is more than 10 dB.
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Figure 4.64: measured return loss of the BPF

The relatively high transmission ripple and return loss is caused by the
inaccuracy of the etching process. As shown in figure 4.61, it was not
possible to etch the line spacing SOl and S34 of 0.09 rom. The lines have
been separated by a knife, giving a large inaccuracy in the line spacing.
With a better etching process the performance of the BPF can be improved.
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A simple design procedure has been given for parallel coupled halfwave
resonator filters with a theoretical transmission ripple of 0.1 dB. The
design procedure can also be used for other substrates than teflon. The
element values gi for other values of pass band ripple are given by
Matthaei (41).

4.7. Mixer and oscillator

The conversion of the S-band to the intermediate frequency of 480 MHz is
realised by a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) and mixer.
The VCO must have a minimum frequency range of 2020-2220 MHz. A VCO in
this frequency range can be realised using a single transistor in a
Colpitt oscillator circuit (43). This low-cost VCO circuit will not be
chosen, because it requires a lot of skills in RF circuit tuning. The
complex tuning makes the circuit unsuitable for large-scale production.
Therefore, a single chip low-cost VCO (Avantek-8150) has been used. The
VTO-8150 has a frequency range of 1.5-2.5 GHz and an output power of 10
dBm minimum. Figure 4.65 shows the measured performance of the VTO-8150.
The layout of the oscillator circuit is given in appendix G.
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Figure 4.65 shows that the tuning voltage must be in the range of 10-18 V
to cover the frequency band 2.0-2.2 GHz. When the voltage tuning range is
0-30 V, the frequency of the oscillator can vary from 1.2 to 2.3 GHz.

(4.90).... )

The mixer is a circuit that multiplies two incoming signals. Diodes are
usually applied in high-frequency mixers. The current Id in a diode can be
expressed as a function of the input voltage Yin:

Id = I o. (expCq~t)-l)

= I (C qVin ) 1... (qVin,2 + L(qVin)3 +
o • kT + 2! kT"J 3! kT

When two signals are applied to the diode to give a resulting voltage of
Vin=Vl.coS(Wlt)+V2.coS(W2 t ), the following frequency components are found
at the diode:
a) fl and f2
b) 2fl, 2f2, (fl-f2) and (fl+f2)
c) 3fl, 3f2, (2fl-f2), (2fl+f2), etc.
(a), (b) and (c) are the first, second and higher terms, respectively, of
expression (4.90). For frequency conversion the frequency component
(fl-f2) or (f2-fl) is of interest. A disadvantage of a single diode mixer
is that the diode is switched on for less than 50% of the time, as shown
in figure 4.66.

10====--1"F-==::::::;:---

off

oscillator
on

V

Figure 4.66: characteristic of a diode

4
Diode B

5 IF

Figure 4.67: balanced mixer using a 90-degrees hybrid
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For most Schottky diodes the switch-on voltage is 0.34 V. In a 50 Ohm
system the local oscillator (LO) power must be greater than 3.6 dBm.
A higher conversion efficiency is obtained in a balanced mixer, as shown
in figure 4.67. Here the LO and RF input signals are combined via a 90
degrees hybrid. The input voltage at diode A and B is given in figure
4.67. L21 and L32 are the losses from port 1 to port 2 and 3, while L24
and L34 are the losses from port 4 to port 2 and 3, respectively. 01 and
02 are the phase errors of the 90 degrees phase shift in the hybrid.
Substitution of the diode input voltage into the second term of expression
(4.90) yields the following frequency components:

Diode A: + (L21V1)2.cos(2w1t)
+ (L24V2)2.cos(2w2t+2¢+180o-202)
+ L21L24V1V2(COS(W1t+W2t+~+90o+02))

+ L21L24V1V2(COS(W1t-W2t-$-90o+02)) (4.91)

Diode B: - (L31V1)2.cos(2w1t+180o-201)
- (L34V2)2.cos(2w2t+2~)

- L31L34V1V2(COS(W1t+W2t+~+90o-01))

- L31L34V1V2(COS(W1t-W2t-¢+90o-01)) (4.92)

An ideal hybrid has an equal power split or L21=L24=L31=L34, and a
negligible phase error 01=02=0. For identical diodes the conversion loss
of diode A and B will be equal. From expression (4.91) and(4.92) it is
found that for an ideal balanced mixer the frequency component (f1+f2)
cancels out at the IF port, while (f1-f2) remains.
The 90 degrees hybrid is realised on MSL using the concept of the branch
line hybrid (40). Figure 4.68 shows a branch line hybrid, that has been
matched to 50 Ohm.

I I

1 50~ 35.4~ 50~ I

.. @ l~50~

I 50~ 35.4~ 50~ I
I

Figure 4.68: branch line hybrid

For the center frequency port 1 and 4 are isolated. The signal from port 1
will be equally split over port 2 and 3 with a 90 degrees phase difference
between the output ports. Thus, the branch line hybrid fullfills the
requirements of the 90 degrees hybrid of the balanced mixer. A branch line
hybrid has been designed at 2.35 GHz using the software program
SUPERCOMPACT. The program and the dimensions of the hybrid are given in
appendix A6.
Figure 4.69 shows the computed phase difference between the output port 2
and 3. This figure shows a maximum phase error of 4 degrees in the LO and
RF range. For an IF that is higher than 500 MHz the phase error will
increase, giving rise to a higher conversion loss. In this case a
multistage branch line hybrid should be applied.
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Figure 4.70: computed S-parameters of the branch line hybrid

Figure 4.70a shows the return loss and the isolation between port 1 and 4.
The return losses of all our ports are equal because of the symmetry. The
return loss for both RF (port 1) and LO (port 2) is more than 10 dB. The
isolation between RF and LO is also more than 10 dB. Figure 4.70b shows
the transmission from port 1 to port 2 and 3, respectively. The
transmission from port 1 to port 3 is about -3 dB for both LO and RF.
However the transmission from port 1 to port 2 decreases to -4 dB in both
LO and RF range. The losses L in expression (4.91) and (4.92) can be
derived from the S-parameters. It can be easily verified that the
frequency component (f1+f2) is not completely rejected because of the
phase error and the unequal power split.
Figure 4.71 shows the layout of the balanced mixer using the branch line
hybrid. The RF and LO port are DC blocked by 100pF chip capacitors. The
quarter wavelength 120 Ohm line (designed at 2.35 GHz) at port 2 and 3
will reject the IF frequency from the RF and LO port. The quarter
wavelength lines will look like an open circuit for the RF and LO
frequency. However, the IF frequency of 480 MHz will be shorted by these
lines. The first and second term of expression (4.91) and (4.92) are the
second harmonic frequencies of the LO and RF. The 120 Ohm lines are about
half a wavelength for 2LO and 2RF. Thus, these harmonic components are
also shorted by the 120 Ohm lines.
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Figure 4.71: layout of balanced mixer using the branch line hybrid

After the diodes two quarter-wavelength 35.4 Ohm open stubs, which are
designed at 2.35 GHz, have been placed. The relatively short stubs are not
seen by the IF, but form a short for the LO and RF. These open stubs will
reject the RF and LO at the IF port. A 1000pF chip capacitor is placed at
the IF port for DC blocking.
Two low-cost general purpose Schottky diodes HP5082-2800 have been used in
the balanced mixer. The diodes cost less than US$ 1.- each, and have been
selected on equality to give maximum mixing performance. Figure 4.72 shows
the measured return loss of the mixer at port 1 and port 4.
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Figure 4.72: return loss at input ports of balanced mixer

The return loss has been measured with an input power of -10 dBm. For
other power levels the return loss will be different, because the
impedance of the diode is dependent on the input power.
The mixer showed a RF/LO isolation of 10 dB, while the RF/IF isolation was
about 20 dB. The conversion loss of the mixer was 10 dB. This conversion
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loss can be decreased when using high frequency mixing diodes, such as
HP5082-2817. The mixer can be further improved by optimisation of the
branch line hybrid. Using SUPERCOMPACT a branch line hybrid can be
designed and optimised with a more accurate 90 degrees output phase shift
and a better power split in the frequency range 2.0-2.2 GHz and 2.5-2.7
GHz.
The increase of receiver noise temperature caused by the 10 dB loss of the
mixer is minor. The noise contribution can be further decreased to a
minimum by insertion of a wideband bipolar transistor, such as MSA0235, in
the RF port.

4.8. IF amplifier

The main purpose of the IF amplifier is to compensate for the line losses
from outdoor to indoor unit. The noise figure of the IF amplifier is not
of great importance, but should be kept preferably below 6 dB. A wide
range of high frequency transistors are available for 480 MHz. Cascadab1e
amplifiers have been selected because of the simplicity in design. The
cascadab1e amplifiers have an input and output impedance of 50 Ohm over a
wide frequency range. Therefore, these amplifiers can be cascaded without
any matching network to give the desired gain. The low-cost amplifiers
from Avantek have been selected. Dependent on NF (5-7 dB), return loss,
frequency range, gain (10-14 dB) and 1 dB output compression point (0-15
dBm) the following types can be used: GPD-461/462/463/464 and GPD-1061/
1062/1063. The parameters of the cascadab1e amplifiers are given in the
data sheets in appendix H.

IN ---1

Figure 4.73: three-stage IF amplifier

r- OUT

or 10nF

Figure 4.73 shows a three-stage amplifier consisting of the following
components: GPD-1061, GPD-461 and GPD-464. This figure shows that a
minimum of external components is required. The layout of the amplifier is
given in appendix G.
The gain and the noise figure of the three-stage amplifier have been
measured and the results are shown in figure 4.74. The gain of the IF
amplifier at 480 MHz is 40 dB with a ripple of 0.2 dB in a 30 MHz band.
The NF at 480 MHz is 5.1 dB. The input and output VSWR of the amplifier
are less than 1.5. The GPD-464 in the last stage of the amplifier gives a
1 dB output compression point of 10 dBm. It is not advisable to cascade
more than three stages, because of possible oscillation in the amplifier.
A wideband IF amplifier has been realised that fu11fi11s the requirements
of low-cost and simplicity.
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Figure 4.74: gain and NF of the three stage IF amplifier

4.9. Outdoor unit

The individual blocks of the outdoor unit, as shown in figure 4.1 have
been described in this chapter. For measurement and educational purposes
the outdoor unit consists of individual functional blocks. The blocks are
connected via semi-rigid cables using SMA connectors. In future design the
outdoor unit (consisting of optional polariser, LNA, BPF, mixer, veo and
IF amplifier) can be integrated on a single board, to give a better
performance and to reduce costs.
It should be noted that the complete outdoor unit does not require any
tuning at all. The manufacturing of the outdoor unit is reduced to the
etching of the board and soldering of the components. This makes the
outdoor receiver suitable for large scale production in the developing
countries in future using cheap labour. Note: special care should be taken
when installing the electrostatic sensitive GaAs FETs on the printed
circuit board. It is advised to place all other components first. Worker,
soldering iron and circuit should be properly grounded when placing the
GaAs FETs.
The outdoor circuits have been placed within the rainproof cover of the
antenna feed. The IF band is sent to the indoor unit via a coaxial cable.
Two types of 50 Ohm coaxial cables. that can be used. are RG-9U and the
low-cost RG-58U. Figure 4.75 shows the cable loss per 10 meter as a
function of the frequency for both cables. The RG-9U cable has been
prefered because of the severe weather conditions in Dar es Salaam.
The cable loss for RG-9U is 1.6 dB!10 m for a frequency of 500 MHz. The 60
dB gain of the outdoor receiver can compensate for the loss of about 200 m
RG-9U cable (32 dB cable loss) without a significant increase in NF. The
RG-58U cable can also be used with a maximum length of 80 m (32 dB cable
loss). Figure 4.75 also shows that the IF of 480 MHz is more preferable
than the international IF standard of 950-1750 MHz for DBS receivers. The
cable loss at 1500 MHz is doubled compared to the loss at 500 MHz. A
tripple-core cable is used for the power supply (-15 V and +15 V) and the
tuning voltage for the Yeo.
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5. INDOOR RECEIVER DESIGN

5.1. Introduction

The main purpose of the indoor unit is to demodulate the signal from the
outdoor unit. The received signal from the outdoor unit is centered at 480
MHz and has not yet a bandwidth restriction. The indoor unit must also
provide the tuning voltage for the outdoor VCO. Figure 5.1 shows the block
diagram of the indoor unit (as a part of figure 3.16).

OUTDOOR UNIT

INDOOR UNIT

FM AERIAL

480 MHz ~&;....--......., Vosc

channel
~-,-~~----------~selection

channel radio channel audio
selection selection

video UHF TV

Figure 5.1: block diagram of the indoor unit

With respect to reception from other TV satellites than the Arabsat, the
indoor unit has been made multifunctional. Both PAL and SECAM TV standards
can be received. The audio subcarrier can be tuned from 6 MHz to 8 MHz,
while three types of audio deemphasis filters can be selected.
The blocks of the TV/audio demodulator and the SCPC FM demodulator will be
discussed in this section.

5.2. IF amplifier and band pass filter

The indoor IF amplifier consists of the same components as the outdoor IF
amplifier of chapter 4.8. The indoor IF amplifier has to amplify the IF
signal to a level that is within the operation range of the FM
demodulator. The indoor IF amplifier is a two-stage amplifier using the
GPDI061 and GPDI062. The IF amplifier has a gain of 26 dB and a NF of 5 dB
at 480 MHz. The IF amplifier is followed by a BPF, which has the following
functions:
a) rejection of adjacent channels, which are minimum 40 MHz separated

(center to center).
b) rejection of the noise outside the FM TV bandwidth.
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The high IF of 480 MHz is not suitable for filter design using discrete
components. But, unlike the S-band BPF, it is not advisable to design a
MSL BPF at 480 MHz. The physical dimensions of a MSL BPF would be very
large, because a quarter wavelength in MSL is about 11 cm for 480 MHz.
The principle of coupled resonators has been used for a transmission line
model. Figure 5.2a shows a second order transmission line resonator
filter.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: a) second order resonator filter
b) corresponding transmission line equivalent

Each section consists of an inductive transmission line, that has been
grounded at one end and has been terminated via a capacitor at the other
end. These sections are tuned to a frequency around the band pass
frequency. The sections are inductively coupled. A second order
transmission line resonator filter has been realised according to the
model of figure 5.2b. The inductor has been realised using a 1 mm diameter
wire with a length of 40 mm and a 7 mm spacing from the ground plane. The
capacitor is tunable in the range of 0.5-10 pF. The two inductive lines
are spaced 10 mm. Connectors have been soldered via a 10 nF DC block to
the transmission lines. Figure 5.3 shows the filter response of the
parallel coupled transmission line filter.
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Figure 5.3: filter response of 480 MHz transmission line BPF

The filter has an insertion loss of 1 dB and a 3 dB BW of 27 MHz. The
rejection at 40 MHz from the center frequency is only 20 dB. For higher
rejection a BPF of the fourth or even higher order should be used.
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The poor rejection of the noise and adjacent channels, and the time
consuming tuning of the capacitors make the transmission line BPF
unsuitable for the use of the indoor IF BPF.

In 1965 White (44) developed a system to generate and detect surface
acoustic waves (SAW). The application of surface acoustic waves has been
used in filter design. Figure 5.4 shows the model of a SAW BPF.

RF IN

quarz or
LiNb03 substrate

RF OUT
Figure 5.4: surface acoustic wave BPF

The SAWs are generated and detected by interdigital transducers on a quarz
substrate. The number and length of the interdigital transducers, that are
spaced at half a wavelength, determine the response of the filter. The
SAWs have a velocity of about 3500 m/s. In the past years SAW BPF have
become commercially available in the frequency range 10-1000 MHz. Two low
cost SAW BPFs for DBS application are Siemens OFW-Y-6950 and Signal
Technology SW504. Both filters have a center frequency of 480 MHz, a 3 dB
bandwidth of 27 MHz, and an insertion loss of about 20 dB. Figure 5.5
shows the SAW BPF circuit with a cascadable amplifier at the input and
output port of the SAW filter.

r-----.--------...----r--15 V

~OUT
= 1 or 10 nF
= 100 kQ

Figure 5.5: SAW BPF circuit

The amplifiers compensate for the filter losses and protect the
electrostatic sensitive SAW BPF. The layout of the circuit is given in
appendix G. A BPF circuit using the SW504 has been measured and figure 5.6
shows its response. This figure shows that the active BPF circuit has a
gain of 5 dB. The rejection at 40 MHz from the center frequency is more
than 35 dB. The input amplifier yields a return loss of more than 20 dB.
Figure 5.7 shows that the noise rejection outside the TV bandwidth is
about 40 dB.
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Figure 5.7: SW504 filter response for 100-1700 MHz

Figure 5.7 shows that the spurious response at 1440 MHz is more than 30 dB
below the pass band. The filter response of the OFW-Y-6950 SAW filter has
also been measured, and showed a poor performance. The out-of-band
rejection was only 30 dB below the pass band and will give rise to a 1 or
2 dB higher noise level at the FM demodulator. The SW504 SAW BPF is chosen
as IF BPF, because of its good performance and low price.

5.3. FM demodulator

The received TV signal is FM modulated and must be demodulated by the
indoor unit to a baseband video signal.
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The conventional limiter/discriminator demodulators have a C/N threshold
of about 13 dB. The threshold level can be decreased by 2 dB when using a
phase-locked-loop (PLL) demodulator.
A single chip PLL FM demodulator (Plessey 5L1451) has been tested at 480
MHz. Information on this IC is provided in appendix H. From the
measurements it was concluded that the tuning of the VCO was very
critical. From the point of view of "easy tuning" it has been decided not
to use the PLL demodulator.
Another single chip FM demodulator is the Plessey 5L1452 quadrature
demodulator. Figure 5.8 shows the block diagram of the quadrature
demodulator.

,.

INPUT REF 7"

INPUT SIGNAL •

00&0""".""£
DlMOOut....TOR
COMPOfrlt(NTS

> 3, I

DEMODULATOR VIDEO
AMPLifiER

6.60 •

0. ,:---...

ov.:.-

Figure 5.8: block diagram of the quadrature demodulator

The input signal is frequency divided by four before it is demodulated by
a quadrature demodulator. Figure 5.9 shows the circuit of the 5L1452.
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Figure 5.9: SL1452 480 MHz quadrature demodulator

The center frequency of the quadrature detector is determined by L1 and
C12, while the bandwidth of the demodulation curve is determined by R3.
For more information on the quadrature demodulator refer to the
application notes in appendix H. The FM demodulation curve has been
measured and the results are given in figure 5.10.
The variable capacitor C12 has been tuned to give a center frequency of
480 MHz. It is shown from figure 5.10 that the demodulation curve is
reasonably linear within the pass band of 27 MHz. The input power should
be in the range of -25 dBm to +5 dBm to give a good FM demodulation. The
baseband video bandwidth has been measured to be 10 MHz. This is more than
enough for TV reception.
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5.4. Video and audio processing

The video signal from the FM TV demodulator is not yet suitable for a TV
set ur monitor. First the audio subcarrier has to be removed from the
baseband video signal, as shown in figure 5.11.

color audio
subcarrier subcarrier

o 1 2 3 4.4 6 6.6
)

frequency (MHz)

Figure 5.11: baseband TV signal after FM demodulation

For Arabsat's CTV transponder the audio subcarrier frequency is 6.6 MHz.
The video signal must pass a deemphasis filter, amplifier and clamping
circuit before it is ready for use.

5.4.1. Video processing

FM interference is more severe for higher frequencies (45). Therefore",
preemphasis is applied to the baseband video signal before FM modulation
at the transmitter site. At the receiver site deemphasis filtering is
needed after FM demodulation. The preemphasis and deemphasis curve, as
recommended by CCIR 405-1, is shown in figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: preemphaasis and deemphasis according to CCIR 405-1

This figure also shows a deemphasis filter (matched to 75 Ohm), that
approximates the CCIR 405-1 deemphasis curve.
The deemphasis filter already attenuates the audio subcarrier by 14 dB. A
low pass filter (LPF) is used for further rejection of the audio
subcarrier. The LPF has been designed using a filter design handbook (46).
The LPF is shown in figure 5.13.

4JlH 2.5pH

~JJ~---rJjJ}-
75rt -L..,,~.L ., 75rt
---+J 300pFT 713PF.----+

Figure 5.13: 5.5 MHz low pass filter

The input and output impedance are matched to 75 Ohm. The 3 dB rejection
frequency is 5.5 MHz, while the attenuation is 18 dB per octave. The
rejection of the audio subcarrier in the freequency range 6.0-8.0 MHz will
be at least 20 dB. Consequently, it may be concluded that the audio
subcarrier will not cause any distortion on the video picture.
Since the video signal is attenuated by the deemphasis filter, a video
amplifier is needed. The video amplifier NE592 will amplify the video
signal to a level of 1 V pp.

Finally a clamping circuit is used to remove the energy dispersal from the
video signal. Energy dispersal is applied to the satellite signal, because
the flux density is not allowed to exceed a certain limit. The flux
density limits for S-, C- and Ku-band, according to the Radio Regulations,
are given in table 5.1. The flux density is defined by:

flux density (dBW/m 2
) = EIRP (dBW) - 10.log(4TIR~) (5.1)

where Rs is the distance of the satellite to the earth station.
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Table 5.1: flux density limits (dBW/m a in any 4 kHz band)

Band Elevation angle

(GHz) 8 :; 50 50 < 8 :; 25 0 25 0 < 8 ~ 90 0

2.5 - 2.7 -152 -152+3(8-5)/4 -137
3.4 - 7.1 -152 -152+(8-5)-2 -142

10.9 - 14.5 -150 -152+(8-5)/2 -140

In the Arab World, where the maximum EIRP is 47 dBW and Rs is 37000 km,
the flux density will be -116 dBW/ma maximum. Energy dispersion will
decrease the flux density by the following factor:

DEV
6¢ = 10.log(4000) (dB) (5.2)

where DEV is the frequency deviation (in Hz) of the dispersal signal.
The 500 kHz pp dispersal, as proposed for Arabsat, will give a maximum
flux density of -137 dBW/ma in the Arab World. Thus, the flux density
limit for S-band will not be exceeded. From figure 5.10 it is shown that
the 500 kHz dispersal signal from Arabsat will cause a 25 Hz triangular
variation on the video signal with an amplitude of 0.1 V. Figure 5.14
shows the effect of the energy dispersal on the video signal.

--
20 ms

Figure 5.14: 25 Hz dispersal on the video signal

The unremoved dispersal will cause flickering of the TV picture.
Therefore, the dispersal signal will be removed by a clamping circuit.
Figure 5.15 shows a clamping circuit for removal of the dispersal signal.

'00 %

white 87.5
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Figure 5.15: clamping circuit
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Via capacitor C, zenerdiode Z and diode D the synchronisation puIs is
clamped to a constant DC level of "Vz-Vdiode". The high pass filter (HPF) ,
consisting of capacitor C and resistor R, should be taken between 25 Hz
and 50 Hz. Then the 25 Hz triangular dispersal signal will be removed,
while the video signal is not distorted. Because the energy dispersal from
Intelsat and Eutelsat is 2 MHz or 4 MHz, a double clamping circuit is
used.

,....-.,.....----------r---,-----;-.---------,r--r-----.-12 V
§~r ~J8J4f~e

noo
2N221 A L101

~L02 ~LO?3l!u

RIO:! ~~0675

,106 'M'8510:1RI07 o~ 13p
20

CI04
5....

Cl09
100u

buffer deemph. LPF amplifier clamper clamper

Figure 5.16: video processing circuit

Figure 5.16 shows the complete video processing circuit. The baseband
signal is buffered before it is fed to the deemphasis filter and LPF. Via
resistor RI09 the gain of the video amplifier can be adjusted to give a
video output signal of 1 V pp. This output signal can be directly used on
a monitor with 75 Ohm input impedance.

5.4.2. Audio processing

SOUND

Figure 5.17: block diagram of the audio demodulator

Figure 5.17 shows the block diagram of the audio demodulator. The HPF at
5.5 MHz rejects the video signal from the audio subcarrier. A BPF with a
center frequency of 6.6 MHz and a oW of 200 kHz limits the noise and
rejects possible adjacent audio subcarriers. The FM audio subcarrier is
demodulated by a PLL demodulator.
Arabsat and Insat have defined their audio preemphasis/deemphasis filter
according to recommendation J.17 of the CCITT (47). The deemphasis filter
should have the following response: .

. (75 + (w/3000)2
attenuatl0n = 10.log 1 + (w/3000)2) (dB)

The J.17 deemphasis curve is approximated by the filter, as shown in
figure 5.18.

(5.3)
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Figure 5.18: deemphasis filters
a) J.17 b) 50us c) 75 us

The difference between the ideal J.17 and approximated filter response is
given in table 5.2.

Table 5.2: J.17 and approximated filter response

attenuation (dB)
frequency J.17 filter

o Hz o dB o dB
100 Hz 0.18 dB 0.18 dB
200 Hz 0.69 dB 0.68 dB
400 Hz 2.27 dB 2.23 dB
483 Hz 3.00 dB 2.96 dB
800 Hz 5.65 dB 5.58 dB

1 kHz 7.07 dB 6.99 dB
2 kHz 11. 77 dB 11.68 dB
4 kHz 15.66 dB 15.56 dB
8 kHz 17.74 dB 17.64 dB

10 kHz 18.07 dB 17.98 dB
20 kHz 18.57 dB 18.47 dB

This table shows that the filter, as given in figure 5.18, yields a
maximum error of 0.1 dB. Other satellites, such as Intelsat and Eutelsat,
use low pass deemphasis filters with a RC-time of 50 us or 75 us, as shown
in figure 5. 18.

The BPF at 6.6 MHz, as shown in figure 5.17, could not fulfil the
requirement of a multifunctional satellite receiver. The audio subcarrier
demodulator is only suitable for Arabsat and Insat, and not for other TV
satellites with an audio subcarrier at an other frequency. For this reason
and for the reason of multi-audio subcarriers, such as for the Gorizont
(7.0 and 7.5 MHz audio subcarrier), the BPF has been removed and the PLL
demodulator has been made tunable from 6 MHz to 8 MHz.
Figure 5.19 shows the complete audio demodulator circuit. The HPF is a
Cauer filter of the fifth order (46) and its response is shown in figure
5.20. The NE564 single chip PLL has been used as FM audio demodulator. Via
capacitor C137 the lower demodulation frequency is set to 6 MHz, while via
resistor R135 and the variable capacitors D110 and DIll the demodulation
frequency can be tuned from 6 MHz to 8 MHz.
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Figure 5.19: audio subcarrier demodulator circuit
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Figure 5.20: filter response of 6 MHz HPF

Rejection of the noise and adjacent audio carriers is possible by
adjusting the lock range of the PLL via resistor R130. The lock range can
be adjusted from 10 kHz to 1 MHz. The noise rejection by the adjustable
PLL lock range is inferior to noise rejection by a BPF. For further
information on the NE564 refer to the application notes in appendix H.
The audio deemphasis filter can be selected between J.17, 50 us and 75 ps.
The audio signa} is amplified and can be connected to a 0.5 Watt
loudspeaker.
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The demodulated video and audio signal can only be used on a TV set with a
video and audio input port. Most conventional TV sets only have a VHF and
UHF input. Therefore, the video and audio signal are modulated in the UHF
band. The audio signal is FM modulated at 5.5 MHz in the baseband video
signal, before the video and audio signal are AM or SSB modulated in the
UHF band.
UHF modulators are available at low cost (about US$ 10.-), because of
their application in video recorders and home computers. The liM 1286-2 UHF
modulator has been used and is implemented in the circuit as shown in
figure 5.21.

R113

5V

audio
UHF

video modulator

UHF out (600MHz)

Figure 5.21: UHF TV modulator

The resistors Rl13 and Rl14 are adjusted to bring the level of the video
signal between 2.2 V and 2.7 \I, as recommended by the data sheets in
appendix H. The audio signal of figure 5.19 is also applied LO the UHF
modulator. The AM output TV signal has been tuned to a frequency of 600
MHz (UHF channel 37) to avoid interference with the IF signal from the
outdoor unit at 480 MHz. The UHF output power is -35 dBm and can be used
on any standard TV set.

5.5. SCPC radio demodulator

Single channel per carrier (SCPC) radio broadcast is available outside the
FM TV band in the S-band transponders of the Insat, as shown in figure
2.5. In India the radio carriers are received by earth station and are
only used for retransmission by the AIR stations. For the CTV transponder
of Arabsat SCPC radio transmission is also proposed.
It has been decided to use the experimental EUT/UDSM earth station for
both TV and radio reception simultaneously. Therefore, the incoming IF
signal at 480 MHz is divided. The first output signal is fed to the SAW
BPF, while the second output is converted to a lower frequency around 100
MHz, as shown previously in figure 5.1. The LO and VHF mixer have been
realised using the single chip TDA5030. This low-cost IC is used for
frequency conversion in TV sets and video recorders. Figure 5.22 shows the
circuit of the LO and VHF mixer.
Via resistor R7 the frequency of the LO can be tuned from 350 MHz to 400
MHz. This means that both the 3 MHz free space band above and below the FM
TV band for Arabsat, as shown in figure 5.23, can be converted to a
frequency around 100 MHz.
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Figure 5.23: possible frequency allocation for SCPC radio broadcast

Finally the FM radio carriers are demodulated by a single chip FM
demodulator, as shown in figure 5.24.

Cl.4.c.dio CllO'\pJi fic.Po

Figure 5.24: FM radio demodulator

The TDA7000 is a frequency locked loop FM demodulator for radio and is
tunable over the terrestrial FM radio band (85-110 MHz) via resistor R18.
After amplification the audio signal can be applied directly to a 0.5 Watt
loudspeaker.
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It can be concluded that reception of SCPC radio broadcast via satellite
is also feasible. The SCPC radio demodulator only consists of two low-cost
Philips ICs TDA5030 and TDA7000. Via a switch and a wire antenna of 75 cm
the terrestrial FM radio broadcast can also be received by the satellite
indoor unit.

5.6. AFC and channel selection

The only block of figure 5.1 that has not yet been implemented is the
automatic frequency control (AFC) and the TV channel selector. Figure 5.25
shows the AFC/channel selection circuit.

-sv

TUNING VOLTAGE
r-:'-'---e OlITDOOR VCO

AFC
POS/NEG

-sv

CI50
4u7

R152
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+G-3_0V_-c::}I~Ok::""---l CHANNEL SELECTION
R159

Figure 5.25: AFC and channel selection circuit
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The circuit uses the dual opamp LM747. The supply voltage has been taken
+30 V and -5 V to ensure an output voltage tuning range of 0-28 V. Channel
selection is possible via resistor R159. AFC is needed to compensate for
the frequency drift of the outdoor VCO. The frequency drift in unavoidable
because of the large outdoor temperature variation over a day.
From figure 5.10 it is shown that the output DC voltage of the FM
demodulator is 2.5 V when a TV signal is received. Frequency drift of the
outdoor VCO will cause a change in the DC output voltage of the FM
demodulator. The change of the DC voltage will be used in the AFC circuit
to compensate for the VCO drift. Two LPFs with a 3 dB rejection frequency
of 5 Hz (R153 and C152) and 6 Hz (R160 and C153) have been implemented in
the AFC circuit to remove any video information.
The AFC circuit has a gain of 2.1 via resistor R151 and R153. From figure
5.10 and the AFC gain of 2.1 it is concluded that the sensitivity of the
AFC circuit is 8.6 MHz/V. The VCO drift can only be compensated if the
sensitivity of the AFC circuit is smaller than the sensitivity of the VCO.
From figure 4.65 it is shown that the VCO has a sensitivity of about 25
MHz/V in the frequency range 2.0-2.2 GHz. Thus, it is concluded that any
low-frequency drift of the VCO will be compensated.
The AFC can also be switched off. For this reason resistor R150 must be
tuned to give a voltage of 2.5 V.
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The AFC circuit will also remove strong dispersal signals with a frequency
below 5 Hz. Gorizont's spotbeam transponder has a 2.5 Hz energy dispersal
with a deviation of 8 MHz pp. Without AFC the IF bandwidth would be
25+8=33 MHz. Video information would be lost, caused by the IF BW of 27
MHz. The AFC circuit removes this low frequency dispersal completely,
resulting in an IF BW of 25 MHz.

5.7. Power supply

For the outdoor and indoor unit the following supply voltages are needed:
-15V, -5V, Gnd, 5V, 12V, 15V and 30V. Two transformers have been used to
give the required voltages. The power supply is shown in figure 5.26.

DI-D4=lN4001
C1-C4=1000uF
C5-C12=lOuF

I--r--'" ill.Y.
"--......---' C9

1--_"'+5V-C8
-;-------J.-.l....--....L...------J"--------J-------L--OV

"V 17V
"V~~

<"7 r-.
-. ~OV

220V R .-,~-'----+----t---+_-.,...-----r-- OV
...,::?
§ g17V ..,-- Cl2

-- --l- '-5V0.4A

Figure 5.26: Power supply

5.8. Indoor unit

The indoor unit, as shown in figure 5.1, has been implemented and has been
realised on two euroformat printed circuit boards. The complete circuitry,
print layout, component layout and component list are given in appendix G.
A 0.5 Watt loudspeaker is available for direct sound reception. A photo of
the indoor unit is shown in appendix J.
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6. RESULTS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE CTV SERVICES

6.1. Test of the earth station

A test procedure for the earth station is given without the need of
expensive RF measurement equipment, such as spectrum analyser and network
analyser. The instruments, that are used for the tests, are frequency
generator, TV pattern generator, oscilloscope, power supply and
multimeter.

6.1.1. Test of the outdoor unit

The outdoor unit can be simply tested by the test set-up, as given in
figure 6.1.

e
Oscilloscope10MHz

3cm wire

50V ---1VT08150hsdo~ L.,-.--....J

Figure 6.1: test set-up for the outdoor unit

A VTO-8150 oscillator chip with a tuning voltage of 50 V will produce a
frequency of about 2500 MHz. This signal is transmitted to the Wohlleben
feed using a short wire antenna. The outdoor VCO is tuned to a frequency
of 2490 MHz to give an IF of 10 MHz. The 10 MHz IF can be easily detected
by an oscilloscope. Variation of the VCO tuning voltage must give a
variation of the IF frequency. When the LNA or IF amplifier is removed,
the amplitude of the IF signal must decrease by a factor 100. The outdoor
unit does not need any tuning.

6.1.2. Test and tuning of the indoor unit
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Figure 6.2: FM TV modulator
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For the tuning of the indoor unit a FM TV modulator has been designed. The
FM modulator consists of the single chip LO/mixer TDAS030, as shown in
figure 6.2. Only the LO and the buffered LO output of the TDAS030 are
used. The LO has been made tunable by two variable capacitor diodes.
Figure 6.3 shows the output frequency of the FM modulator as a function of
the input voltage.
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Figure 6.3: frequency versus input voltage of the FM modulator

This figure shows that around 480 MHz the frequency deviation per volt is
18 MHz/V. If the input video signal has a 1 V pp variation, the frequency
deviation will by 18 MHz. To obtain the 11 MHz frequency deviation for
Arabsat, the input video signal is attenuated to 0.61 V via the 1 kOhm
input resistor. Via the 10 kOhm bias resistor the center frequency of the
FM modulator can be tuned to 480 MHz. Once set at the correct level, the
FM TV modulator can be used for the test and adjustment of the indoor
unit.
The tuning of the FM demodulator is done by the test set-up of figure 6.4.

TV
pattern

generator

(9
Oscilloscope

Figure 6.4: test set-up for the FM demodulator
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Capacitor C12 is tuned to give a maximum peak-to-peak video signal on the
oscilloscope. The oscilloscope should be synchronised at a single video
line. The FM demodulator has been tuned to 480 MHz by this procedure.
Next, resistor R109 of the video amplifier is adjusted to give a 1 V pp
output video signal. The buffer of the UHF TV modulator is tuned to give
the desired level using the oscilloscope. After this simple test procedure
the video demodulator and processing circuit is ready for use.

The audio demodulator has been tested using a 0-10 MHz frequency generator
with a FM modulation input, as shown in figure 6.5.

sound
frequency
generator

FM
MOD

,...-0_-_1_0_MH_z__.....,6.0MHz
r--::::-:'O--......,

PLL
audio DEM

'------------l8.0 z

sound

Figure 6.5: test set-up for audio demodulator

Sound from a cassette recorder is fed to the FM modulation input of the
frequency generator, and is tuned to a center frequency of 6.0 MHz. The
frequency deviation is tuned using the volume button of the cassette
recorder. The lower limit of the PLL demodulator is set at 6 MHz via
capacitor C137. The upper limit of the PLL will be a~tomatically set at 8
MHz. This can be verified by increasing frequency of the generator to 8.0
MHz, and tuning the PLL demodulator via R135 to its upper limit.
The lock range can be tuned via R130. When the lock range is too small,
audio information will be lost and a cracking sound is present. When the
lock range is too large, noise may be present in the audio signal.
When a generator with FM modulation input is not available, a simple FM
audio modulator can be designed using the same IC as the PLL audio
demodulator (NE564). A modulator circuit is presented in the application
notes in appendix H.

Finally the SCPC radio receiver is adjusted. The FM radio demodulator can
be tuned using the terrestrial FM radio broadcast. Resistor R18 is set to
its minimum range and inductor L4 is tuned for reception of a terrestrial
radio signal below 90 MHz. The range of the FM demodulator will be at
least 90-110 MHz.
Capacitor C24 of the LO is set to its minimum value. Using figure 6.3 it
is shown that R7 has to be adjusted to give 1.5 V for a LO frequency of
370 MHz. A voltage of 2.5 V yields an oscillator frequency of 400 MHz.

6.1.3. Test on reception of Gorizont

Since the crv transponder of Arabsat was not yet operational during the
test stage, the indoor unit has been tested on reception of the Russian
Gorizont-7 satellite. This satellite has its geostationary position at 14
degrees West. One transponder with a spotbeam towards West-Europe is
operational at 3675 MHz, while two transponders at 3725 MHz and 3825 MHz
use a global beam.
For reception of the Gorizont-7 the S-band outdoor unit has been changed
by a C-band downconvertor. The spotbeam transponder was received with a
C!N of 13 dB. Lower C!N has been simulated to measure the threshold
performance of the FM demodulator, using the set-up of figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: set-up for threshold measurement of the FM demodulator

The strong dispersal signal with 8 MHz pp deviation was removed by the AFC
and a high quality TV picture was received for C/N=13 dB. Table 6.1 gives
a subjective quality of the picture and sound for several C/N values.

Table 6.1: TV picture and sound quality as a function of C/N

Carrier/Noise TV quality sound quality

13 dB high good
10 dB (threshold) good medium
7 dB medium poor
5 dB poor noise
o dB very poor noise

-2 dB noise noise

Both the audio carrier at 7.0 MHz and 7.5 MHz could be received with a
good quality. The SL1452 quadrature demodulator showed a C/N threshold
level of 10 dB. The threshold is lower than most PLL and limiter/
discriminator FM demodulators. For a C/N of 7 dB a medium quality picture
was received. However, the sound quality was poor. The sound reception can
be improved by insertion of a BPF before the audio demodulator, but then
the tuning possibility of the audio subcarrier would be lost. Appendix I
shows photos of the Gorizont TV picture for the spotbeam (C/N=13 dB) and
for the global beam (C/N=O dB). The excellent threshold performance is
shown by this last photo. For a C/N of 0 dB the color information is not
lost.

6.2. Link budget

The NF of the receiver is below 1.5 dB for a frequency of 2.5-2.7 GHz.
From table 3.5 it is concluded that the figure of merit of the EUT/UDSM
earth station will be G/Ts=18.4 dB/K for S-band.
Table 6.2 shows the power levels at the several blocks of the earth
station. The power level for the FM TV demodulator must be in the range
-25 dBm to +5 dBm. From table 6.2 it may be concluded that when using
RG-58U cable, the cable length should not be longer than 80 m for S-band
reception from Arabsat in Dar es Salaam.
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Table 6.2: power levels for UDSM location

Arabsat-1A, S-band power level

satellite EIRP = 36 dBW +66 dBm
free space loss = 191.8 dB -125.8 dBm
ionos./pointing loss = 0.5 dB -126.3 dBm
antenna gain = 40.2 dB -86.1 dBm
LNA gain = 34 dB -52.1 dBm
BPF/mixer loss = 11 dB -63.1 dBm
IF amplifier gain = 40 dB -23.1 dBm
80 m RG58U cable loss = 32 dB -55.1 dBm
indoor IF gain = 30 dB -25.1 dBm

input power of FM DEM -25.1 dBm

6.3. Reception of C-band

Because of the severe delay in CTV transmission via Arabsat, it has been
decided to adapt the earth station for C-band reception as well. In the
previous section C-band TV programmes had been received from the Gorizont.
The global beam of the Gorizont-7 (14 degrees West) and the Gorizont-9 (53
degrees East) can also be received in Tanzania. Other C-band transponders
that are operational and that can be received in Dar es Salaam are:
-Arabsat-1A (19 degrees East): LHCP and RHCP
-Arabsat-lB (26 degrees East): LHCP and RHCP
-Intelsat V-F6 (18.5 degrees West): RHCP- 4177.5 MHz
-Intelsat V-F2 (1 degree West): RHCP- 4175 MHz
-Intelsat V-F1 (57 degrees East): RHCP- 4056 MHz and 4095 MHz
-Intelsat V-F7 (60 degrees East): RHCP- 4177.5 MHz
For more information on these satellites refer to the World Satellite
Almanac (48).
For C-band reception a 4 GHz feed, LNA and BPF are used. A teflon
polariser sheet has been designed for the C-band because most C-band
transponders use circular polarisation. The VCO is the Avantek VTO-8240
with a frequency range of 2.4-3.7 GHz. A balanced mixer for the frequency
range 2.0-4.2 GHz has been used. Both the VCO and wideband balanced mixer
can also be used for S-band reception. The IF amplifier and indoor unit do
not require any modification for C-band reception.

Table 6.3: Arabsat-1A C-band downlink at UDSM location

satellite EIRP 26.0 dBW (+)
free space loss 195.6 dB (-)
ionos./pointing loss 0.5 dB (-)

.antenna gain (4.5 m, 70% eff.) 44.0 dB (+)
Ts=100 K (Tr=75 K, Ta=25 K) 20.0 dBK (-)
Boltzmann constant -228.6 dBW/K/Hz (-)
27 MHz receiver bandwidth 74.3 dBHz (-)

C/N 8.2 dB
G/Ts 24.0 dB/K



The NF of the C-band outdoor receiver is 1 dB (Tr=75 K). Table 6.3 shows
the downlink budget for C-band TV reception from Arabsat at UDSM location.
The C-band TV transponders of Arabsat, Gorizont and Intelsat, with an EIRP
of 26 dBW towards Tanzania, can be received by the experimental earth
station with a medium quality TV picture. Using figure 3.14 for antenna
position and a compass for azimuth direction, it is possible to receive C
band TV signals from several satellites.

6.4. Construction of a mesh antenna

Because of time limitations of the project, it was not possible to
construct a mesh antenna at EUT. However, for future CTV earth stations
small, light-weight and low-cost mesh antennas should be used. Therefore,
a short description of a construction technique for mesh antennas, as
developed by Winata (49) at the University of Trisakti Indonesia, will be
presented.

Figure 6.7: reflector construction for mesh panels

Figure 6.7 shows the reflector construction. Eight supports for mesh
panels are attached to a circular drum. The supports for the mesh panels
are made of hollow rectangular aluminum strips. The upper strip must be
pre-bent in a roll, before it is placed in a wooden mould with the
required parabolic shape. The parabolic shape for the upper strip is
obtained by fixing the pre-bent upper strip, the straight lower strip and
the spacing strips in the mould. Figure 6.8 shows the concept of pre
bending by a roll and the parabolic shaping in the mould.

(b)

Figure 6.8: a) pre-bending a strip by a roll
b) shaping of the supports for the mesh panels
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Two aluminum strips have been bent to half rings and will be attached to
the edge of the 8 panel supports. The mesh reflector consists of 8 sheets
of chicken wire. that have been attached to the drum. supports and ring.
The mesh reflector is shown in figure 6.9.

-2 x half ring

Figure 6.9: mesh reflector consisting of 8 panels

From equation (4.9) it is found that the mesh efficiency will be 99% for S
band for wire mesh with the following parameters: "wire spacing=5 mm and
wire diameter=0.5 mm". The azimuth and elevation angle of the antenna can
be adjusted using a mount construction. as shown in figure 6.10. This
simple construction can only be used for light weight reflectors.

Figure 6.10: simple mount for azimuth and elevation adjustment

The post of the mount should be placed at a good foundation. A mesh
antenna has the advantage that it can withstand strong winds and that
water will not remain in the reflector after heavy rainfall.
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6.5. Amplitude scintillation/Faraday rotation measurements

Besides the future crv reception experiments, propagation measurements
should be performed at UDSM. Scintillation measurements at C-band can be
done using the telemetry carrier at 3.7 GHz of the Arabsat. Figure 6.11
shows a system for amplitude scintillation measurements.

POLAR.
LS~~.r_c~ If----

OUTDOOR UNIT

480 MHz

INDOOR UNIT
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AMPLITUDE

BW.2kHz

Figure 6.11: system for scintillation and Faraday rotation measurements

The mixer and VCO can be realised using the TDAs030, while the 10 MHz PLL
receiver has already been developed at EUT (SO).
Amplitude scintillation measurement is possible for S-band when Arabsat
will transmit a low power carrier in the S-band in the future. If this S
band carrier will not be available, low frequency amplitude variation can
be measured using a level detector at 480 MHz.
When the rain data from the weather station at UDSM are available, rain
attenuation can be derived from the amplitude measurements.

Most ~ystems for Faraday rotation measurements use mechanically rotating
feeds. Here an electronic switch is presented for measurement of the
Faraday rotation. The switch, using five pin diodes and a Wilkinson
combiner, is shown in figure 6.12 •

.fE Ir,

Figure 6.12: circuit for Faraday rotation measurement
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The analysis of the circuit will not be presented. Software simulation via
SUPERCOMPACT showed a good isolation between the input ports and a low
VSWR for all ports. When the polariser switch is connected to the feed, as
shown in figure 4.24, the following signals can be received:
a) co polarisation signal
b) co + cross polarisation signal
c) cross polarisation signal
Figure 6.13 shows the attenuation of the input signal for the three
switching modes as a function of the rotation angle.
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Figure 6.13: attenuation as a function of the rotation angle

The Faraday rotation angle can be calculated by switching to the three
modes, e.g. once per 30 minutes, and measuring the amplitude of the
carrier signal for each mode. The resolution of the angle measurement
depends on the isolation of the switch input ports and the isolation
between the co and the cross polarisation in the feed. The isolation of
the input ports of the switch will be more than 30 dB. However, the
isolation between the co and the cross polarisation signal in the feed is
only 18 dB. For higher resolution, four coaxial stubs should be placed in
the antenna feed, providing a better symmetry in the feed. The resulting
co/cross polarisation isolation will be in the range of 30-40 dB. The
stubs at 0 and 180 degrees and the stubs at -90 and +90 degrees are
combined using an 180 degrees hybrid. Such an hybrid can be realised using
a Wilkinson combiner with a 180 degrees phase shifter at one of the input
ports or by using a MSL rat-race.
From figure 6.13 it is shown that the three-mode switch can also be used
for compensation of the Faraday rotation. Faraday rotation in the range of
0-135 degrees can be compensated with only 1 dB loss.

6.6. Retransmission and power supply

In rural areas, where several villages are located at a distance of a few
kilometers, it is not advisable to place a CTV earth station in each
village. It is much cheaper to place one earth station at the center of
the rural coverage zone and to retransmit the TV programs in the VHF or
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UHF band. The surrounding villages can receive the TV broadcast with a
normal TV set and a directional antenna.
Since the earth station is situated in the center of the coverage zone,
the transmit antenna should have an omnidirectional radiation pattern.
Figure 6.14 shows two dipole antennas with an omnidirectional radiation
pattern (27).

-3dB

J 1 A-----~t---:I--
1

2 ,

gain=
2.2dB

(a)

~3dB
47 0

gain=
.8dB

(b)

Figure 6.14: a) radiation pattern of half-wavelength dipole
b) radiation pattern of one-wavelength dipole

The one-wavelength dipole is preferred as transmit antenna, because of its
higher gain. The path loss from transmitter to receiver is given by:

Lpath = 20.log(4rrRf/c) (dB) (6,1)

where R is the distance from transmitter to receiver, f is the frequency
and c is the velocity of light. This equation shows that selection of the
low-VHF TV channels 2 to 4 (48-62 MHz) results in a low path loss.
However, the low-VHF requires large expensive receive antennas. Therefore,
the high-VHF channels 5 to 12 (175-224 MHz) are recommended for
retransmission. In areas where enough power supply is available, the UHF
channels 21 to 68 (471-847 MHz) are recommended. The higher path loss for
UHF must be compensated by a higher transmit power. An advantage of the
UHF band is that small receive antennas can be used.
Parameters for retransmission in the VHF band 8 (200 MHz) using 10 watt
transmit power are shown in table 6.4. A directional Yagi antenna is used
as receive antenna. A Yagi antenna with a length of 0.7 times the
wavelength has a gain of 10 dB (antenna length is 1 m).

Table 6.4: link budget for retransmission at 200 MHz

10 watt transmit power 10.0 dBW (+)
transmit antenna gain 3.8 dB (+)
path loss 20.log(4rrRf/c) dB (-)
receive antenna gain 10.0 dB (+)
1000K system noise temperature 30.0 dBK (-)
Boltzmann constant -228.6 dBW/K/Hz (-)
6 MHz receiver bandwidth 67.8 dBHz (-)

SIN = 154.6 - 20.log(4rrRf/c) (dB)

Figure 6.15 shows the signal-to-noise ratio of the TV signal at the
receiver site as a function of the distance to the transmitter.
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Figure 6.15: SiN at the receiver as a function of distance

The CCIR norm for high quality pictures is S/N=52 dB. From experiments it
is found that a SiN of 46 dB gives medium quality TV pictures, while a SiN
of 30 dB gives poor quality pictures. The radius of the coverage zone is
about 30 km for reception of medium quality pictures. This coverage zone
can be extended to a radius of 50 km when a 14 dB gain Yagi antenna is
used. For a gain of 14 dB the Yagi antenna must have a length of 2.2 m or
1.5 times the wavelength. For further extension of the coverage zone multi
element VHF antennas with a gain of 20 dB can be used, or the transmit
power can be increased.

In the rural areas power supply is usually not available. Rural CTV
reception will only be possible when a solar power supply is used.
Presently solar panels are available at a price of US$ 10.- per watt. The
power consumption of the earth station will be about 90 watt:
- 25 watt for the satellite receiver
- 50 watt for a 50 cm color television
- 15 watt for the VHF transmitter
The earth station should have a solar power supply of at least 125 watt.
The extra power is used to charge a battery, enabling CTV reception and
retransmission in the early morning or evening. A solar power supply of 75
watt is sufficient for the VHF TV receiver.

The earth station, as shown in figure 3.16, already has an UHF TV output
port. The UHF (600 MHz) signal can be directly used for retransmission
purposes in the UHF band. With a 10 dBm output power transmit amplifier a
short radio link has been realised. The TV picture was of good to medium
quality.
For VHF retransmission, the UHF signal can be down-converted to 200 MHz
using the mixer/LO chip TDA5030. The VHF TV signal will be amplified to 10
watt before it is applied to the one-wavelength dipole transmit antenna.
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6.7. Recommendations for future CTV services via Afrosat

From the propagation measurements to be performed at UDSM recommendations
may follow for the choice of S- or C-band for CTV services. This may be
usefull for the CTV system design via the future Afrosat. The S-band seems
to be most suitable for CTV purposes in Africa, because of its higher flux
density limit (table 6.1) and its insensitivity for heavy rainfall.
A suggestion will be presented for the implementation of a CTV system
using the future Afrosat. The Afrosat should have at least one high power
S-band transponder, using circularly polarised waves, to give a footprint
as shown in figure 6.16. The minimum ElRP over the main coverage zone
should be 41 dBW, like for Arabsat and lnsat.

Figure 6.16: recommended S-band CTV footprint for Afrosat

The S-band transponder can be time-shared by the African countries. Common
TV transmissions for several countries simultaneously are possible when
using multi-lingual audio subcarriers, e.g. English at 6.0 MHz, French at
6.5 MHz and Swahili at 7.0 MHz.
1.5 m mesh antennas with an efficiency of 60% should be used in the main
coverage zone for CTV receive-only purposes. With further LNA optimisation
a system noise temperature of 100 K for the S-band is feasible. Table 6.5
shows the down-link budget in the African zone using 1.5 m mesh antennas
for the future Afrosat.
For the small receive-only earth stations a minimum C/N of 12.8 dB is
expected for reception from Afrosat, yielding TV pictures of good quality.
For retransmission purposes a 2.5 m mesh antenna (60% antenna efficiency)
should be used, giving an antenna gain of 34.4 dB. The expected C/N of
17.2 dB will produce high quality pictures, that are suitable for
retransmission.
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Table 6.5: Down-link budget for future Afrosat

satellite EIRP 41 dBW (+)
free space loss 192 dB (-)
ionospheric/pointing loss 0.5 dB (-)
antenna gain (1.5 m, 60% eff.) 30.0 dB (+)
system noise temperature (lOOK) 20.0 dBK (-)
Boltzmann constant -228.6 dBW/K/Hz (-)
receiver bandwidth (27 MHz) 74.3 dBHz (-)

figure of merit G/Ts 10.0 dB/K
carrier to noise C/N 12.8 dB

AFROSAT

retransmission cell i retransmission cell i+l

Figure 6.17: rural CTV service via Afrosat

Figure 6.17 shows the implementation of rural CTV service in Africa via
the Afrosat. Rural areas are divided into cells. In the center of each
cell an earth station using a 2.5 m antenna is placed. This earth station
will retransmit the satellite CTV programmes in the VHF band in the cell
zone. Adjacent cells should use a different frequency for retransmission
to avoid adjacent cell interference. The cell concept is similar to the
mobile radio cell structure. Small receive-only earth stations using 1.5 m
antennas are placed in the rural villages, where nearby villages are not
present. The cells may have different radii dependent on the population
density in a certain area.
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When the earth stations are
estimated price of an earth
- 2.5 m mesh antenna
- indoor/outdoor unit
- 66 cm color TV set
- VHF transmitter/antenna
- 150 Wsolar power supply

locally manufactured at a large scale, the
station will be about US$ 3500.-:

US$ 600.
US$ 600.
US$ 600.
US$ 100.
US$ 1600.-

total price of earth station: US$ 3500.-

about US$ 1800.-:will be
600.
100.-

1100.-

receiver set
US$

: US$
: US$

The price of a VHF TV
- 66 cm color TV set
- Yagi antenna
- 100 Wsolar power supply

total price of VHF receiver : US$ 1800.-

It may be concluded that the total system costs for a crv network in the
rural areas of Africa are significantly reduced by the cellular structure
for retransmission.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1. Conclusions

An earth station has been realised using low-cost components and simple
design techniques. By means of antenna feed and low-noise front-end
amplifier optimisation a high figure of merit of G/Ts=18.4 dB/K is
obtained using a 4.5. m antenna. Reception of high quality TV pictures is
possible in Tanzania from Arabsat's S-band transponder.
With an adaption for C-band reception a figure of merit of G/Ts=24.0 dB/K
is obtained. TV transmissions in the C-band from Arabsat, Intelsat and
Gorizont can be received with medium quality pictures.
The earth station will be installed at the University of Dar es Salaam and
it may serve as a model for future crv earth stations in Africa. Future
CTV service via the planned African regional satellite 'Afrosat' is
expected to stimulate the rural development. crv programmes, which would
be transmitted via a high power S-band transponder of a future Afrosat,
can be received in the coverage zone with 1.5 m mesh antennas. For
retransmission purposes the earth station will use 2.5 m mesh antennas.

7.2. Recommendations

For a successful implementation of rural development via CTV service a
large number of earth stations is needed. The purchase of the large number
of earth stations is only feasible when the earth stations are
manufactured within the African countries themselves. The design
procedures and circuits, as presented in this report, are useful for the
design and realisation of future earth stations for CTV reception.
For the production of earth stations in Africa it is essential that the
technology of earth station design is available in the African countries.
Therefore, the information on earth station design should be provided to
other African Technical Universities and Institutions, e.g. via the
African Network for Scientific and Technical Institutions (ANSTI).
The underutilisation of Arabsat, where the S-band transponder has not been
operational for 2 years because of the lack of CTV earth stations in the
Arab World, should be avoided during the implementation of CTV service via
Afrosat. Production of CTV earth stations in Africa should start before
launching of Afrosat. The regional satellites Arabsat and Afrosat are
expected to fullfill the requirements for rural CTV service in the future
over the complete African continent.
Research on the following topics is neccesary before the production of CTV
earth stations can start:
- the development of simple design technique for small 1.5 m and 2.5 m

mesh antennas.
- the development of a 75-150 watt solar power supply and battery for the

CTV receivers.
- the development of large-scale production techniques for mesh antennas,

CTV receivers and television sets.

The research and development should be realised via further cooperation
between African and European Universities and companies.
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APPENDIX A

Basic programs for IBM personal computer (PC)

The programs that are given in this appendix are written in BASIC for an
IBM (compatible) PC.
To run a BASIC program first the program 'BASICA' or 'GWBASIC' has to be
loaded. Within 'BASICA' a BASIC program can be executed using the
following commands:

LOAD "FILENAME.BAS"
RUN

(RETURN)
(RETURN)

The following programs are available on the 5.25 inch diskette that will
be supplied with the original copies of this report.

COMMAND.COM
ANT-POS.BAS
PR-DATA.BAS
S-PAR.BAS

BASICA.COM
INP-DATA.BAS
ANT-EFF.BAS

GWBASIC.EXE
TMOI-INP.BAS
RAD-PAT.BAS

This system diskette must be used in drive A. An additional diskette is
available containing the radiation patterns of several feeds. This data
diskette must be used in drive B. The programs can also be used on a
single-drive PC. In this case the files of the data diskette have to be
copied to the system diskette and the disk-drive for the INPUT4I or
PRINT~I commands must be changed from "B:" to "A:".
All the programs are monitor interactive and some of them require a matrix
printer as output device. For further information on the programs refer to
the program listings and the 'BASICA' manual.
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APPENDIX Al

Antenna direction

Filename = ANT-POS.BAS

This program calculates the antenna direction of an earth station for
reception from geo-stationary satellites. The input parameters are: earth
station location, satellite position and frequency. The program will
calculate the azimuth and elevation angle of the antenna, distance of the
earth station to satellite, and the path loss under clear sky conditions.

10 CLS
20 PRINT ,' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.,
30 PRINT "•• Th1S program calculates the aZ1muth and elevat10n angle of an •• "
~O PRINT ".. antenna for geo-stationary satellites •• "
50 PRINT "•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.,
60 PRINT ".. K.H. L1U, Eindhoven Un1vers1ty of Technology, Apr1l 1987 •• "
70 PRINT "••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,.
80 PRINT
100 PI-3.1'11S9
110 R~D-PI/180

120 K-6.61
130 RO-6378~001

150 INPUT "What 1S the frequency CGHz)";F
160 PRINT
170 F-F·IE+09
200 PRINT "••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• "1

210 PRINT "Enter the pos1t1on of the earth station'"
220 INPUT "Is the latt1tude north or south Cn/s)";LAT$
230 IF LAT$ (> Un" ~ND LAT$ (> "SO THEN GDTD 220
2'10 INPUT "What is the latt1tude Cdegrees)";LAT
250 INPUT "Is the long1tude east or west C9/w)";LDN$
260 IF LDN$ (> "en AND LDN$ (> Ow" THEN GDTD 250
270 INPUT "What 1S the longitude Cdegrees)";LDN
280 IF LDN$-"w" THEN LDN--LDN
300 PRINT ,' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ',
310 PRINT "Enter the POS1t1on of the satellite'"
320 INPUT "Is the satell1te longitude east or west Celw)";LS$
330 IF LS$ (> "en AND LS$ (> Ow" THEN GDTD 320
3~0 INPUT "What is the satellite longitude Cdegrees)";LS
350 IF LS$-"w" THEN LS--LS
~OO PRINT "••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ',
~10 PRINT
~20 X-CDSCL~T·RAD)·CDSCCLDN-LS).RAD)

~30 D--ATNCX/SQRC-X·X+l))+PI/2
~~O PRINT "d -";D;"Cdegrees)"
~SO RHD-RO·SQRCK·K+1-2·K·CDSCD))
~60 PRINT "Distance earth station to satellite -";RHD/I000 ' ;"Ckm)"
~70 X-CK·CDSCD)-1)/SQRCK·K+1-2·K·CDSCD))
~80 EL-ATNCX/SQRC-X·X+l)) REM elevation angle of the antenna
~90 X-SINCCLS-LDN)·RAD)/SINCD)
500 A2-ATNCX/SQRC-X·X+l)) REM aZimuth angle of the antenna
510 IF L~T$-"n" THEN A2-PI-A2
520 IF A2 ( 0 THEN A2-A2+2·PI
530 PRINT
5~0 PRINT "Elevation angle of the antenna -";EL/RAD;"Cdegrees)"
550 PRINT "Azimuth angle of the antenna -";A2/RAD;"Cdegrees)"
570 PRINT
600 PRINT 'I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• n

610 PL-20·LDGC~·PI.RHD·F/3E+C8)/LDGCI0)

620 PRINT "Path loss -";PL;"CdB)"
630 PRINT
6~0 GOTD 300
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APPENDIX A2

Antenna efficiency

Filename = INP-DATA.BAS

This program stores the radiation pattern of a feed in a data file on
drive B. The input parameters are: radiation pattern (dB) and phase
pattern (degrees) of the feed for 0-120 degrees with a step size of 2
degrees.

CCI)-INTC10·CCI)+.S)/10
DCI)-INTC10·DCI)+.5)/l0

ACI)--INTC10·ACI)+.5)/10
BCI)--INTC10·BCI)+.5)/10

"What is the name of the feed";2S : PRINT
"Ente~ the field ~adiatien patte~n ef the feed in 'dB'"
"The '-' sign fe~ the field ~adiatien ~atte~n is net needed"
·Ente~ the phase patte~n in 'deg~ees'"

";
" dB
" dB
" deg
" deg

this p~eg~am saVES the data input re~ thE ~adi.tion pattE~n

and the phase patte~n fe~ theta angles: 0-120 deg~ees

with 2 deg~ees step size

10 REM
20 REM
30 REM
'to CLS
SO PRINT "••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .,
SO PRINT input ef the feed ~adiatien patte~ns •••••••••••••••• "
70 PRINT "••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• n

BO PR!NT w~itten by K.H. Liu ••••••••••••••••••••••••• "
90 PRINT EUT, may 19B5 •••••••••••••••••••••••••
100 PRINT II ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• "

110 DIM ACSO),BCSO),CCSO),DCSO)
120 PRINT
130 INPUT
1'*0 PRINT
150 PRINT
lS0 PRINT
170 PRINT
1BO INPUT "Is the phase patte~n knewn Cy/n)" ; PS
190 IF PS<>"y" AND PS<>"n" THEN GOTO 1BO ELSE GOTO 200
200 FOR 1-0 TO SO
210 PRINT: PRINT "Theta -";2·I;"deg~ees"

220 INPUT "Field in the E-plane Cin dB)";ACI)
230 INPUT "Field in the H-plane Cin dB)";BCI)
2't0 IF PS-"n" THEN GOTO 270
250 INPUT "Phase in the E-plane Cin deg~ees)";CCI)

2S0 INPUT "Phase in the H-plane Cin deg~ees)";DCI)

270 NEXT I
280 REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
290 REM the input data will be checked en e~~e~s

300 FOR J-O TO 3
310 GOSUB 1010
320 NEXT J
330 REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
3'*0 PRINT "the data will be ste~ed in a sequential data file called: nilS

~350 2S-"B: "+2S : REM The data will be ste~ed on d~ive B
3S0 OPEN "0",~l,2S

370 FOR 1-0 TO SO
3BO PRINT~l,ACI)

390 PRINT~l,BCI)

'tOO PRINT~l,CCI)

't10 PRINT~l.D(I)

't20 NEXT I
't30 CLOSE ~1

't't0 PRINT
't50 PRINT "••••••••••••••••• END OF PROGRAM 'INPUT DATA' ••••••••••••••••••• "
'tSO END
1000 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1010 CLS
1020 FOR 1-0 TO 15
1030 PRINT USING ..~~~ .. ;2·CI+15·J); : PRINT "deg~ee!l: i
10't0 PRINT "FE - , PRINT USING "~~~ .... ;A(J·1S+I)i:PRINT
1050 PRINT "FH -"; PRINT USING ..~~•. ~·;BCJ·15+I);:PRINT
10S0 PRINT APE - PRINT USING ..~~~.~";CCJ·15+I);:PRINT
1070 PRINT "PH - PRINT USING ..~~~.~";DCJ·15+I);:PRINT
lOBO NEXT I
1090 PRINT
1100 INPUT "De yeu wish any ce~~ectiens Cy/n)";BS
1110 IF BS-"n" THEN RETURN
1120 IF BS-"y" GOTO 1130 ELSE GOTO 1100
1130 INPUT "What is the angle theta";THETA
11't0 INPUT "FE -";ACTHETA/2)
1150 INPUT "FH -·;BCTHETA/2)
11S0 INPUT APE -";CCTHETA/2)
1170 INPUT "PH -";DCTHETA/2)
11BO GOTO 1010
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Filename = TMOl-INP.BAS

This program stores the TEll- and TMOl-radiation pattern of a feed in a
data file on drive B. The input parameters are: radiation pattern (dB) of
the TEll- and TMOl-mode of the feed for 0-90 degrees with a step size of 2
degrees.

" ..

·What lS the name of the feed·;2$ : PRINT
"Enter the fleld radiat10n pattern of the feed in 'dB'·
·The '-' Sign for the field radiat10n pattern is not needed·

10 REM th1S program saves the data input for the TEll and TMOl radiation
20 REM pattern for theta angles: 0-90 degrees with stepsize 2 degrees
30 CLS
~O PRINT ,' ..
50 PRINT "••••••••••• input of the feed TMOl radiation patterns ••••••••••••• "
60 PRINT n

70 PRINT "................... ~ritten by K.H. liu ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
80 PRINT EUT , may 1986 •••••••••••••••••••••••••
SO PRINT n ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

100 DIM A(60),BC60)
110 PRINT
120 INPUT
130 PRINT
l'iO PRINT
150 PRINT
160 FOR I-O TO 'is
170 PRINT: PRINT ·Theta -·;2·Ii·degrees·
180 INPUT ·TEll field C1n dS)·;ACI) ACI)--INTC10·ACI) •. 5)/10
190 INPUT "TMOl field C1n dBJ·;BCI) : BCI)--INTC10·BCI) •. S)/10
200 NEXT I
210 REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
220 REM the input data will be checked on errors
230 FOR J-O TO 2
2'i0 GOSUB 1010
250 NEXT J
260 REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
270 PRINT ·the data will be stored 1n a sequential data file called: ";ZS

=- 2BO 2$-"B: "·Z$ : REM The data will be stored on drive B
290 OPEN ·0",~1,2$

300 FOR I-O TO 60
310 PRINTIIl,AC!)
320 PRINTIIl, BC I)
330 NEXT I
3'i0 CLOSE III
350 PRINT
360 PRINT "••••••••••••••• END OF PROGRAM 'TMOl INPUT DATA' •••••••••••••••••
370 END
1000 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1010 CLS
1020 FOR I-O TO 15
1030 PRINT USING ..~II~ .. ;2·CI·1S·J); : PRINT" degrees: ;
10'i0 PRINT "TEll field - ; PRINT USING ·1I1111.~";ACJ·15.I);:PRINT " dB
1050 PRINT "TMOl field - "; : PRINT USING ·"' .• ·;BCJ·1S.I);:PRINT " dB "
1060 NEXT I
1070 PRINT
lOBO INPUT "Do \,jou wish an\,j corrections C\,j/n)";BS
1090 IF BS-"n" THEN RETURN
1100 IF BS-"\,j" GOTO 1110 ELSE GOTO 1080
1110 INPUT "What is the angle theta";THETA
1120 INPUT "FE -";ACTHETA/2)
1130 INPUT "FH -";BCTHETA/2)
ll'iO GOTO 1010
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Filename = PR-DATA.BAS

This program prints the radiation and phase pattern of a feed on a
printer. The data file is read from drive B.

10 CLS
20 REM this program prints the feed radiation pattern on printer
30 PRINT "•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• n

~O PRINT "••••••••••••••• Print radiation/phase pattern •••••••••••••••••••• "
SO PRINT "•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• "
60 PRINT written bW K.H. Liu ••••••••••••••••••••••••• "
70 PRINT II...................... EUT I meW 1986 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• "
BO PRINT "
90 DIM A(60),BC60),CC60),DC60)
100 PRINT : PRINT
110 INPUT "Is the data file a TMOl radiation pattern CW/n)" ;AS
120 IF AS(>"W" AND AS(>"n" THEN GOTO 110
130 INPUT "What is the name of the data file" ; BS

=-1'f0 2S-"B: "+BS : REM the file is read from drive B
150 OPEN "i",~l,ZS

160 IF AS-"y" THEN GOTO 2'f0
170 FOR 1-0 TO 60
180 INPUT ~l,ACI)

190 INPUT ~l,SCI)

200 INPUT ~l,CCI)

210 INPUT ~l,DCI)

220 NEXT I
230 GOTO 280
2'f0 FOR 1-0 TO ~5

250 INPUT ~l,ACI)

260 INPUT ~l,BCI)

270 NEXT I
280 CLOSE ~l
290 PRINT t•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• "

300 PRINT "Enter commment"
310 INPUT CS
320 LPRINT SS;· Feed·
330 LPRINT CS : LPRINT
3'f0 IF AS-·y· THEN GOTO 'f60
350 LPRINT ·Power radiation pattern in dS"
360 LPRINT ·Theta and phase pattern in degrees·
370 LPRINT
380 LPRINT"Th. PCE) PCH) PhCE) PhCH) Th. PCE) PCH) PhCE) PhCH)·
390 LPRINT : LPRINT USING ·~~~";O;: LPRINT USING ·~~~~~.~·;ACO);BCO);CCO);DCO)

~OO FOR 1-1 TO 30
~10 LPRINT USING "~~~";2·I;: LPRINT USING ·~~~~~.~";ACI);BCI);CCI);DCI);

~20 LPRINT USING ·~~~~~~~·;2·I+60;

~30 LPRINT USING ·~~~~~.~·;ACI+30);SCI+30);CCI+30);DCI+30)

~~O NEXT I
~50 END
~60 LPRINT "TEll and TMOl radiation pattern in dB· : LPRINT
~70 LPRINT "Th. TEll TMOl Th. TEll TMOl Th. TEll TM01·
~80 LPRINT
~90 LPRINT USING "~"";O;: LPRINT USING ·~..~~.~";ACO);SCO)
SOO FOR 1-1 TO IS
SlO LPRINT USING "~~~";2·I;: LPRINT USING ·~~~~~.~·;ACI);SCI);

S20 LPRINT USING "~~~~~~~~";2·I+30;: LPRINT USING ·~~~~~.~·;ACI+15);SCI+15);

530 LPRINT USING "~~~~~~~~";2·I+60;: LPRINT USING "~~~~~.~·;ACI+30);BCI+30)

S~O NEXT I
550 END
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Filename = ANT-EFF.BAS

This program calculates the antenna efficiency of an antenna system as
shown in figure 4.3. The input parameters are: feed radiation pattern file
(drive B), antenna parameters, frequency, clear sky temperature and
receiver temperature. The antenna efficiency, antenna gain, antenna noise
temperature and the figure of merit are calculated. The integrals in this
program are calculated by the trapezoidal rule with corrections for the
boundaries.

REM 'rad' converts degrees to radians
REM 'SR' is the 2 degrees stepsize in radians

of the feed· ; FEEDS
pattern of the feed are read from data (ile 'feedS'

: REM data file is read from drive B

dB
dB

radiation pattern in E-plane in
radiation pattern in H-plane in
pattern in E-plane in degrees
pattern in H-plane in degree~

theta in degrees
theta in radians
E-plane field radiation pattern in CUlm)
H-plane field radiation pattern in (U/m)
E-plane phase pattern in degrees
H-plane phase pattern in degrees

field
field
phase
phase

REM
REM
REM
REM

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

illumInation or aperture efficiency·"
spillover efficiency··
cross polarizat10n efficiency··
phase efficiency··
blockage eff1ciency ."
reflector surface efflclency ."
mesh efficiency 1n csse of a mesh reflector ••

10 CLS
20 PRINT ..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..
30 PRINT •••••••••••••••••••• Program Antenna Efficiencw ••••••••••••••••••••
~O PRINT ..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• »

SO PRINT ••••••••••••••• Written b~ K.H. Liu, EUT, ma~ lSB6 •••••••••••••••• "
60 PRINT ,' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,.
70 PRINT
BO PRINT "Th1S program calculates the eff1ciency of a parabolic antenna."
SO PRINT "The following parts are taken into account in the calculations;"
100 PRINT
110 PRINT ••
120 PRINT ••
130 PRINT ••
1't0 PRINT ••
150 PRINT ".
160 PRINT ••
170 PRINT ••
lBO PRINT
190 PRINT "•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~

200 DIM A(60),BC60),CC60),DC60),XC60),C1CSO),C2C60),C3C60),C'tC60),CS(60)
210 DIM THD(60),THRC60),PE(60),FHC60),PEC60),PHC60),TCSO)
220 PRINT ·The antenna eff1ciency, temperature and qualit~ will be calculated"
230 PRINT
2't0 INPUT "What is the name
250 REM the field and phase

=-260 FS-·B: ·+FEEDS
270 OPEN ·i·,_l,FS
2BO FOR 1-0 TO 60
2S0 INPUTU, AC I)
300 INPUTU, BCI)
310 INPUTU, CC 1)

320 INPUU1, DCI)
330 NEXT I
3't0 CL05Ul
350 REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
360 PI-3.1'tlSS3
310 RAD-Pl/lBO
3BO SR-2·RAD
3S0 FOR 1-0 TO 60
'tOO THDCI)-2·I
'tl0 THRCI)-THDCI)-RAD
't20 FECI)-10-CACI)/20)
't30 FHCI)-10"CBCI)/20)
't't0 PECI)-CCI)-RAD
'tSO PHCI)-DCI)-RAD
't60 NEXT I
~70 REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
'teo INPUT "Enter the antenna diameter (m): .. , OF!
'tSO INPUT "Enter the focal distance Cm): " , FD
500 TH't-2-ATNCDA/C't-FD))/RAD
510 REM TH't is the opening angle of the antenna in degrees
520 INPUT "Enter the frequency in C6Hz): " • FR
530 FR-FR-1E+OS : REM frequency in CHz)
S'tO WL-3E+08/FR : REM 'WL' is the ~avelength in (m)
550 REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••



REM the support 1S attached to the edge

: REM a subsupport 1S used
subsupport's opnening angle in degrees: ",TH1
engle 'beta 2' of the subsupport 1n degrees: ",BETA2

: REM 'beta2' in radians
d1stence 'd2' of lntersect10n subsupport/main-ax1s Cm),";

SW-SW/1000

AS560 INPUT "I~ the reflector made of mesh Cy/n)"
570 IF ASC>"y" ANO ASc>"n" THEN GOTO 560
580 IF AS-"n" THEN GOTO 670
590 INPUT "Enter the center to center wire spacing in Cmm): ",SW
600 INPUT "Enter the wire diameter in Cmm): ",OW: OW-OW/1000
610 INPUT "Enter the part of the antenna made of mesh: ",PM
620 TC-CPI-2·0W"2/C2.WL.SW))-2
630 TCPER-1-TC/C1+TC)
6~0 REM 'tcper' is the perpendicular transmission coefficient of a wire array
650 TCPAR-1-1/C1+C2.SW.LOGCSW/CPI.DW))/WL)"2)
660 REM 'tcpar' is the parallel tran~mission coefficient of a wire array
670 EFMESH-1-TCPER·TCPAR : REM 'EFMESH' is the mesh efficiency
seo REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
690 INPUT "Enter the diameter of the feed in Ccm): ",OF: DF-DF/100
700 THO-2·ATNCDF/C~·FD))/RAD : REM 'THO'is the angle being blocked by the feed
710 INPUT "Enter the number of supports: ",NS
720 IF NS-O THEN GOTO 1260
730 INPUT "Enter the width of the supports in Ccm): ",WS : WS-WS/100
7~0 INPUT "Is the support attached to the edge of the paraboloid Cy/n)";AS
750 IF ASC>"y" AND ASC>"n" THEN GOTO 7~0

760 IF AS-"n" THEN GOTO 790
770 EDGE-I : TH2-TH~

780 T2-INTCTH2/2) : GOTO 11~0

790 INPUT "Enter the support's opening angle in degrees: ",TH2
800 INPUT "Enter the angle 'beta I' of the support in degrees: ",BETA1
810 BETA1-BETA1·RAO : REM 'beta1' 1n radians
820 INPUT "Enter the distance 'd1' of intersection support/ma1n-axis Cm), ",01
830 INPUT "Is a subsupport used Cy/n)";AS
8~0 IF ASC>"y" AND AIC>"n" THEN GOTO 830
850 IF AS-"n" THEN GOTO 930
860 SS-l
870 INPUT "Enter the
880 INPUT "Enter the
89C BETA2-BETA2·RAD
900 PRINT "Enter the
910 INPUT" ",02
920 INPUT "Enter angle of 1ntersection support/subsupport in degrees: ",TH3
930 T1-INTCTH1/2) : T2-INTCTH2/2) : T3-INTCTH3/2) :H-INTCTH~/2)

9~0 REM T1, T2, T3 and T~ are the boundaries for the integrals
950 IF SS-O THEN GOTO 11~0 : P.EM if no subsupport is used then goto 1100
960 REM 'xCi)' is the aZ1muth angle being blocked by the Csub)support
970 REM ---------------------------------------------------------------------
980 REM plane waves blockage
990 FOP. 1-1 TO T1
1000 XCI)-2·ATNCWS·C1+COSCTHP.CI)))/C~·FD·SINCTHR(I))))

1elO NEXT I , X(0)-XC1)
1020 REM --------------------------------------------------------------------
1030 REM sper1cal waves blockage by subsupport
10~C FOR I-T1+1 TO T3
10SC XCI)-2·ATNCWS·CCOSCTHRCI))/SINCTHRCI))+COSCBETA2)/SINCBETA2))/C2·CFD+D2)))
1060 NEXT I
1070 REM --------------------------------------------------------------------
1080 REM sperical waves blockage by support
1090 FOR I-T3+1 TO T~+l

1100 XCI)-2·ATNCWS·CCOSCBETA1)/SINCBETA1)-COSCTHRCI))/SINCTHRCI)))/C2·01))
1110 NEXT I
1120 GOTO 1260
1130 REM --------------------------------------------------------------------
11~0 REM in the following section there is no subsupport blockage
1150 REM --------------------------------------------------------------------
1160 REM plane waves blockage
1170 FOR 1-1 TO T2+1
1180 XCI)-2·ATNCWS·C1+COSCTHRCI)))/C~.FD·SINCTHRCI))))

1190 NEXT I : XCO)-XC1)
1200 IF EDGE-1 THEN GOTO 1260 : REM if support is attached to egde then 2000
1210 REM --------------------------------------------------------------------
1220 REM sperical waves blockage by support
1230 FOR I-T2+1 TO T~+l

12~0 XCI)-2·ATNCWS·CCOSCBETA1)/SINCBETA1)-COSCTHRCI))/SINCTHRCI)))/C2·D1))
1250 NEXT I
1260 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1270 INPUT "Enter the RMS reflector surface error in Cmm): ",SE : SE-SE/1000
1280 EFRS-EXPC-C~·PI·SE/WL)-2)

1290 REM 'efrs' is the reflector surface efficiency
.1300 REM ••••~•••~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••••
1310 INPUT "Enter the ground temperature in CK), ", TG
1320 INPUT "Enter the clear sky temperature in CK): ",TS
1330 INPUT "Enter the receiver temperature in CK): ",TR
13~0 INPUT "Do you wish the results on the screen or printer Cs/p)";SPS
1350 IF SPlc>"s" AND SPsc>"p" THEN GOTO 13~0
1360 PRINT h •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• "



1370 FOR 1-0 TO 60
1380 CICI)-CFECI)"2+FHCI)"2)-SINCTHRCI))
1390 C2CI)-CFECI)+FHCI))'2-SINCTHRCI))
1~00 C3CI)-CFECI)+FHCI))-TANC.5-THRCI))
1~10 C~CI)-CFECI)-COSCPECI))+FHCI)-COSCPHCI)))-TANC.5-THRCI))
1~20 C5CI)-CFECI)-SINCPECI))+FHCI)-SINCPHCI)))-TANC.5-THRCI))
1~30 NEXT I
1~~0 REM 'cl' wil be extrapolated to 180 degrees b~ a 'sine square' function
1~50 FOR 1-61 TO 90
1~60 CICI)-CIC60)-CSINC2-I-RAD))"2
1~70 NEXT I
1~80 REM --------------------------------------------------------------------
1~90 LS-O : US-90
1500 REM 'L8' and 'UB' are respectivel~ the integral's lower and upper bound
1510 FOR 1-0 TO 90
1520 TCI)-CICI)
1530 NEXT I
15~0 GOSUB 3050 : REM integral of 'CICI)' from 0 to 180 degrees
1550 21-IT : REM '21' is the result of the integral
1560 REM --------------------------------------------------------------------
1570 LB-O : I2-TH~

1580 GOSUB 2970 REM calculation of the integral's upper bound
1590 GOSUB 3050 REM integral of 'CICI)' from 0 to theta-~

1600 GOSUB 3250 REM correction for the upper bound
1610 22-IT REM '22' is the result of the integral
1620 REM --------------------------------------------------------------------
1630 LB-O : I2-TH~

16~0 FOR 1-0 TO 60
1650 TC I)-C2C I)
1660 NEXT I
1670 GOSUB 2970 REM calculation of the integral's upper bound
1680 GOSUB 3050 REM integral of 'C2CI)' from 0 to theta-~

1690 GOSUB 3250 REM correct10n for the upper bound
1700 23-IT REM '23' is the re~ult of the integral
1710 REM --------------------------------------------------------------------
1720 LB-O : I 2-TH~
1730 FOR 1-0 TO 60
17~0 TCI)-C3CI)
1750 NEXT I
1760 GOSUB 2970 REM calculation of the integral's upper bound
1770 GOSUB 3050 REM integral of 'C3CI)' from 0 to theta-~

1780 GOSUB 3250 REM correction for the upper bound
1790 2~-IT REM '2~' 1S the result of the integral
1800 REM --------------------------------------------------------------------
1810 LB-O : I2-TH~

1820 FOR 1-0 TO 60
1830 TCI)-C~CI)

18~0 NEXT I
1850 GOSUB 2970 REM calculation of the integral's upper bound
1860 GOSUB 3050 REM integral of 'C~CI)' from 0 to theta-~

1870 GOSUB 3250 REM correction for the upper bound
1880 25-IT REM '25' is the result of the integral
1890 REM --------------------------------------------------------------------
1900 LB-O : I2-TH~

1910 FOR 1-0 TO 60
1920 Ie I)-C5C I)
1930 NEXT I
19~0 GOSUB 2970 REM calculation of the integral's upper bound
1950 GOSUB 3050 REM integral of 'C5CI)' from 0 to theta-~

1960 GOSUB 3250 REM correction for the upper bound
1970 Z6-IT REM '26' is the result of the integral
1980 REM --------------------------------------------------------------------
1990 II-THO : I2-TH~

2000 FOR 1-0 TO 60
2010 TCI)-C3CI)-C1-NS-XCI)/C2-PI))
2020 NEXT I
2030 GOSUB 2890 REM calculation of the integral's lower bound
20~0 GOSUB 2970 REM calculation of the integral's upper bound
2050 GOSUB 3050 REM integral of 'TCI)' from theta-O to theta-~

2060 IF LB-O THEN GOTO 2080 REM the lower bound correction 1s not needed
2070 GOSUB 3180 REM correction for the lower bound
2080 GOSUB 3250 REM correction for the upper bound
2090 Z7-IT : REM 'Z7' is the result of the integral
2100 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

"Antenna efficiency -"iEfA
"Ant+blockage efficiency -";EfA8L" ------- 11

"Antenna qualitw 'Oa' -";OA;"(l/K)"
"Antenna gain 'Ga' -";GAIN; "(d8J"
"GalT ."; GT; "(d8/KJ"
,,----------------------------------------------------------------"

and SiT of:".....................• ',

-";EfME5H
-";EfRS
-"; EfILL
-"; EfILLBL
-"; EfSPIL
."; EfPHASE
-"; EfX

." ; TA; "( K) "

·";TA+TR; "(K)"

- " ; OP; "( 1" KJ "
• " ; GA IN; "( d 8 J "

-"~::F'~E=H

."; [FRS
-";Ef!LL
·";EF!LL8L
-"; EFSPI!..
·":EF"PH~SE

-"; EfX

"Mesh efficlency
"Surface effIciency
"Illumlnation efficiency
"Ill+blockage efficiency
"Spillover efficiency
"Phase efficiency
"X-polarization efficiency

"~rte~~a e~ficle~c~. temperature, Qua:lt~

"••••••••••••••••••••• the ";F"EEO$; II feed

"!"1es t'" eff::: :erc~
"Surfa=e e~flClen=~

"!l:umlnatlo~ eff~=:enc~

·'!!l·blDckage efflclency
"Splllover efflcle~c~

"P~ase e~~lclency

"X-;:::lS:"lzat:or, eff:c:enc~

If 5P$·"p" THEN GOTe 26"70
CL5
PR!NT
PPINT
PR I 'JT
PRINT
PRHJ":
?P.: ~JT
PRINT
PPP{:
PR I 'JT

PRINT
PR!"JT "Ante~~a efflclencW ·";EfA
PRINT "~nt·blockage efflclen=y -":EF"A8L
PR!NT ,,----------------------------------------------------------------
PRINT "Pntenna temperature ·";TP; "~K)"

PR!NT "Total s~stem temperature -"iTA+TR;"~K)"

PR!NT
PRINT "~ntenna qwallty 'Oa'
??!~JT "onte~~a galr 'Sa'
PR!rn "Sa'T
PRINT .,----------------------------------------------------------------"
END

EfILL-2-Z'i-2/CZ3-CTANCTH'i-RAD/2))-2)
REM 'EfILL' is the illumination efficiency ~ithout blockage effect
REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
EfILLBL-2-Z7-2/CZ3-CTANCTH'i-RAD/2))-2)
REM 'EfILLBL' is the illumination efficiency ~ith blockage effect
REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
EfSPIL-Z2/Z1
REM 'EfSPIL' is the spill-over efficiency
REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
EfPHASE-CZ5-2+Z6-2)/Z'i-2
REM 'EfPHASE' is the phase efficiency
REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
EfX-Z3/C2-Z2)
REM 'EfX' is the cross-polarization effi:iency
REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
EfA-EfMESH-EfRS-EfILL-EfSPIL-EfPHASE-EfX
REM 'EfA' is the antenna efficiency ~ithout blockage effect
EfABL-EfMESH-EfRS-EfILLBL-EfSPIL-EfPHASE-EfX
REM 'EfABL' is the antenna efficiency ~ith blockage effect
REM --------------------------------------------------------------------
TA-,5-CTS-C1+EfSPIL)+TG-C1-EfSPIL))+TG-PM-C1-EFMESH)
REM 'TA' is the antenna temperature
QA-EfABL/CTA+TR)
REM 'QA' is the antenna quality
GAIN-CPI-DA-fR/3E+08)-2-EfABL
REM 'GAIN' is the antenna gain
TEMP-TA+TR
GAIN-lO-LOGCGAIN)/LOGClO) : REM GAIN in dB
GT-GAIN-IO-LOGCTA+TR)/LOGC10)
REM 'GT' is the G/T of the antenna in dB
PEM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

LPRINT "Antenna efficiency, temperature, quality and G/T of:"
lPRINT ,.••••••••••••••••••••• the ";FEED5;" Feed •••••••••••••••••••••• ',
LPRINT
LPRINT
LPRINT
LPRINT
LPRINT
LPRINT
LPRINT
LPRINT
LPP.INT
LPRINT
LPRINT
LPRINT
LPRINT "Antenna temperature
LPRINT "Total system temperature
LPRINT
LPRINT
LPRINT
LPRINT
LPRINT
END
REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

2110
2120
2130
21'i0
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
22'i0
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
23'i0
2350
2360
2370
2380
2390
2'i00
='110
2'120
2"!3Q
2'!'fQ
2'1Sa
2'f60
2"t"70
2'f80
2'190
2500
2 '='''''--'-'
2S2a
2530
25'fa
2550
2560
25"70
2580
2590
2600
2510
2620
2530
26"tO
2650
2660
2670
2680
2590
2700
2710
2720
2730
27'i0
2750
2760
2770
2780
2790
2800
2810
2820
2830
28'10
2850
2860
287D
2880
289D



2900
2910
2920
2930
29"!0
2950
2960
2970
2980
2990
3000
3010
3020
3030
30"!0
3050
3060
3070
3080
3090
3100
3110
3120
3130
31'10
3150
3160
3170
3180
3190
3200
3210
3220
3230
32"!0
3250
3260
3270
3280
3290
3300
3310
332C
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REM this subroutlne calculates the lower bound for the trapezo1~al r~le

REM the lower bound IllS converted to LB needed fer the trapeze1dal r~le

If 11/2-INTCll:2) THEN GOTO 2950 : RE~ In th:s case LS-Il / 2
LS-INTCll,'2'+1
RE:"L:RN
LS-11/2 : NCLS-1 RE~ no correct1on for lower bound lS needed
RETURN
REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
REM this subrout1ne calculates the upper bound for the trapezoidal rule
REM the lower bound 12 is converted to US needed for the trapezo1dal rule
If 12/2-INTC!2/2) THEN GOTO 3C30 : P.EM 1n th1S case US-I2/2
US-INTC !2/2)
RETURN
US-12/2 : NCUS-l REM no correct:cr. fer u~per bound is needed
RETURN
REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
REM this subroutine gives an approx:mat1en for an :ntegral,uS1ng
REM the 'TRAPEZOIDAL RULE', The a~~rox:~ated 1nte;ral lS 'IT'
REM the lower :n:egral bound :s 'LS'
REM the upper lntegral bound lS 'US'
REM the steps1ze lS 2 degrees
RE~ the lntegra: f~rct:on lS '~~!:'

IT-O REM :n~t:al ~a~~e =f the ;ntegral
fOR I-LS TO US
IT-IT+T( 1)

NEX:" I
!T-C!T-.5·:(LB:-.S·~~~E)~·SR

RETURN
RE~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

PE~ t~lS s~~~~~::~e g:ves a =~~~e=~:or f=~ ~~e l=~e~ t=~~d of e- :~tecral

If NCLB-l THE'; GOTCl 32';0 RE~ :- t~:s case rc ccrreO:1cr- lS nee=ed
REr'1 ':"1' 15 the app=-=:-:.:..ma":.:::p-·, of ':( I 1) ,
Ll-( (I :-2·i..E"'2: ,'2;·IT(~8:'-~(:'E-2:"-'!"i..E-:
IT·!T+((2·~E-~1)'2~·5p·.S·"~:·:·~E))

RET:JRrJ
RE~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

REM thlS swtrout:~e g:~es a cerrect:o~ fer t~e u~~er ~o~nd cf a~ :ntegral
IF NCUE-l THEtJ G~~~ 33:C PE- 1- t~:5 =a5e -= ==rrectlc~ lS nee~e~

RE~, 'Ul' lS t!"1e ap~i=·>-:lma~.:.=- of 'T~ :2)
~1-:"!2-2·~E· '2.·'·:"_E-: -T·_E· . ·~E

; : - ~ T'" r••' : 2 - ::. ~:S"\ '2;·5?·.::· ~ T" .... =: ... :""11 )

REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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APPENDIX A3

Radiation pattern

Filename = RAD-PAT.BAS

This program calculates the TEll or TMOI radiation pattern of an antenna
system as shown in figure 4.12. The TEll-radiation pattern of the feed is
assumed to be radially symmetric. The input parameters are: feed radiation
pattern file (drive B), antenna parameters, and frequency. The radiation
pattern of the antenna is printed on a printer.

REM TM in dB

: REM FE in dB

: REM 'RAD' coverts degrees to radians

: REM 'THCI)' is the 2 deg. angle step in radians

in dBREM FH

REM field radiation pattern in E-plane
REM field radiation pattern in H-plane
REM the phase patterns are not used

REM TEll field radiation pattern in H-plane
REM TM01 field radiation pattern

::J :~S
20 ?~!NT .' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..
3~ PRINT ., •••••••••••••••••• Program Radlat~on Patte~n ••••••••••••••••••••• ,.
~O PR!~JT ..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..
50 PRI~Jr ., ••••••••••••••• Written by K.H. Liu, rUT, ma~ 1886 ••••••••••••••• ',
60 PRINT .1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ',

:'0 PRINT
80 PRINT "This ~rogram calculates the TEll or the TM01 radiation pattern"
SO PRINT "of a parabolIc antenna for a gIven feed."
100 PRINT
110 DI~ fE(~S),fH(~S),TM(~S).TH(~S).fC~5).RC~S).DRC~S).A2C~5),JC~S)

120 INPUT "What 15 the name of the feed";fEED$
130 INPUT "Is the feed radIation pattern a TM01 radiation pattern C~/n)";TM$

1~0 If TM$C)"~" AND TM$C)"n" THEN GOTO 130
::>150 f$-"B: "·fEED$ : REM the data file feedS is read from drive B

160 OPEN "i","l.f$
170 If TM$-"~" THEN GOTO 250
180 fOR 1-0 TO ~5

ISO INPUT"l.fECI)
200 INPUT"I.fHCI)
210 INPUTU.A : INPUT"l.A
220 NEXT I
230 CLOSB1
2~0 GOTO 310
250 fOR 1-0 TO ~S

260 INPUT"l,FHCI)
270 INPUT"l,TMCI)
280 NEXT I
290 CLOSEU
300 REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
310 PI-3.1~1593

320 RAD-P 11180
330 PRINT
3~0 INPUT ·Enter the diameter of the antenna in Cm): ".DA
350 INPUT "Enter the focal distance in Cm): ",fD
360 TH~-2·ATNCDA/C~·FD))/RAD : REM ·TH~ is the openig angle of the antenna
370 PRINT "The opening angle of the antenna is "
3BO PRINT USING •••.• ·;TH~; : PRINT· degrees·
390 IM-INTCTH~/2) REM '1M' is the upper bound for the integrals
~OO INPUT "Enter the frequenc~ in CGHz): ·,FR : FR-FR·1E+OS
~10 WL-3E+OB/fR : REM 'WL' is the free space wavelength
~20 BE-2·PI/WL : REM 'BE' is the phase constant
~30 REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
~~O REM the effect of the space loss is taken into account
~SO fOR 1-0 TO IM+1
~60 THCI)-2·I·RAD
~70 IF TM$-"~" THEN GOTO 510
~80 FECI)-fECI)-20·LOGC1/COSC.S·THCI))"2)/LCGC10)
~90 FECI)-10"CFECI)/20) : REM FE in U/m
500 GOTO 530
510 TMCI)-TMCI)-20·LOGC1/COSC.S·THCI))"2)/LCGC10)
520 TMCI)-10"CTMCI)/20) : REM TM in U/m
530 fHCI)-fHCI)-20·LOGC1/COSC.5·THCI))"2)/LCGC10)
S~O FHCI)-10"CFHCI)/20) : REM FH in U/m
550 NEXT I
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normalised gain"

REM in this case CHOICE-~

degrees: ".AL
degrees: ",AU
in degrees: ".AS

gain

REM 'RCI)' is the radius
REM 'DRCI)' is the radius step

alpha

560 REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
570 REM the radius and the radius-step will be calculated for
580 REM the corresponding angle 'theta'
590 RCO)-O
600 fOR 1-1 TO IM+1
610 RCI)-2-fD-TANC.S-THCI))
620 DRCI)-RCI)-RCI-l)
630 NEXT I
6~O REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
650 REM the antenna gain in the main direction 'GO' will be calculated
660 fOR 1-1 TO 1M
670 GOH-GOH+.S-CfHCI-l)-RCI-l)+fHCI)-RCI))-DRCI)
680 NEXT I
690 REM a correction will be given for the upper bound
700 RC-DA/2 : REM the radius of the antenna
710 DRC-DA/2-RCIM) : REM correction for the final radius step
720 fHC-fHCIM)+CfHCIM+1)-fHCIM))-CTH~-2-IM)/2

730 REM fHC is the approximated fH at the edge of the reflector
7~0 GOH-GOH+.S-CfHCIM)-RCIM)+fHC-RC)-DRC REM GOH is the corrected gain
750 GOH-20-LOGC2-PI-GOH)/LOGCI0) : REM GOH in dB
760 If TMS-"~" THEN 860
770 fOR 1-1 TO 1M
780 GOE-GOE+.S-CfECI-1)-RCI-l)+fECI)-RCI))-DRCI)
790 NEXT I
800 REM a correction will be given for the upper bound
810 fEC-fECIM)+CfECIM+1)-fECIM))-CTH~-2-IM)/2

820 REM fEC is the approximated fE at the edge of the reflector
830 GOE-GOE+.S-CfECIM)-RCIM)+fEC-RC)-DRC : REM GOE is the corrected gain
8~0 GOE-20-LOGC2-PI-GOE)/LOGC10) : REM GOE in dB
850 REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
860 CLS
870 PRINT
880 PRINT "- 1 - Radiation pattern of a uniforml~ illuminated antenna"
890 PRINT "- 2 - Main mode radiation pattern USing the feed pattern in H-plane"
900 If TMS-"y" THEN GOTO 960
910 PRINT "- 3 - Main mode radiation pattern USing the feed pattern in E-plane"
920 PRINT
930 INPUT "Enter your choice (1/2/3); ", CHOICE
9~0 If CHOICE<>l AND CHOICE<>2 AND CHOICE<>3 THEN GOTO 930
950 GOTO 1010
960 PRINT "a 3 - TM01 mode radiation pattern"
970 PRINT
980 INPUT "Enter your choice C1/2/3): ",CHDICE
990 If CHOICE<>l AND CHOICE<>2 AND CHDICE<>3 THEN GOTO 980
1000 If CHOICE-3 THEN CHOICE-~
1010 REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1020 LPRINT
1030 LPRINT "----------------------------------------------------------------"
10~0 LPRINT
1050 LPRINT "The radiation pattern is calculated using the '";fEEDS;"' feed"
1060 LPRINT
1070 LPRINT "Diameter of the antenna -";DA;"meter"
1080 LPRINT "focal distance -";fD;"meter"
1090 LPRINT "The opening angle of the antenna - ";
1100 LPRINT USING "~~.~";TH~; : LPRINT " degrees"
1110 LPRINT "frequenc~ -";fR;"Hz"
1120 LPRINT "The free space wavelength - ";
1130 LPRINT USING "~~~.~~";WL-100; : LPRINT " em"
11~0 LPRINT : PRINT
1150 INPUT "Enter the lower angle 'alpha' in
1160 INPUT "Enter the upper angle 'alpha' in
1170 INPUT "Enter the angle 'alpha' stepsize
1180 If CHOICE<>~ THEN GOTO 1550
1190 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1200 REM the TMOI radiation pattern will be calculated
1210 INPUT "Enter the angle 'phi' in degrees: ",PHI
1220 LPRINT "Phi -";PHI;"degrees"
1230 LPRINT
12~0 LPRINT "TM01 radiation pattern"
1250 LPRINT ,,-----------------------------------------------------------------"
1260 LPRINT "Antenna gain GOH in main direction - ";
1270 LPRINT USING "~~~~.~~";GOH;: LPRINT " dB"
1280 LPRINT
1290 LPRINT "
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1300 GO-GOH
1310 FOR A-Al TO CAU+9.999999E-06) STEP AS
1320 SA-SINCA·RAD)
1330 FOR 1-0 TO IM+1 REM the subintegral will be calculated
13~0 A2CI)-0
13S0 FOR J-30 TO 360 STEP 30 REM the step size is 30 degrees
1360 P1-CJ-30)·RAD : P2-J·RAD REM 'P1/2' si the angle phi' in radians
1370 Sl-COSCP1)·SINCBE·RCI)·SA·COSCPHI-P1))
1380 S2-COSCP2)·SINCBE·RCI)·SA·COSCPHI-P2))
1390 A2CI)-A2CI)+.S·CS1+S2)·30·RAD
1~00 NEXT J
1~10 NEXT I
1~20 REM 'A2CI)' is used in the integral function
1~30 GAIN-O
1~~0 FOR 1-1 TO 1M
l~SO GAIN-GAIN+.S·CTMCI-1)·A2CI-1)·RCI-1)+TMCI)·A2CI)·RCI))·DRCI)
1~60 NEXT I
1~70 REM a correction will be given for the upper bound of the integral
1~80 TMC-TMCIM)+CTMCIM+1)-TMCIM))·CTH~-2·IM)/2

1~90 A2C-A2CIM)+CA2CIM+1)-A2CIM))·CTH~-2·IM)/2

lS00 GAIN-GAIN+.5·CTMCIM)·RCIM)·A2CIM)+TMC·A2C·RC)·DRC
lS10 GOSUB 2~~0

1520 NEXT A
1530 lPRINT "-----------------------------------------------------------------"
15~0 GOTO 2220
1550 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1560 IF CHOICE<>1 THEN GOTO 1710
1570 REM the rad1ation pattern of an uniformly illuminated antenna is given
1580 FOR 1-0 TO IM+1
1590 A2CI)-1
1600 NEXT I
1610 GOI-PI·DA·DA/~ : REM GOI is the gain in the main direction
1615 GOI-20·l0GCGOI)/lOGC10) : REM 'GOI' in dB
1620 lPRINT
1630 lPRINT "Antenne TEll radiation pattern, using uniform illumination"
16~0 LPRINT "-----------------------------------------------------------------"
1650 lPRINT "Antenna gain GOI 1n main direction 
1660 lPRINT USING "~~~~.~~";GOI;: lPRINT " dB"
1670 lPRINT
1680 lPRINT "alpha galn normal1sed gain"
1690 GO-GO I
1700 GOTO 1990
1~'~ RE~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
:720 IF CHS:CE<>2 ~HEN GOTO 1860
1730 RE~ the radlatlon pattern us~ng the feed pattern ln the H-plane lS glven
17~0 FOR 1-0 TO IM.l
1750 A2'I)-FHCI:
1760 NEXT I
1770 lPRINT
l78C LPRINT "Antenne TEll rad1at10n pattern, uSlng the H-plane feed pattern"
I-gO LPRINT "-----------------------------------------------------------------"
1800 LPRINT "Antenna ~ain GOH in maln direction 
1810 lPRINT USING "••~~.~#";GOH;: LPRINT " dB"
1820 lPRINT
1830 lPRINT "alpha gain normalised gain"
18~0 GO-GOH
1850 GOTO 1990
1860 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1870 REM the radlation pattern using the feed pattern in the E-plane is given
1880 FOR I-e TO IM.1
1890 A2CI)-FECI)
1900 NEXT I
1910 lPRINT
1920 lPRINT "Antenne TEll radiation pattern, using the E-plane feed pattern"
1930 lPRINT "------------------------------------------------------------------
19~0 lPRINT "Antenna gain GOE in main direction -
1950 lPRINT USING "••••.•~~;GOE;: lPRINT " dB"
1960 lPRINT
1970 lPRINT "alpha gain normalised gain"
1980 GO-GOE
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REM 'X2' is the argument of the Bessel function
REM calculatio~ of the Bessel function

REM J2 is the prevlous value of the progression
: REM JO is the new value of the progression

will be given for the upper bound of the integral
: REM argument at the egde of the reflector
: REM calculation of the Bessel function

)(-1

1990 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
2000 FOR A-AL TO CAU+9.999999E-06) STEP AS
2010 SA-SINCA-RAD)
2020 FOR 1-0 TO IM+l
2030 X2-BE-SA-RCI)
20't0 GOSUB 2290
2050 JCI)-JO
2060 NEXT I
2070 GAIN-O
2080 FOR I-I TO 1M
2090 GAIN-GAIN+.S-CJCI-1)-A2CI-1)-RCI-l)+JCI)-A2CI)-RCI))-DRCI)
2100 NEXT I
2110 REM a correction
2120 X2-BE-SA-DA/2
2130 GOSUB 2290
21't0 JC-JO
2150 A2C-A2CIM)+CA2CIM+l)-A2CIM))-CTH't-2-IM)/2
2160 GAIN-GAIN+.S-CJCIM)-RCIM)-A2CIM)+JC-A2C-RC)-DRC
2170 GAIN-GAIN-2-PI
2180 GOSUB 2't't0
2190 NEXT A
2200 LPRINT .-----------------------------------------------------------------"
2210 LPRINT : LPRINT
2220 PRINT
2230 INPUT ·Do you want another pattern Cy/n)·;A$
22't0 IF A$<>"y" AND A$<>·n" THEN GOTO 2220
2250 IF A$-"y" THEN GOTO 860
2260 PRINT
2270 PRINT ,' ••••••••••••••••••• End of program ••••••••••••••••••••••.,
2280 END
2290 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
2300 REM thlS subroutine calculates the Bessel Function 'JOCX2)'
2310 REM 'JO' is the approximatlon of the Bessel Functlon
2320 IF X2>18 THEN GOTO 2'tl0
2330 Y-X2/2
23't0 JO-l : Jl-l
2350 J1-JI-Y/)(
2360 J2-JO
2370 JO-JO+C-l)")(-Jl"2
2380 )(-)(+1
2390 IF JO<>J2 THEN GOTO 2350
2't00 RETURN
2'tl0 Y-X2-PI/'t-INTCX2/C2-PI))-2-PI
2't20 JO-SCRC2/CPI-X2))-COSCY)
2't30 RETURN
2~~O REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
2'tSO REM subroutine for printing the data
2't60 SIGN$-"+"
2't70 IF GAIN>O THEN GOTO 2510
2't80 SIGN$-"-"
2't90 GAIN--GAIN
2500 IF GAIN>O THEN GOTO 2510
2510 IF GAIN>9.999999E-06 THEN GOTO 2530
2520 GAIN-9,999999E-06 : REM if GAIN < 1E-S then GAIN--100 dB
2530 GAIN-20-LOGCGAIN)/LOGC10) : REM GAIN in dB
2S't0 LPRINT USING • ••.••• ";A;: LPRINT • degrees:
2550 LPRINT USING • ••••.•• ·;GAIN;: LPRINT • dB ;
2560 LPRINT USING "••••.•• ";GAIN-GO;: LPRINT • dB C·;SIGN$;·)"
2570 RETURN



REM 911·S22
REM result

REM S21·S12
REM result
REM 'S21S12'-co",plexCS21·S12)

"•••••••••••••••• Progra", S-parameter calculations •••••••••••••••••
N •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••• Written b~ K,H, Liu. EUT, June 1986 ••••••••••••••••.................................................................... "
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APPENDIX A4

S-parameter design

Filename = S-PAR.BAS

This program gives support in amplifier design by the S-parameter method.
The input parameters are: frequency, S-parameters of the transistor and
the noise parameters. The program calculates the instability circles in
source and load plane, gain circles, noise circles and optimum source and
load impedances.

10 CLS
20 PRINT "•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
30 PRINT
'to PRINT
50 PRINT
60 PRINT
70 PRINT
BO PRINT "This program calculates gain, noiee and inetabilit~ circles·
90 PRINT "ldth input parameters:·
100 PRINT ". the scattering parameters Sll, S21, S12 and S22,·
110 PRINT ". noiee parameters NF'min, Rn, NF''''in-impedance,·
120 PRINT
130 INPUT "Enter the !requenc~ in [GHzJ: ·,F'R
1't0 INPUT "Entar magnitude of Sll: ",SllM
150 INPUT ·Enter the angle of Sll [degreesJ: ·,SllA
160 INPUT ·Enter magnitude of S21: ·,S21M
170 INPUT "Enter the angle o! S21 [degreesJ: ·,S21A
lBO INPUT ·Enter magnitude o! S12: ·,S12M
190 INPUT "Enter the angle of S12 [degreesJ: ",S12A
200 INPUT ·Enter magnitude of S22: ·,S22M
210 INPUT "Enter the angle of S22 [degreesJ: ",S22A
220 PI-3.1't159265_
225 RAD-PI/1BO : REM 'RAD' converts degrees to radians
230 INPUT "Are the noise parameters available (~/n)";NPI

2'i0 IF' NPI<>"~· AND NPI<> "n" THEN GOTO 230
250 IF' NPI-"n" THEN GOTO 310
260 INPUT "Enter the minimum noise !igure NF'min in dB: ",NF'MINDB
270 INPUT ·Enter the equivalent noise resistance Rn in Ohm: ·,RN
280 INPUT "Enter the magnitude o! optimum NF' impedance: ·,NF'MIMM
290 INPUT "Enter the angle of optimum NF' impedance in degrees: ·,NF'MIMA
300 NF'MIMA-NF'MIMA.RAD REM convereion to radians
310 SllA-SllA·RAD REM conversion !rom degrees to radians
320 S21A-S21A·RAD REM convereion !rom degrees to radians
330 S12A-S12A·RAD REM conversion !rom degrees to radians
3't0 S22A-S22A·RAD REM conversion !rom degrees to radians
350 REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
360 REM calculation of Delta
370 VM-SllM : VA-SllA
380 ZM-S22M : ZA-S22A
390 l30SUB 5'tl0
'too SSM-XM : SSA-XA
'tl0 VM-S21M : VA-S21A
't20 ZM-S12M : ZA-S12A
't3O l30SUB 5'tl0
't't0 ZM-XM : ZA-XA
't50 S21S12M-XM : S21S12A-XA
't60 VM-SSM : VA-SSA
't70 l30SUS 5290 REM Sll·S22-S21·S12
'tBO DELM-XM REM ",agnitude o! Delta
't90 DELA-XA REM angle of Delta
500 REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
510 REM calculation o! the etabilit~ !actor k
520 K-(1-SllM·2-S22M·2+DELM"2)/C2·S12M·S21M)
530 REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
5't0 IF' K>l AND DELM<l THEN GOTO 560
550 INST-l : REM potentiall~ unstable i! k<-l or delta>l
560 REM the instabilit~ circle. for Source and Load will be calculated
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Source impedance
Source impedance
Load impedance
Load impedance

optimum
optimum
optimum
optimum

of
of
of
of

magn.
angle
magnA
angle

REM CS22-Delta.Sll')'
REM result
REM CS22-Delta.Sll')

REn (Sl1-Dtrlt:wesi!2')
REM ri!ll!,ult
REM (Sll-Delta.S22')

REM delta.Si!2'
REM result

REM del ta·Sll '
REM result

570 REM ---------------------------------------------------------------------
SBO REM aource instabilit~ circle: centre-'CES' and radius-'RAS'
590 YM-DELM : YA-DELA
600 ZM-S22M : ZA--S22A
610 GOSUB SliOO
620 ZM-XM : ZA-XA
630 YM-SIIM : YA-SIIA
&to BOSUB 5290
650 SSM-XM : SSA--XA
660 CIM-XM : CIA-XA
670 AA-SIIM-2-DELM-2
6BO CESM-SSM/AA REM ~agn. of centre of aource instab. circle
690 CESA-SSA REM phase of centre of source instab. circle
700 RAS-S21S12M/ABSCAA) : REM radius of source in.tabilit~ circle
710 REM ---------------------------------------------------------------------
720 REM Load instabilit~ circle: centre-'CEL' and radius-'RAL'
730 YM-DELM : YA-DELA
7liO ZM-SIIM : ZA--SIIA
750 GOSUB SliOO
760 ZM-XM : ZA-XA
770 YM-S22M : YA-S22A
7BO GOSUB S2S0
7S0 SSM-XM : SSA--XA
BOO C2M-XM : C2A-XA
BI0 AA-S22M-2-DELM-2
B20 CELM-SSM/AA REM magn. of centre of load instab. circle
B30 CELA-SSA REM phase of centre of load instab. circle
BliO RAL-S21S12M/ABSCAA) REM radius of source instabillt~ circle
850 REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
B52 GOSUB 6000 : REM calculation of GammaCin) if GammaCload)-l
855 REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
B60 REM the parameters Bl, B2, Cl and C2 will be calculated
B70 Bl-l+SllM"2-S22M-2-DELM-2 REM Bl
BBO B2-1+S22M-2-S11M-2-DELM-2 : REM B2
BSO REM Cl and C2 have been calculated in line 660 and BOO
900 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
S10 G50-S21M-2 : REM 50-Ohm transducer Gain
920 G50DS-I0·LOGCG50)/LOGCI0)
930 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
9~0 GMS-S21M/S12M : REM maximum stable po~er Gain
950 GMSDS-lO·LOGCGMS)/LOGCI0)
960 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

970 IF INST-l THEN GOTO 1050
SBO GMA-GMS·CK-SORCK-2-1)) : REM GMA is the maximum available Gain
S90 GMADS-I0·LOGCGMA)/LOGCI0) : REM GMA in dB
1000 AA-Bl/C2·CIM) : SB-S2/C2·C2M)
1010 SGOPM-AA-SORCAA-2-1) REM
1020 SGOPA--CIA REM
1030 LGOPM-BB-SORCBB-2-1) REM
10liO LGOPA--C2A REM
1050 GOSUS liOOO
1051 INPUT "Prass <RETURN> for options! ",AS
1060 PRINT ,,----------------------------------------------------------------"
lOBO PRINT "1 Amplifier information"
1090 PRINT"2 Constant Gain circlas in the Source plane"
1100 PRINT "3 Constant Gain circles in the Load plane"
1110 PRINT"Ii Optimum Source imp. for a given Load i~p. (input .atched)·
1115 PRINT"5 Opti~um Load imp. for a given Source imp. (output .atched)"
1120 PRINT·6 Opti~um Load imp. for a given Source imp. (input matched)·
1130 PRINT "7 Transducer Power Gain for given Source and Load impadances"
1135 PRINT"B Noise circles"
llliO PRINT "S End of program"
1150 INPUT "Enter ~our choice: ",A%
1160 If A%<l OR A%>9 THEN GOTO 1150
1170 If A%-l THEN GOSUB liOOO GOTO 1051
IlBO If A%-2 THEN GOTO 3000
1190 If A%-3 THEN GOTO 3100
1200 If A%-Ii THEN GOTO 3300
1210 IF A%-5 THEN GOTO 3500
1215 IF A%-6 THEN GOTO 2BOO
1220 IF A%-7 THEN GOTO 3700
1230 IF A%-B THEN GOTO 2000
12liO If A%-S THEN GOTO 1250
1250 PRINT End of Program •••••••••••••••••••••••••
1260 END
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2000 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
2010 GOSUB 't000
2020 IF NPI - .y. THEN GOTO 2100
2030 PRINT "Noise pa~amete~s a~e not available'·
20't0 GOTO 1051
2100 PRINT "ci~cles of constant noise figu~e a~e calculated·
2110 PRINT ·Minimum Noise Figu~e -"iNFMINDB;·CdB)·
2120 NFMIN-l0"CNFMINDB/l0) : REM conve~sion f~om dB to magnitude
2130 RNN-RN/50 : REM noise ~esistance no~malised to 50 Ohm
21't0 PRINT "No~malised C50 Ohm) Equivalent Noise Resistance -";RNN
2150 PRINT ·Minimum Noise Impedance Magnitude -·jNFMIMM
2160 PRINT ·Minimum Noise Impedance Angle -·;NFMIMA/RADi·deg~ees·
2170 PRINT
2200 INPUT ·What is the NF CdB) of the constant NF ci~cle"jNF
2210 NF-l0"CNF/l0) : REM conve~sion f~om dB to .agnitude
2220 YM-l : YA-O : ZM-NFMIMM : ZA-NFMIMA
2230 GOSUB 5180 : REM Cl+NFmin-impedance)
22't0 NI-XM.XM.CNF-NFMIN)/C'i.RNN)
2250 NFC-NFMIMM/C1+NI) : REM cent~e of constant NF ci~cle

2260 NFR-SQRCNI·NI+NI·Cl-NFMIMM.NFMIMM»/C1+NI) : REM ~adius of NF ci~cle
2270 PRINT ·Cent~e of constant NF ci~cle:·

2280 PRINT· Magnitude -·;NFC
2290 PRINT· Angle -·jNFMIMA/RADi·deg~ees·

2300 PRINT "Radius of constant NF ci~cle -"NFR
2310 PRINT .---------------------------- •
2320 GOTO 1051
2800 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
2810 REM the optimum Load ~ill be calculated fo~ a given Sou~ce Cmatched inp)
2815 GOSUB 't000
2820 INPUT "Enta~ the magnitude of the Sou~ce impedance: ·,SIM
2830 INPUT "Ente~ the phase rdeg~eesJ of the Sou~ce impedance: ·,SIA
28't0 SIA-SIA·RAD REM angle in ~adians

2850 ZM-SIM : ZA--SIA VM-SllM: YA-SllA
2860 GOSUB 5290 REM Sll-Zs'
2870 AAM-XM : AAA-XA REM ~esult

2880 VM-SIM : VA--SIA ZM-S22M: ZA-S22A
2890 GOSUB 5't00 REM Zs'.S22
2900 ZM-XM : ZA-XA VM-DELM: YA-DELA
2910 GOSUB 5290 : REM delta-Zs'.S22
2920 ZM-XM : ZA-XA YM-AAM VA-AAA
2930 GOSUB 5't50 : REM CSll-Zs')/Cdelta-Zs'.S22)
29't0 LIM-XM : LIA-XA : REM ~esult

2950 PRINT ·Fo~ a lo~ USwR at the input of the t~o-po~t, ~ith a given Sou~ce·

2960 PRINT ·Optimum Load impedance: Magnitude -"jLIM;· - Phase-·;LIA/RAD
2970 GOTO 3780
2980 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
3000 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
3010 REM calculation of the gain ci~cles in the Sou~ce plain
3015 GOSU8 't000
3016 PRINT •••••••••• Constant eain ci~cles in the Sou~ce plane •••••••••••
3020 INPUT ·What is the gain in dB";eAINDB
3030 GAIN-l0"CGAINDB/l0) REM Gain not in dB
30't0 GI-GAIN/CS21M-2)
3050 AA-l+GI·CSllM"2-DELM"2)
3060 CeCM-GI.C1M/ABSCAA) : REM magn. of cent~e of constant eain ci~cle

3070 CGCA--C1A·SGNCAA) : REM angle of cent~e of constant eain ci~cle

3080 CGCR-SQRCl-2·K·S21S12M·GI+S21S12M"2·GI-2)/ABSCAA)
3090 REM CeCR is the radius of the constant Gain circle
3095 GOTO 3200
3100 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
3110 REM calculation of the gain circles in the Load plain
3115 GOSUB 'i000
3116 PRINT •••••••••• Constant Gain circles in the Load plane •••••••••••
3120 INPUT "What is the gain in dB·jeAINDB
3130 -"8fIIlIH-l0· CBfIIlIHDB/l0) : ItEM Bai-n -not in dB
31'i0 GI-GAIN/CS21M-2)
3150 AA-l+GI·CS22M"2-DELM"2)
3160 CGCM-GI·C2M/ABSCAA) : REM ~egn. of centre of ca~tant eain circle
3170 CeCA--C2A·SGNCAA) : REM angle of CBnt~e of canstent Gain ci~cle

3180 CGCR-SQRCl-2·K·S21S12M·GI+S21S12M"2·eI"2)/ABSCAA)
3190 REM CGCR is the redius of the constant eain circle
3200 PRINT •••••••••••••••••••••••••• aain Circle •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
3210 PRINT ·Cent~e: Magnitude -·;CGCM;· - Phase -"jCGCA/RAD
3220 PRINT ·Radius of circle -";CGCR
3230 GOTO 1051
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3300 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
3310 REM the optimum Source impedance ~ill be calculated for a given Load imp.
3315 GOSUB 'i000
3320 INPUT "Enter the magnitude of tha Load impedance: ",LIM
3330 INPUT "Enter the phase [degrees) of the Load impedance: ",LIA
33'i0 LIA-LIA-RAO : REM angle in radians
3350 VM-LIM : VA-LIA : ZM-OELM : ZA-OELA
3360 GOSUB 5'i00 : REM Zload-Oelta
3370 ZM-XM : ZA-XA : VM-S11M : VA-S11A
3380 GOSUB 5290 : REM Sll-Zload-Oelta
3390 AAM-XM : AAA-XA : REM result
3'i00 VM-LIM : VA-LIA : ZM-S22M : ZA-S22A
3'i10 GOSUB 5'i00 : REM Zload-S22
~20 ZM-XM : ZA-XA VM-1: VA-O
3'i30 GOSUB 5290 : REM 1-Z1oad-S22
3'i'i0 ZM-XM : ZA-XA VM-AAM: VA-AAA
3'i50 GOSUB 5'i50 : REM CCS11-Z1oad-Oelta)/C1-Z1oad-S22»'
~55 SIM-XM : SIA--XA : REM result
3'i60 PRINT "Optimum Source impedance: Magnitude -"iSIMi" - Phase-"jSIA/RAO
3'i70 GOTO 3780
3500 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
3510 REM the optimum Load impedance will be calculated for a given Source imp.
3515 GOSUB 'i000
3520 INPUT "Enter the magnitude of the Source impedance: ",SIM
3530 INPUT "Enter the phase [degrees) of the Source impedance: ",SIA
35'i0 SIA-SIA-RAO : REM angle in radiens
3550 VM-SIM : VA-SIA : ZM-OELM : ZA-OELA
3560 GOSUB 5'i00 : REM Zsource-Oelta
3570 ZM-XM : ZA-XA : VM-S22M : VA-S22A
3580 GOSUB 5290 : REM S22-Zsource-Oelta
3590 AAM-XM : AAA-XA : REM result
3600 VM-SIM : VA-SIA : ZM-S11M : ZA-S11A
3610 GOSUB 5~00 : REM Zsource-S11
3620 ZM-XM : ZA-XA VM-1: VA-O
3630 GOSUB 5290 : REM 1-Zsource-S11
36'i0 ZM-XM : ZA-XA VM-AAM: VA-AAA
3650 GOSUB 5'i50 : REM CCS22-Zsource-Oelta)/Cl-Zsource-Sll»,
3655 LIM-XM : LIA--XA : REM result
3660 PRINT "Optimum Load impedance: Magnitude -"iLIMi" - Phase-"jLIA/RAO
3670 GOTO 3780
3700 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
3710 REM the Transducer Po~er Gain is calculated for given Zsource end Zload
3715 GOSUB 'i000
3720 INPUT "Enter the magnitude of the Source impedance: ",SIM
3730 INPUT "Enter the phase [degrees) of the Source impedance: ",SIA
37'i0 SIA-SIA-RAO : REM angle in radians
3750 INPUT "Enter the magnitude of the Load impedance: ",LIM
3760 INPUT "Enter the phase [degrees) of the Load impedance: ",LIA
3770 LIA-LIA-RAO : REM angle in radians
3780 AA-C1-SIM'2)-C1-LIM'2)-S21M'2
3790 VM-SIM : VA-SIA : ZM-SllM : ZA-SllA
3800 GOSUB 5'i00 : REM Zsource-Sl1
3810 ZM-XM : ZA-XA : VM-1 : VA-O
3820 GOSUB 5290 : REM 1-Zsource-Sl1
3830 AAM-XM : AAA-XA
38'i0 VM-LIM : VA-LIA : ZM-S22M : ZA-52eA
3850 GOSUB 5'i00 : REM Zload-S22
3860 ZM-XM : ZA-XA VM-1: VA-O
3870 GOSUB 5290 : REM 1-Z1oad-S22
3880 ZM-XM : ZA-XA VM-AAM VA-AAA
3890 GOSUB 5'i00 REM C1-Zsource-Sll)-C1-Z1oad-S22)
3895 AAM-XM : AAA-XA REM result
3900 VM-SIM : VA-SIA ZM-LIM ZA-LIA
3910 GOSUB 5'i00 REM Zsource-Zload
3920 VM-XM : VA-XA ZM-S21S12M: ZA-S21S12A
3930 GOSUB 5'i00 : REM S21-S12-Zsource-Zload
39'i0 ZM-XM : ZA-XA VM-AAM VA-AAA
3950 GOSUB 5290 REM Cl-Zs-S11)-Cl-Z1-S22)-S21-S12-Zs-Z1
3960 GT-ABSCAA)/CXM'2) : REM Transducer Power Gain
3965 IF GT-O THEN GOTO 3990
3970 GTOB-10-LOGCGT)/LOGC10) : REM GT in dB
3980 PRINT "Transducer Po~er Gain 'Gt' -"jGTi"-"jGTOBi"[dB)"
3990 GOTO 1051
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REM phase in radians

REM phase in radians

: REM phase in radians

REM conversion to real and im. parts

REM conversion to real end im. parts

REM summation
REM conversion to magnituda and pha.e

~ooo REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
'tOl0 CLS
't020 PRINT ·Frequenc~ -·;FR;·[GHzJ·
't030 PRINT ·511: Magnitude -·;:PRINT USING ••.••• ·iS11M,
'to't0 PRINT· Phase -·;:PRINT USING •••••.• ·;SllA/RAD;:PRINT • degrees·
't050 PRINT ·521: Magnitude -·i :PRINT USING ••.••• ·;S21M;
't060 PRINT· Phase -·,:PRINT USING •••••.• ·;S21A/RAD,:PRINT • degrees"
't070 PRINT ·512: Magnitude -·;:PRINT USING ••.••• ·;S12M;
'tOBO PRINT· Phase -·;:PRINT USING •••••.• ·;S12A/RAD;:PRINT • degrees·
'tOSO PRINT ·522: Magnitude -·;:PRINT USING ••.••• ·;S22M;
'tl00 PRINT· Phase -·;:PRINT USING •••••.• ·;S22A/RAD;:PRINT • degraes·
'tll0 PRINT .-----------------------------------------------------------------.
't120 PRINT ·k -"iK
't130 PRINT ·Delta: Magnitude -",DELM;· - Phase -";DELA/RAD
'tl'tO IF INST-l THEN GOTO 'tlBO
'tlS0 PRINT ••••••••••• The ampli~ier is unconditionall~ stable ••••••••••"
't160 PRINT ·Maximum Available Gain 'Gma' -",GMA;"-";GMADB;"[DBJ·
't170 GOTO 't200
'tlBO PRINT ••••••••••• The amplifier is potentiall~ unstable •••••••••• "
'tlS0 PRINT "Maximum Stable Gain 'Gms' -·iGMS;"-·;GMSDB;·[dBJ"
't200 PRINT ·50 Ohm Transducer Gain 'GSO' _·;GSO;·_·;GSODB;·CdBJ"
't210 PRINT •••• Source instabilit~ Circle ••• : Radius -"iRAS
't220 PRINT" Centre of circle: Magnitude -";CESMi· - Phase -"iCESA/RAD
't230 PRINT "•••• Load instabilit~ Circle •••• : Radius -";RAL
't2't0 PRINT" Centre of circle: Magnitude -";CELMi" - Phase -·iCELA/RAD
't2'tl PRINT "Transformation of the load plane in the input impedance planei"
't2't2 PRINT" Centre of circle: Magnitude -";PPM;" - Phase -";PPA/RAD
't2't3 PRINT" Radius -":PPR
't2S0 IF INST-l THEN GOTO 't280
't260 PRINT "Optimum source impedance: Magn -":SGOPM," - Phase -",SGOPA/RAO
't270 PRINT "Optimum load impedance: Magn -":LGOPM:" - Phase -"iLGOPA/RAD
't280 PRINT "-----------------------------------------------------------------"
't2S0 RETURN
5000 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
5010 REM this subroutine converts complex numbers
5020 REM real and imaginar~ part » magnitude and phase
5030 XM-SQReXR·XR+XI·XI) REM magnitude
SO'tO IF XR<-O THEN GOTO 5070
5050 XA-ATNeXI/XR)
5060 RETURN
5070 IF XR-O THEN GOTO 5100
SOBO XA-ATNeXI/XR)+PI
5090 RETURN
5100 XA-SGNeXI)·PI·.S
5110 RETURN
5120 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
5130 REM this subroutine converts complex numbers
51't0 REM magnitude and phase » real and imaginar~ part
5150 XR-XM·COSeXA) : REM real part
5160 XI-XM·SINeXA) : REM imaginar~ part
5170 RETURN
51BO REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
5190 REM this subroutine calculates the complex function x-y+z
5200 XM-VM : XA-VA
5210 GOSUB 5120
5220 VR-XR : VI-XI
5230 XM-ZM : XA-ZA
52't0 GOSUB 5120
5250 ZR-XR : ZI-XI
5260 XR-VR+ZR : XI-VI+XI
5270 GOSUB 5000
5271 IF XA>PI THEN XA-XA-2·PI
5272 IF XA<-PI THEN XA-XA+2·PI
52BO RETURN
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5290 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
5300 REM this subroutine calculates the complex function x-~-z

5310 XM-YM : XA-YA
5320 GOSUB 5120
5330 YR-XR : VI-XI
53~0 XM-ZM : XA-ZA
5350 GOSUB 5120
5360 ZR-XR : ZI-XI
5370 XR-YR-ZR : XI-YI-XI
53BO GOSUB 5000
53B1 IF XA)PI THEN XA-XA-2-PI
53B2 IF XA<-PI THEN XA-XA+2-PI
5380 RETURN
5~OO REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
5~10 REM this subroutine calculates the complex function x-~-z

5~20 XM-YM-ZM REM magnitude
5~30 XA-YA+ZA REM angle
5~31 IF XA)PI THEN XA-XA-2-PI
5~32 IF XA<-PI THEN XA-XA+2-PI
5~~0 RETURN
5~50 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
5~60 REM this subroutine calculates the complex function x-~/z

5~70 XM-YM/ZM REM magnitude
5~BO XA-YA-ZA REM angle
5~B1 IF XA)PI THEN XA-XA-2-PI
5~B2 IF XA<-PI THEN XA-XA+2-PI
5~80 RETURN
5500 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
6000 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
6010 REM this subroutine calculates the input impedance of a two-port
6020 REM for a load reflection coefficient of 1
6030 P1-1-S22M·2
60~0 YM-522M : YA-S22A : ZM-OELM :ZA--OELA
6050 GOSUB 5~00 : REM S22-delta'
6060 ZM-XM : ZA-XA : YM-S11M : YA--S11A
6070 GOSUB 5280 REM Sll'-S22-0elta'
60BO P2M-XM :P2A-XA : REM result
6090 P3-S11M·2-0ELM·2
6100 REM centre of the circle
6110 PPM-P2M/Pl : REM magnitude of centre
6120 PPA--P2A : REM angle of centre
6130 PPR-SQRCABSCP2M·2-Pl-P3»/ABSCP1) : REM radius of circle
61~0 RETURN
6150 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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APPENDIX AS

SUPERCOMPACT program of wideband S-band LNA

This program runs on a IBM-AT, using the stripline calculation program
SUPERCOMPACT.

.6275 -39.6

.6478 -43.0

.6515 -46.3

.6302 -47.5

.6319 -50.2

.6537 -53.3

.6419 -57.4

.0486 53.2

.0554 49.8

.0616 47.4

.0615 42.2

.0630 39.3

.0689 36.4

.0713 33.5

.9162 -53.5 3.0435 131.1

.9251 -59.2 3.0972 125.4

.9250 -64.2 3.1783 121.8

.8776 -67.4 2.9659 115.3

.8629 -71.4 2.8540 111.9

.8770 -75.6 2.8910 106.9

.8659 -81.2 2.8023 102.6

* TRANSF OF LNA
BLK

TRL 1 2 W=2.2MM P=10MM SUB
TRL 2 3 W=l.lMM P=7.0MM SUB
TRL 3 4 W=1.3MM P=3.4MM SUB
TRL 3 5 W=1.3MM P=1.5MM SUB
CAP 5 6 C=2.2PF
TRL 6 7 W=1.3MM P=1.5MM SUB
TRL 7 0 W=l.lMM P=?6.6738?MM SUB
TRL 7 8 W=0.5MM P=4.3MM SUB
TWO 8 9 10 TW01
TRL 10 0 W=1.5MM P=4.2731MM SUB
TRL 10 0 W=1.5MM P=4.2731MM SUB
TRL 9 11 W=0.5MM P=3.75MM SUB
TRL 11 0 W=0.7MM P=?7.5853?MM SUB
TRL 11 12 W=1.3MM P=1.5MM SUB
CAP 12 13 C=1.0PF
TRL 13 14 W=1.3MM P=1.5MM SUB
TRL 14 15 W=1.6MM P=3.5MM SUB
TRL 14 16 W=0.9MM P=7.5MM SUB
TRL 16 17 W=2.2MM P=10MM SUB
LNA :2POR 1 17

END
FREQ

STEP 2.4GHZ 2.8GHZ 20 MHz
END
OUT

PRI LNA SK
END
OPT
LNA F=2.40GHZ 2.80GHZ MS11 -12DB LT

F=2.40GHZ 2.80GHZ MS22 -12DB LT
END
DATA
SUB:MS H=.762MM ER=2.45
TWO 1:S
2.0GHZ
2.2GHZ
2.4GHZ
2.6GHZ
2.8GHZ
3.0GHZ
3.2GHZ
END
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APPENDIX A6

SUPERCOMPACT program of 2.35 GHz branch line hybrid

This program runs on a IBM-AT, using the stripline calculation program
SUPERCOMPACT.

* 3DB BRANCH LINE DIRECTIONAL COUPLER
WW: 3.6MM
LW: ?22.09MM?
WN: 2.2MM
LN: ?22.336MM?
BLK

T: TEE 1 5 9 W1=WN W2=WW W3=WN SUB
WL: TRL 5 6 W=WW P=LW SUB
NL: TRL 9 12 W=WW P=LN SUB
T 2 6 10
NL 10 11
T 4 8 12
WL 8 7
T 3 7 11

PHYS: 4POR 1 2 3 4
END
BLK

TRL 1 2 Z=35.35 E=90 F=2.35GHZ
TRL 4 3 Z=35.35 E=90 F=2.35GHZ
TRL 1 4 Z=50 E=90 F=2.35GHZ
TRL 2 3 Z=50 E=90 F=2.35GHZ

ELEC: 4POR 1 2 3 4
END
FREQ

STEP 2.0GHZ 2.7GHZ 50 MHZ
END
OUT

PRI PHYS S
PRI ELEC S

END
OPT

PHYS
F=1.9GHZ 2.8GHZ S=ELEC
END
DATA

SUB: MS H=.762MM ER=2.45
END
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APPENDIX B

Blockage effect of a support and subsupport in a paraboloid

The blockage effect in a parabolic antenna system, as shown in figure 4.3,
will be calculated. First an expression will be given for the distance "p"
of the focus to the reflector surface and radius "r" of the reflector with
e as parameter. Figure B.I shows p and r in the antenna system as a
function of e.

r

e
F

Figure B.1: rand p of a paraboloid

The expressions for p and r are as follows:
2F

p = 1 + coste)

2F since)
r = p since) = 1 + coste)

(B.1 )

(B.2)

The angle ~(e) being blocked by the support and the subsupport will be
calculated for three cases:

a) plane waves on support.

Figure B.2 shows the angle ~(e) being blocked by a support of width W in
case of plane waves. For small ~ angles , which is true when the support
width is relatively small, the blockage angle is given by:

WtanCIht) = - (B.3)
2r



\, reflector

Figure B.2: The angle ~(e) being blocked by a support

Substitution of (B.2) into (B.3) yields:

~ (6) = 2 eta IW 11 + COS(
6

) II~ ar n 4F sinCe)

b) spherical waves on support.

(B.4)

Figure B.3: blockage of spherical waves by a support

The blockage of spherical waves by the support is shown in figure B.3. The
distance PI from the focus to the support as a function of e is given by:

d 1 sin(t3 1 )

PI = sinCe - 13])

d] sin(t3])
- sinCe) coscS 1) - sinCt3 1) cosCe) (B.5)
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For spherical waves the actual shadow of the support on the reflector
surface is W' and not W, as shown in figure B.4.

p

Figure B.4: shadow of the support on the reflector by spherical waves

~' is given by the following expression:

W· = ..!!- W
Pi

The angle being blocked, as shown in figure B.2, is given by:
W·

tan(lht) = 2r
Substitution of (B.2),(B.5) and (B.6) into (B.7) yields:

t(9) = 2arctan 12~, \cot((I,) - cot(9) 11 ,92 < 9 < 9,

c) spherical waves on subsupport.

Figure B.5: blockage of spherical waves by the subsupport

(B.6)

(B.7)

(B.8)



(B.9)

(B.IO)
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Figure B.5 shows the blockage of spherical waves by the subsupport. The
distance Pi from the focus to the subsupport as a function of 8 is given
by:

- sinCe) cos(J3 2) + sin(132 ) coste)

Substitution of (B.2),(B.6) and (B.9) into (B.7) gives an expression for
the angle being blocked by the subsupport:

f(B) = 2 arctan !2(F~ d
2
J 1001(B) + 001(112) II .B1 < B < B,

Finally the overall blockage angle of one support/subsupport is given by:

~(6) = 2 ct Iw [ 1 + cos(6) ] 1
~ ar an 4F sin(e)

f(B) = 2 arctan !2(F~ d,J IC01(B) + c01(1I2) II

(B.ll)

(B.12)

(B.13)
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APPENDIX C

Antenna parameters

Mesh antenna

diameter
focal distance
F/D
antenna opening angle: 8~

RMS surface error

mesh reflector: wire spacing (center to center)
wire diameter
part of the reflector made of mesh

= 5.0 m
= 1.87 m
= 0.374
= 67.5°
= 2.5 rom

= 8.5 rom
= 1.0 rom
= 0.882

main support

sub-support

number of supports
width of support
main support opening angle: 82
angle antenna aXis/support: Sl
distance focus to intersection of
support and antenna axis: d 1

sub-support opening angle: 81
angle antenna axis/sub-support: S2
distance reflector to intersection
of sub-support and antenna axis: d 2
angle intersection support/sub-support:

Scientific Atlanta 8345PF antenna

= 3
= 3.0 cm
= 54.1°
= 46.0°

= 34.8 cm

= 20.6°
= 20.0°

= 1.865 m
8 3 = 57.0°

diameter
focal distance
F/D
antenna opening angle: 8~

RMS surface error

solid reflector

= 4.5 m
= 1.575 m
= 0.35
= 71.1 °
= 0.635 rom

main support

no sub-supports

number of supports
width of support
the supports are attached to the edge
of the antenna

= 4
= 1.5 em
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APPENDIX D

Radiation patterns

measurement results of several feeds:

- Wohlleben-l feed
- Geyer feed
- Scheffer-l feed
- Scheffer-2 feed
- Scheffer-3a feed
- Scheffer-3b feed
- Wohlleben-2a feed
- Wohlleben-2b feed
- Wohlleben-2c feed
- Wohlleben-3a feed
- Wohlleben-3b feed
- Wohlleben-3c feed
- Wohlleben-l feed, TMOI-mode

Radiation patterns of several feeds:

- Wohlleben-l feed
- Geyer feed
- Scheffer-l feed
- Scheffer-2 feed
- Scheffer-3a feed
- Scheffer-3b feed
- Wohlleben-2a feed
- Wohlleben-2b feed
- Wohlleben-2c feed
- Wohlleben-3a feed
- Wohlleben-3b feed
- Wohlleben-3c feed

page

D2
D2
D3
D3
D4
D4
DS
DS
D6
D6
D7
D7
DB

D9
DIO
Dll
Dl2
Dl3
Dl4
DIS
Dl6
D17
DIB
Dl9
D20
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WOHLLEBEN FEED

POWER RADIATION PATTERN IN DE<
THETA AND PHASE PATTERN IN DEGREES

TH P~EJ PLH~ F'HL E_ PHCH" TH P~EJ PlH! PHLEJ PHL H_'

121 -1 -1 0 0
~ -1 -1 f1! 0 62 -7.6 -7.6 9 9
4 -1 -1 0 0 64 -8.1 -8.1 8 Ie
b -.9 -1 0 111 66 -8.8 -8.7 7 1//!
8 -.8 -1 0 111 68 -9.5 -9.3 b 11
H~ -.7 -1 111 0 70 -10.1 -9.9 6 11
12 -.6 -1.1 111 111 72 -1111.9 -10.7 5 12
14 -.4 -1.1 111 1 74 -11.6 -11.6 4 13
16 - .2 -1.1 0 1 76 -12.1 -1:?2 4 14
18 - .2 -1.1 111 1 78 -12.7 -12.8 3 15
2111 -.1 -1.2 0 1 80 -13. ~. -13,. b 2 16
22 0 -1.3 111 1 82 -14 -14.6 1 17
24 111 -1.5 1 2 84 -14.8 -15.2 111 18
26 I!! -1.7 1 3. 8b -15.3 -16.1 0 111
::8 -.1 -1.8 2 3 88 -15.9 -lb.8 I!! ill
3111 - .2 -1.9 3 4 90 -16.3 -P.b 0 ill
32 ~ -2.1 3 4 9~ -lb.8 -18.6 ill ill
3·4 - c 4 4 94 -17.3 -19.6 0 0....
36 -.7 -::.5 s 4 96 -17.8 -2121.4 111 121
38 -I -2.7 5 4 98 -18.~ -:21.5 I!! 0
4121 -1.5 -3 b 4 111'1iI -18.8 -~2.4 111 111
4:' -1.8 -3.:2 7 4 11/1:' -19.3. -23.0 0 111
44 -2.1 -3.b 7 5 11114 -19.8 -24.6 0 11'
4b -~.8 -4 7 5 1121b -2121.3 -25.0 111 111
48 -:.. ~ -4.4 7 b 11118 -2121.9 -26.7 111 0
5 iii -3.8 -4.7 8 7 Ill!! -21.b -27.b 111 111
c...,

-4.~ -5.1 9 7 11 ~ -:::2.1 -:28,,~ 11' 0...-
54 -4.9 -5.5 9 7 114 -::~.8 -29.6 111 0
5b -5.7 b 9 8 : Ib ~- ~ --:;'·0. b 0 I?'
58 -b.:' -6.5 " 9 118 -~~.8 -31.0 0 0
bl1l -b.9 -0.9 9 9 1~11I -~4.b -32.6 0 0

GEYER FEED

F-·owf.F. RADIATION hHTERN IN DB
THETA AND PHASE PATTERN IN DEGREES

TH P~ L: F'[HJ PHlEJ f'HrH~ TH PLEJ PLHJ PHLEJ PH[H~

1/1 0 0 121 0
2 0 0 111 0 62 -1111.6 -1111.4 9.3 1111
4 -.1 111 -.7 0 64 -11.2 -11 1111 9.3
6 - .:' -. 1 -1.4 0 6b -11.8 -11.5 9.3 1111
8 - .:' - .2 -.7 111 68 -12.4 -12 8.6 8.6
1111 -.4 .:: -.7 0 7111 -12.9 -12.4 7.2 1111
12 -.5 -.4 111 111 72 -13.3 -12.7 7.9 10.8
14 -.6 -.6 0 0 7'\ -13.8 -13.2 8.6 11.5
16 -1 -.7 0 0 76 -14.4 -13.9 8.6 10.8
18 -1.1 -.9 -.7 0 78 -15.2 -14.6 8.6 10.8
2111 -1.3 -1.1 -.7 0 80 -15.8 -15.2 7.9 10
22 -1.5 -1.4 -.7 0 82 -15.9 -16 0 0
24 -1.7 -1.6 -.7 .7 84 -16.2 -16.7 0 0
26 -2 -1.9 0 .7 86 -16.4 -17.3 0 0
28 -2. ~. -2.3 0 0 88 -16.7 -17.9 0 0
31/1 -2.5 -2.5 0 1.4 90 -17.2 -18.3 0 0
'32 -2.9 -2.9 0 2.2 92 -17.9 -19 0 0
34 -3.:: -3.3 .7 2.9 94 -18.6 -19.8 e e
36 -3.6 -3.6 1.4 4.3 96 -19.1 -20.6 0 0
38 -3.9 -4.1 1.4 4.3 98 -19.6 -21.2 III e
40 -4.3 -4.5 2.9 4.3 111l1ll -211l.1 -21.4 e III

42 -4.8 -4.9 3.0 4.3 102 -21 -21. 7 III III

44 -5.3 -5.3. 5 5 104 -21.8 -21.8 III III

46 -5.8 -5.8 5.7 5.7 11116 -22.2 -22.1 III III

48 -6.4 -b.2 7.2 6.5 11118 -22.9 -22.8 III 0
50 -7.1 -b.8 7.9 7.9 110 -23.5 -23.8 III III

52 -7.7 -7.3 7.9 8.b 112 -23.7 -24.7 III 0
54 -8.4 -8 7.9 9. J. 114 -23.3 -25.2 III III

5b -8.9 -8.5 7.9 1111 116 -23.1 -25.6 0 0
58 -9.5 -9.1 7.9 10 118 -22.9 -:?5.8 0 0
bL~ -10 -9.7 8.6 10 12111 -22.8 -26.3 0 0
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;CHEFFEF: I FEED

POWER RADIATION PATTERN IN DEI
THETA AND PHASE PATTERN IN DEGREES

TH P:EJ P[Hl PHlEJ PHrHJ TH PlEl PlHJ PHlEl PH[HJ

111 -:::.4 -2.4 0 0
2 ~ ~ -2.4 0 .7 62 -4.3 -~.7 19.4 4.3
4 -:?~ -2.4 0 1.4 64 -4.9 -6.4 19.4 4.3
6 -2.1 -2.:2 0 1.4 66 -5.4 -7.3 20.1 3.0
8 -1.8 -2.1 1.4 2.9 68 -S.9 -8.1 20.8 1.4
1111 -1.7 -1.8 2.2 3.6 70 -b.~ -8.7 20.8 0
12 -1.4 -1. 6 2.9 ~.7 72 -6.9 -9.2 21.5 -2.2
14 -1.1 -1.4 3.0 7.2 74 -7.2 -9.8 22.9 -3.6
16 -.9 -1.1 3.6 7.9 76 -7.5 -10.4 24.4 -3.0
18 -.7 -.9 2.9 9. :!. 78 -8 -11.3 2~.8 -4.3
2~ -.5 -.7 :::.9 1l~ 8111 -8.4 -12 0 0:2 - .3 -.6 :::.9 10.8 8::: -9.2 -13.1 0 0
:::4 - .2 -.6 2.q 11.5 84 -10.4 -13.8 0 0
~b

~ -.6 2.9 11.5 86 -10.8 -14.7 0 0
:::8 - ~ -.6 :!.• 6 11.5 88 -11. ::: -15.3 0 0
3l~ - ~ -.6 2.9 11.5 90 -11.:"· -15.9 0 0
::·2 ~ -.6 2.9 10.8 92 -11.5 -16.6 0 0
34 - ~ -.6 ~ ~ 10.8 94 -11.8 -16.9 0 0
36 0 -.6 3.6 10.8 96 -12.1 -17.5 Ii' 0
38 -. 1 -.8 4. ~. 10 98 -1:::.6 -18.2 0 111
4111 .2 -1 ~ 10 100 -1 ~.• 1 -18.8 0 0
42 ~ -1.3 b.5 10 11/12 -1 ~.. 5 -19.6 Ii' 0
44 -.6 -1.7 7.9 1l~ 11/14 -14.3 -:::0.4 Ii' 111
46 -.8 -2.2 10 10 106 -15.1 -21.5 0 111
48 -1 .. ~ -2.~ 11.5 8.6 108 -16.1 -2:.6 0 111
51i'1 -1 .. 5 -:::.8 12.9 7.2 110 -16.4 -23.7 0 0
~~ -1.8 -~.• 3 14.3 6.5 11 ::: -16.7 -24.9... .:. 0 0
54 -3.7 15.8 5.7 114 -17.1 -26.8 0 0
56 -~ .. 8 -4.: 17.::: 5 116 -17.4 -27.9 0 til
58 -4.6 18.6 ~ 118 -17.8 -:9.:- 0 0.J

6l~ -4 ~ ~ 19.4 4.3 120 -18.3 -31.1 0 0-...J. '_'

SCHEFFER JJ FEED

POWER RADIATION PATTERN IN D8
THETA AND PHASE PATTERN IN DEGREES

TH PlEJ PlHJ PHlEJ PHlHJ TH PlEJ PlHJ PHlEJ PHlHJ

0 -.9 -.9 ., 0
2 -.9 -.9 0 .7 62 -7.6 -7.6 58.2 43
4 -1 -.9 1.4 1.4 64 -B.6 -8.4 58.2 43
6 -1 -.8 2.9 2.9 66 -9.4 -9.2 58.2 43
8 -1.1 -.7 6.5 4.3 68 -10.2 -18 48.8 42.3
10 -1. 1 -.6 8.6 7.2 70 -18.9 -18.8 47.3 41.6
12 -1.2 -.6 12.2 10 72 -11.7 -11.7 45.2 41.6
14 -1.3 -.5 15.1 12.9 74 -12.4 -12.6 44.5 48.2
16 -1.3 -.3 20.1 15.8 76 -13.3 -13.4 43 38.7
18 -1.2 -.2 24.4 18.6 78 -14.2 -14 42.3 38
28 -1.2 -.1 27.3 21.8 80 -14.9 -14.8 48.9 36.6
22 -1.2 -.1 30.1 25.8 82 -15.7 -15.8 ., 8
24 -1. 1 8 34.4 28.7 84 -16.4 -16.7 8 8
26 -1.1 0 37.3 30.1 86 -17.3 -17.5 8 8
28 -1. 1 0 40.2 33 sa -17.8 -18.3 8 8
30 -1.2 -.1 42.3 34.4 90 -19 -19.3 ., 8
32 -1.3 -.2 44.5 37.3 92 -28 -19.9 8 .,
34 -1.4 -.4 45.2 38 94 -28.7 -2flJ.6 ., 8
36 -1.5 -.6 46.6 38.7 96 -21.4 -21.4 ., 8
38 -1.6 -.9 48 4f1J.2 9B -21.7 -21.8 8 fIJ
40 -1.8 -1. 1 49.5 40.2 If1J0 -22 -22.5 8 8
42 -2.2 -1.5 50.9 41. b 182 -22.5 -23.1 8 8
44 -2.5 -1.8 50.9 41.b 104 -23 -23.9 8 .,
4b -2.9 -2.5 51.6 42.3 106 -23.5 -24.4 8 8
48 -3.3 -2.9 52.4 43 IIllB -24 -25.3 8 8
5121 -4 -:!.• 5 53.1 43 11 III -24.9 -2b.l III fIJ
52 -4.5 -4.1 53.1 43 112 -25.7 -27.1 8 8
54 -5.2 -4.7 52.4 43 114 -2b.5 -28 • •5b -5.7 -5.4 51.6 43 116 -27.6 -28.8 • 8
58 -b.4 -b.l 5f1J.2 43 118 -28.5 -29.8 • fIJ
60 -b.9 -b.7 5(11.2 43 12fIJ -29.3 -38.9 • 8



- D4 -

,CHEFFER 1 J !-~ FEED

POWER RADIATION PATTERN IN DB
THETA AND PHASE PATTERN IN DEGREES

TH PIE] PLH" PH[EJ F"H[H) TH PEE) P[HJ PH[EJ PH~HJ

111 -.9 -.9 0 ill
2 -1 -.9 0 111 62 -10 -12 -12.2 0
4 -1 -.9 1.4 fIl 64 -11.2 -12.9 -14.3 -1.4
6 -.8 -.8 1.4 fIl 66 -12.4 -13.9 -17.2 -2.9
8 -.6 -.6 1.4 1.4 68 -13.2 -14.5 -20.1 -b.~

Illl -.6 -.5 2.9 2.9 7f1l -13.9 -15.5 -22.9 -8.6
12 -.5 -.4 4.3 4.3 72 -15 -16.4 -24.4 -11!"
14 -.4 - .. :!. 4.3 5.7 74 -16.3 -17.4 -27.3 -11. ~
16 -.2 .2 5.7 7.2 76 -17.2 -18 -31.6 -11. 5
18 -.1 ill 7.2 8.6 78 -18 -19.1 -35.9 -12.Q
.2l'l 0 0 7.2 ILlI 8111 -18.8 -20.2 0 0
:!~ 0 0 7.9 9. ~. 82 -19.8 -20.7 0 0
24 ill -.1 7.9 10 84 -20.4 -21.5 0 0
26 0 ~ 8.6 10 86 -21 -22.5 0 111
28 ~ ~ 8.6 11.5 88 -21.9 -23.1 0 0
~.0 - .. ~. -.4 7.9 11.5 90 -22.6 -24.2 0 0
32 - ~ -.7 7.2 11.5 92 -2'!..9 -24.7 0 111• ..>

34 -.7 -1 7.'2 11.5 94 -24.2 -2~.5 0 0
~·6 -1.1 -1.6 6.5 10.8 96 -25.7 -26.6 0 III

:8 -1.4 2 ~ -, 8.6 98 -26.3 -27.6 0 0..>.

40 -1. 9 -~ .. ~ 4.3 8.6 100 -27.3 -28 111 0
42 ~ ~ -::.. ~ 4. ~. 8.6 Illl2 -27.7 -28.8 0 0-_ • ..J

44 -3 -3.7 2.9 5 104 -27.9 -:!9.:!. 0 l1I
46 -3.8 -4.5 1.4 4.3 Illl6 -28.~ -~.0 0 0
48 -4.6 -5. ? 0 5.7 11118 -29 -30.4 0 111
511l ~ -6.2 -1.4 2.9 11111 -29.:: -30.8 0 111
~~ -5.9 -7.~ -4.C' 3.6 112 -29 -31.1 0 fIl..>~

54 -6.7 -8 -5 1.4 114 -28.4 -31.6 0 0
56 -7.5 -8.8 -6 .. 5 111 116 -~e.5 -31.9 0 0
"':3 -8.3 -0 . -, III 118 -29.6 -~':?~ 0 111

6111 -9.:' -11 -111'.8 III 12111 -7·2.7 -:!.~. 6 0 0

SCHEFFEP. III-B FEED

""OWER RADIATION PATTERN IN DB
THETA AND PHASE PATTERN IN DEGREES

TH prE' prH) PH[E) PHrHJ TH PEE) P[H) PH[E) PH[H)

0 -.8 -.8 ill 0
2 -.8 -.6 0 0 62 -10.7 -11.6 0 7.2
4 -.8 -.6 0 -1. 4 64 -11.8 -12.6 2.2 10
6 -.8 -.6 -1.4 -2.:? 66 -12.9 -13.1 4.3 11.5
8 -.8 -.5 -2.2 -2.9 68 -13.9 -14.2 8.6 11.5
10 -.7 -.4 -4.3 -3.6 70 -14.7 -15 10 12.9
12 -.6 -.3 -5.7 -3.6 72 -15.6 -15.9 12.9 15.8
14 -.6 - .2 -7.2 -4.3 74 -16.8 -16.6 13.6 18.6
16 -.6 0 -8.6 -5.7 76 -18.2 -17.4 17.2 20.8
18 -.5 0 -11.5 -5.7 78 -19.1 -18.8 21.5 21.5
20 -.5 0 -12.9 -5.7 80 -19.9 -19.9 0 e
22 -.5 0 -14.3 -6.5 82 -20.7 -20.4 e e
24 -.5 0 -15.8 -6.5 84 -22 -20.9 e e
26 -.6 -.2 -16.5 -6.5 86 -22.5 -22.3 e e
28 - .7 -.4 -17.2 -6.5 88 -22.9 -23.1 iI e
30 -."1 -.6 -17.2 -6.5 90 -23.7 -23.1 e e
32 -1 -1 -17.2 -6.5 92 -24.5 -24.2 0 0
34 -1.3 -1.4 -16.5 -5.7 94 -24.9 -24.7 0 0
36 -1.6 -1.8 -17.2 -4.3 96 -26 -25.5 0 0
38 -2.1 -2.2 -15.8 -4.3 98 -27.1 -26 0 0
40 -2.5 -2.7 -15.8 -3.6 100 -27.6 -26.8 0 .,
42 -:!. -3.• 5 -14.3 -2.9 102 -28.2 -27.4 0 "44 -3.5 -4.1 -14.3 -2.2 104 -28.8 -28 0 0
46 -4.3 -4.7 -12.2 0 106 -29.6 -28.4 e .,
48 -5.1 -5.4 -11.5 0 108 -30.3 -29.2 e .,
50 -5.8 -6.4 -8.6 0 110 -30.9 -29.5 0 .,
52 -6.5 -7.2 -6.5 2.2 112 -31.4 -30.3 0 0
54 -7.3 -8 -5.7 2.9 114 -31.7 -30.8 0 .,
56 -8.3 -8.8 -4.3 5.7 116 -32.2 -31.4 ., .,
58 -"1.1 -9.6 -2.9 6.5 118 -33 -32 0 .,
60 -9."1 -11/'.7 ., 6.5 120 -33.8 -32.7 ., .,



- DS -

WOHLLEBEN FEED (2a)
D= L~. 744 FREE SPACE WAVELENGTH, F = Ill. 9625 Fill ("8GHZ>

F'OWEF: RADIATION PATTERN IN DB
THETA AND PHASE PATTERN IN DEGREES

TH F'[Ee P[HJ PH[EJ PH[HJ TH P[EJ P[HJ PH[EJ PHCHJ

0 -.4 -.4 111 III
:2 -.4 -.4 III III 62 -6.~ -7.8 III III
4 -.4 -.4 f1I f1I 64 -7.2 -B.3 III III
6 -.3 -.5 III III 66 -7.6 -8.9 III III
8 -.3 -.:5 III III 68 -8 -9.6 III III
10 -.3 -.5 III III 711l -8.6 -111l.2 III III12 - .2 -.6 III III 72 -9.2 -111l.8 III III
14 -.1 -.7 III III 74 -9.7 -11.3 III III
16 -.1 -.7 £I III 76 -111l.2 -11.8 III III
18 III -.8 III III 78 -111l.7 -12.4 III III
20 f1I -.8 III f1I 811l -11.2 -13.2 III III
22 -.1 -.9 f1I III 82 -12 -14.2 III III
24 -.1 -1.1 III III 84 -12.7 -14.8 III III
26 -.2 -1.2 III III 86 -13.4 -1:5.4 III III
28 -.3 -1.4 £I £I 88 -13.9 -16 III III
30 - .3 -1.6 III III 911l -14.3 -16.7 III III
32 -.5 -1.9 f1I III 92 -1:5.1 -17.6 III III
34 -.7 -2.2 III III 94 -15.9 -18.2 III III
36 -.9 -2.5 III III 96 -16.3 -18.2 III III
38 -1.1 -2.6 111 III 98 -16.8 -19.2 III III
40 -1.3 -:2.8 111 III 11110 -17.3 -211l.4 III III
4:2 -1.7 -3.1 III III 11112 -17.:5 -21.2 III III
44 -:2 -3.5 111 III 1III 4 -17.5 -22.2 III III
46 -2.4 -3.8 III III 1III6 -17.7 -23.2 III III
48 -2.9 -4.2 III f1I 11118 -18.1 -24.4 III III
~0 -3.! -4.7 III III 11 III -18.8 -25.9 III III
5~ -3.8 -~.3 £I 111 112 -19.3 -26.4 III III
54 -4.3 -5.7 0 111 114 -19.7 -27.3 III III
~6 -4.9 -6.2 III 0 116 -211l.1 -29.~ e III
~8 -5.~ -6.6 0 111 118 -211l.7 -30.9 III 0
60 -6 -7.2 111 III 1211l -21. 4 -31.8 III III

WOHLLEBEN FEED (2b)
D" Ill. 744 FREE SPACE WAVELENGTH, F -1 Fill (-8GHZ>

POWER RADIATION PATTERN IN DB
THETA AND PHASE PATTERN IN DEGREES

TH P[EJ P[HJ PH[EJ PH[HJ TH P[EJ P[HJ PH[EJ PH[HJ

III -1.3 -1.3 III III
2 -1.2 -1.3 III III 62 -6.9 -8.2 III III
4 -1.2 -1.3 III III 64 -7.6 -8.7 III III
6 -1.1 -1.3 III III 66 -8.3 -9.3 III III
8 -1 -1.3 III III 68 -9 -9.8 III III
1III -.9 -1.4 III III 711l -9.7 -111l.5 III III
12 -.8 -1.4 III III 72 -111l.6 -11.2 III III
14 -.6 -1.3 III III 74 -11.2 -11.8 III III
16 -.5 -1.3 III III 76 -12 -12.4 III III
18 -.3 -1.3 III III 78 -12.7 -13.2 III III
211l -.2 -1.4 III III 811l -13.3 -13.9 III III
22 -.1 -1.:5 III III 82 -13.9 -14.7 III III
24 III -1.6 III III 84 -14.4 -1:5.2 III III
26 III -1.8 e e 86 -14.7 -15.7 III III
28 III -2 III e 88 -1:5.9 -16.6 III III
311l III -2.2 III e 911l -16.:5 -17 III e
32 III -2.4 III e 92 -17.1 -17.7 III e
34 -.1 -2.:5 III e 94 -17.8 -18.4 III e
36 -.2 -2.6 e III 96 -18.8 -19.4 III III
38 -.:5 -2.8 e III 98 -19.:5 -19.9 III III
411l -.8 -3.2 III III II1lIll -19.7 -211l.4 III III
42 -1 -3.5 III e 11112 -19.7 -21.2 III III
44 -1.4 -3.8 III III 1III4 -19.8 -22.3 III III
46 -1.8 -4.1 III III 1III6 -211l.5 -23.1 III III
48 -2.2 -4.4 III III 11118 -211l.7 -23.6 III III
511l -2.7 -4.8 III III 11 III -211l.6 -24.5 III III
52 -3.3 -~.2 III III 112 -211l.6 -25.3 III III
:54 -3.9 -5.8 III III 114 -211l.9 -26.5 III III
:56 -4.6 -6.2 III III 116 -21.2 -28.7 III III
58 -5.4 -6.8 e III 118 -21.6 -29.3 III III
6e -6.2 -7.6 e III 1211l -21.9 -31.2 III III



- D6 -

WOHLLEBEN FEED (2c)
D= 0.744 FREE SPACE WAVELENGTH. F '" 1.0375 Ff!I (-8GHZ)

F'OWEP. RADIATION PATTERN IN DB
THETA AND PHASE PATTERN IN DEGREES

TH P[EJ P[HJ PH[EJ PHtHJ TH PtEJ PtHJ PHtEJ PHtHJ

0 -.2 -.2 f!I f!I
2 - ~ -.2 1/1 f!I 62 -5.9 -7.6 f!I f!I..
4 -.2 -.3 f!I f!I 64 -6.5 -8.2 f!I f!I
6 -.2 -.3 f!I f!I 66 -7.1 -8.6 f!I f!I
8 -.1 - .3 f!I f!I loB -7.6 -9.2 f!I f!I
10 -.1 -.4 f!I f!I 7f!1 -8.1 -9.9 f!I f!I
12 -.1 -.5 f!I f!I 72 -8.9 -If!1.5 ., f!I
14 -.1 -.6 f!I f!I 74 -9.5 -11.2 ., f!I
16 -.1 -.7 f!I f!I 76 -If!1.3 -11.8 ., .,
18 -.1 -.9 f!I f!I 7B -11 -12.4 ., f!I
20 -.1 -1.1 f!I f!I Bf!I -11.5 -13.1 ., f!I
22 -.1 -1.2 f!I f!I 82 -12.1 -13.B ., f!I
24 -.1 -1.4 f!I f!I 84 -12.8 -14.7 ., f!I
26 0 -1.6 f!I f!I 86 -13.5 -15.4 ., f!I
28 0 -1.8 f!I f!I 88 -14.2 -16.1 ., f!I
30 1/1 -1.9 f!I f!I 9f!1 -14.7 -16.7 f!I f!I
32 -.1 -2.1 f!I 92 -15.2 -17.2 f!I f!I
34 - .3 -2.3 f!I 94 -15.9 -18.1 ., f!I
36 -.4 -2.6 1/1 96 -16.7 -18.9 f!I f!I
38 - .7 -2.8 f!I 98 -17.5 -19.8 f!I f!I
4'" -1 -3.1 f!I If!1f!1 -18.2 -2f!1.5 f!I f!I
42 -1. 3 -3.5 f!I If!12 -18.6 -21.1 f!I f!I
44 -1.~ -3.7 f!I If!14 -19 -21.9 f!I f!I
46 -1.9 -4 f!I If!16 -19.8 -23.4 f!I f!I
48 -~.3 -4.3 f!I If!18 -2f!1.4 -24.1 f!I f!I
5'" -2.7 -4.8 f!I 11f!1 -21 -24.8 f!I f!I
52 -3.1 -5.2 f!I 112 -21.7 -2~.2 f!I f!I
54 -3.7 -5.7 f!I 114 -22.2 -27 f!I f!I
56 -4.2 -6.2 f!I 116 -22.6 -28.7 f!I f!I
58 -4.6 -6.6 0 0 118 -23.8 -3f!1.5 f!I f!I
6f!1 -5.3 -7 f!I 1/1 12f!1 -24.7 -3f!1.5 f!I f!I

WOHLLEBEN FEED (3a)
D = 0.7f!1f!1 FREE SPACE WAVELENGTH. F 0.96 Ff!I (=7.~GHZl

POWER RADIATION PATTERN IN DB
THETA AND PHASE PATTERN IN DEGREES

TH P[EJ PtHJ PH[EJ PH[HJ TH peEJ PCHJ PH[EJ PHCHJ

f!I - .7 -.7 f!I f!I
2 -.6 -.7 f!I f!I 62 -5.4 -7 f!I 0
4 -.6 -.7 0 f!I 64 -~.9 -7.5 f!I f!I
b -.6 -.7 f!I f!I 66 -6.4 -8.2 f!I f!I
8 -.5 -.7 121 f!I 68 -6.8 -8.8 f!I f!I
If!1 -.5 -.7 f!I f!I 70 -7.4 -9.2 f!I f!I
12 -.4 -.7 f!I f!I 72 -7.7 -9.6 ., f!I
14 -.3 -.6 e f!I 74 -B.3 -If!1.2 f!I f!I
16 -.2 -.l:- f!I f!I 76 -8.9 -If!1.8 f!I f!I
18 -.2 -.6 f!I f!I 78 -9.2 -11.3 f!I f!I
2f!1 -.1 -.6 f!I f!I Bl!l -9.9 -12 f!I f!I
:?2 f!I -.6 f!I 1/1 82 -If!1.8 -12.7 f!I f!I
24 f!I -.7 f!I f!I 84 -11.6 -13.6 ., .,
26 f!I -.8 f!I f!I 86 -12.1 -14.4 f!I f!I
28 f!I -1 f!I e BB -12.7 -15.2 f!I f!I
3f!1 -.1 -1.2 f!I f!I 9l!l -13.4 -1~.9 f!I f!I
32 -.1 -1.4 f!I f!I 92 -14.1 -16.4 f!I f!I
34 -.2 -1.6 f!I f!I 94 -14.6 -17.2 ., f!I
36 -.3 -1.8 f!I f!I 96 -15 -17.8 f!I f!I
38 -.6 -1.9 f!I f!I 98 -1~.4 -18.6 f!I f!I
40 -.9 -~.2 f!I f!I If!1f!1 -15.8 -19.7 f!I f!I
42 -1.1 -2.~ f!I f!I 1l!l2 -16 -2f!1.6 f!I f!I
44 -1.4 -2.9 f!I f!I 104 -16 -21.5 f!I 0
46 -1.8 -3.~ f!I f!I If!16 -16 -23.4 f!I f!I
4B -2.2 -3.6 111 f!I If!18 -16.5 -24.5 f!I f!I
5f!1 -2.6 -3.9 f!I f!I 110 -17.3 -24.9 f!I f!I
52 -3 -4.3 f!I 121 112 -18.2 -25.1 l/l f!I
54 -3.6 -4.8 f!I 121 114 -18.8 -26.4 f!I f!I
56 -4.1 -5.3 f!I l/l 116 -19.4 -28.7 f!I f!I
58 -4.6 -~.8 l/l 121 118 -19.9 -3121.3 f!I l/l
60 -~ -6.4 f!I f!I 121/1 -2f!1.5 -3f!1.8 f!I f!I



WOHLLEBEN FEED (3b)
0 '" l~. 700 FREE SPACE WAVELENGTH. F 1.00 F0 (7.5GHZI

POWER RADIATION PATTERN IN DB
THETA AND PHASE PATTERN IN DEGREES

TH P[EJ PLHJ PH[EJ PH[HJ TH P[EJ P[HJ PH[EJ PH[HJ

6 -1.8 -1.8 0 0
2 -1.8 -1.8 0 0 62 -6.2 -7.8 0 0
4 -1.7 -1.8 0 0 64 -7 -8.4 0 0
b -1.6 -1.8 0 0 66 -7.8 -8.9 8 0
8 -1.4 -1.9 l!l 0 68 -8.4 -9.4 0 0
10 -1.3 -1.9 0 0 70 -8.9 -10.2 0 8
12 -1 -1.9 0 0 72 -9.6 -10.9 8 8
14 -.9 -2 0 8 74 -10.2 -11.4 8 0
16 - .7 -2 0 0 76 -10.8 -11.8 8 0
18 -.~ -2 0 0 78 -U.3 -12.3 8 0
20 -.2 -2 0 0 80 -11.8 -13.1 8 0
~2 - .2 -: 0 l!l 82 -12.3 -13.9 8 0
24 -.1 -2 0 0 84 -12.9 -14.4 8 0
26 -.1 -2 0 0 86 -13.7 -1~.1 8 0
28 0 -2.2 0 0 88 -14.5 -1~.8 8 0
30 /i1l -2.3 0 0 90 -15.~ -16.~ 8 0
32 0 -2.5 0 0 92 -16.3 -17.1 8 0
34 /Z! -2.6 1/1 0 94 -17 -17.5 8 0
36 -.1 -2.8 0 0 96 -17.4 -17.9 0 0
38 - .2 -~ !!I 0 98 -17.8 -19 0 0
40 - .5 -~.:: 1/1 l!l 100 -18.2 -20 0 0
42 -.8 -3.~ 0 1/1 102 -18.~ -21 0 0
44 -1. 1 -3.5 /Z! 0 104 -18.5 -21.4 0 0
46 -1.7 -3.8 0 0 106 -18.5 -22.2 0 0
48 -::.2 -4.2 0 0 108 -18.~ -24.2 0 0
5f1 -2.6 -4.6 0 0 110 -18.4 -26.1 0 0
52 -3.1 -5.1 0 0 112 -18.6 -26.3 0 0
54 -3.7 -5.7 (!l 0 114 -19.2 -26.6 0 0
56 -4.2 -6.2 (!l 0 116 -19.9 -27.8 0 l!l
58 -4.9 -6.6 0 1/1 118 -20.6 -29.6 0 0
60 -5.~ -7.1 (!l 0 120 -21 -31.2 0 0

WOHLLEBEN FEED (3c)
Ds 0.700 FREE SPArt:: WAVELENGTH, F = 1.04 F0 (=7.5GHZI

POWER RADIATION PATTERN IN DB
THETA AND PHASE PATTERN IN DEGREES

TH P[EJ P[HJ PH[EJ PH[HJ TH P[EJ P[HJ PH[EJ PH[HJ

0 -.6 -.6 0 0
2 -.6 -.6 0 0 62 -4.7 -7.3 0 0
4 -.5 -.6 0 0 64 -5.3 -7.9 0 0
6 -.5 -.6 0 0 66 -5.9 -8.5 0 0
8 -.5 -.7 0 0 68 -6.4 -9.1 0 0
10 -.5 -.8 0 0 70 -6.9 -9.6 0 0
12 -.4 -.9 0 0 72 -7.5 -10.2 0 0
14 - .3 -1 0 0 74 -8 -10.9 0 0
16 -.2 -1.2 0 0 76 -8.5 -11.6 0
18 -.2 -1.3 0 0 78 -9.1 -12.1 0
20 -.1 -1.4 0 0 80 -9.7 -12.7 8
22 0 -1.5 0 0 82 -10.4 -13.5 0
24 0 -1.6 0 8 84 -11.2 -14.2 0
26 8 -1.7 8 0 86 -11.8 -14.9 8
28 8 -1.8 8 0 88 -12.3 -15.6 8
38 8 -2 0 8 98 -12.7 -16.4 8
32 -.1 -2.2 8 0 92 -13.5 -17 0
34 -.2 -2.5 0 8 94 -14.4 -17.5 8
36 -.3 -2.7 8 8 96 -15.3 -18 0
38 -.4 -2.9 0 0 98 -15.9 -19 0
40 - .~ -3.1 0 0 100 -16.3 -20 0
42 -.7 -3.3 0 8 102 -16.7 -21 0
44 -1 -3.7 0 0 104 -17.5 -22.2 0 0
46 -1.3 -4 0 0 106 -18.1 -22.9 0 0
48 -1.5 -4.3 0 0 108 -18.6 -23.9 0 0
50 -1.8 -4.6 0 0 110 -19.1 -25.5 0 0
52 -2.2 -4.9 0 0 112 -19.6 -26.5 0 0
54 -2.7 -5.3 0 0 114 -20.2 -26.9 0 0
56 -3.2 -5.9 0 0 116 -21.1 -27.7 0 0
58 -3.7 -6.3 0 0 118 -21.5 -29 0 0
60 -4.2 -6.7 0 0 120 -22.3 -29.7 0 0



WOHLLEBEN-l FEED
H-PLANE RADIATION PATTERN
9121 DEGREES X-POLARISATION

POWER RADIATION PATTERN IN DB
THETA AND PHASE PATTERN IN DEGREES

TH P[HJ P[XJ TH P(HJ P(XJ

f2I -.2 -47.8
2 - .2 -38.2 62 -7.6 -15.1
4 -.2 -33.6 64 -8.2 -15.2
6 - .2 -3121.8 66 -8.6 -15.5
8 - ~ -28.5 68 -8.9 -16.1....
1121 - ~ -26.7 7121 -9.4 -16.9....
12 -.4 -25 72 -1121 -17.9
14 - .5 -23.7 74 -1121.7 -18.3
16 -.6 -22.5 76 -11.2 -18.2
18 - .7 -21.8 78 -11.8 -18.2
2121 -.8 -21.2 8121 -12.6 -18.4
22 -1 -2121.6 82 -13.4 -19.1
24 -1.1 -19.8 84 -14 -19.6
26 -1.3 -19.1 86 -14.8 -19.8
28 -1.5 -18.5 88 -15.7 -2121.2
3121 -1.8 -18.1 9121 -16.3 -21.2
32 -2 -17.9 92 -17 -22.5
34 -I") "l' -17.8 94 -18 -23.8_....
36 -2.6 -17.7 96 121 121
38 -2.8 -17.5 98 121 121
4121 -3.1 -17.2 1121121 121 121
42 -~ ~ -16.9 11212 121 121.......
44 -3.6 -16.7 11214 121 121
46 _~ 0 -16.4 11216 121 121.... I

48 -4.2 -16.1 11218 121 121
5121 -4.6 -15.7 11121 121 121
52 -5 -15.6 112 121 121
54 -5.5 -15.6 114 121 121
56 -6.1 -15.6 116 121 121
58 -6.6 -15.3 118 121 121
6121 -7 -15.1 12121 121 121
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APPENDIX E

Drawing of the Wohlleben feed

The Wohlleben-2 feed for the S-band consists of 5 sections:

- chokes
- waveguide for chokes
- waveguide for coaxial adaptor
- shorted end
- coaxial (SMA) adaptor

page
E2
E3
E4
E5
ES

The drawings are drawn to scale 1:1.
A cover (diameter = 19 cm and length = 25 cm) can be placed over the
complete feed construction. This cover protects the outdoor unit circuits
from weather influences. A construction has been made to attache the feed
and cover to the four supports of the Scientific Atlanta antenna.
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APPENDIX F

Definition of S-parameters (32)

a • S- Parameters

By far the most useful and conveniently measured set of two-port

parameters for transistor high-frequency (say, 100 M Hz and above)

characterization is the s-parameter or scattering-matrix set. These

parameters completely and uniquely define the small-signal gain and

inpu Vouput immitance properties of any linear "black-box". (By

definition, a transistor or any active device is I inea' under small

signal conditions J However, these parameters reveal nothing (ex

cept possible indirectly and approximately) about large-signal behav-

ior or about noise behavior. Simply interpreted (more general definitions

and other interpretations abound in the technical literature), the s

parameters are merely insertion gains, forward and reverse; and

reflection coefficients, input and output, with driven and non-driven

ports both terminated in equal impedances, usually 50 ohms, real.

Such an interpretation tends to make s-parameters very attractive,

once some famil iarity is gained, at high (especially microwave) fre

quencies, since the power flow or gain and reflection-coefficient

concepts are more intuitively meaningful than voltage and current con

ceptual schemes. It should also be mentioned that s-parameters can be

converted through straight-forward matrix transformations to other two

port parameter sets; e.g., h-, y-, or z-parameters.

Proceeding with more specific definitions, the s-parameters are defined

analytically by:

b1 = sll a1 + s12 a2

b2 = 521 a1 + 522 a2

or, in matrix fonn,



Output
I~2

LINEAR .. 8 2 I Z
0

I
TWO-PORT • b2 I E2

Reference Planes 2' .1

S
21

=[outgoi ng Output Powerl
1

/2
Incoming Input Power]

_[oulp ut Power ] 1/2
- Available Input Power

=: [Forward Transducer Gain] 1/2

or more precisely in the case of S21,

Forward Transducer Gain =: GTF =: IS2112

Figure 5 - Two-Port s-parameter Definition Schematic

- F2 -

From the figure and defining linear equations, for E2 = 0, then

a
2

= 0, and (skipping numerous rigorous steps)

S = b1 = (OutgOing Input Powerl 1/2
11 a

1
Incoming Input Power]

= Reflected Voltage
Incident Voltage

=: Input Reflection Coefficient

where (referring to Figure 5)

a
1

= (incoming power at port 1)1/2

b
1

= (outgoing power at port 1)1/2

a
2

= (incoming power at port 2)1/2

b
2

= (outgoing power at port 2)1/2

E
1

, E2 = Electrical Stimuli at Port I, Port 2

I~

Input
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Similarly, at port 2, for E1 = 0, then a1 = 0, and

_ b2 _
522 - - - Output Reflection Coefficienta2

b
S.- 2 =...l. = (Reverse TransducerGain) 1/2
~ a2

or

Some measuring systems used actually "read-out", the magnitude of

the s-parameter, in decibel s. 5ince the most useful form of s-para

meter~ for circuit design is when the magnitude is in ratio form, the

following simple relationships are important.

IS1~dB = 10 log
1
5

111
2

= 20 log
1
5

111

IS22~B = 20 log
1
5

221

f2~dB = 10 log
1
5

211
2

= 20 log
1
5

211

= 10 log GTF = GTF I

1~2~B = 10 log 1~212 dB

= 20 log
15121

= 10 log IGTRI = GTR IdB
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APPENDIX G

Layout of circuits and component list

All layouts are drawn to scale 1:1.

page
MSL circuits on teflon board (er = 2.45 and h = 0.762 rom)

1) 2.5-2.7 GHz polariser G2
2) narrowband 2.6 GHz LNA G2
3) wideband 2.6 GHz LNA using inductive feedback G2
4) three-stage 2.6 GHz LNA G3
5) 2.5-2.7 GHz parallel coupled resonator BPF G3
6) 2.0-2.7 GHz balanced mixer G3
7) DC-3.0 GHz two-stage bipolar amplifier (Avantek MSA-series) G4
8) voltage controlled oscillator (Avantek VTO-series) G4

Circuits on double side epoxy printed circuit board

9) bias circuit for three-stage LNA (figure 4.43) G5
10) three-stage IF amplifier (Avantek GPD-series, figure 4.73) G6
11) SAW band pass filter (Signal Technology SW-504, figure 5.5) G6
12) SAW band pass filter (Siemens OFW-Y-6950, figure 5.5) G7
13) 480 MHz SL1452 quadrature FM demodulator (figure 5.9) G7
14) 480 MHz SL1451 PLL FM demodulator G8
15) indoor unit print 1 (IF-ampl., SAW BPF, FM TV DEM., 380 MHz

LO, VHF mixer, FM radio DEM., audio ample and UHF MOD.) G9
16) indoor unit print 2 (video de-emphasis, video amplifier,

video clamper, AFC, FM audio DEM. and audio amplifier) G10

17) circuitry of indoor unit print 1
18) circuitry of indoor unit print 2
19) component layout of indoor unit print 1
20) component layout of indoor unit print 2
21) component list

G11
G12
G13
G13
G14
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Component list of indoor unit print 1 GB)

CAPACITORS

CI-ClO
Cll
C12
C13-C14
CIS
*C16-C17
*C18-C19
*C20-C21
*C22-C23
C24
C25
C26
C27
C28-C32
C33
C34
C35
C36-C37
C38
C39
C40
C41
C42
C43
C44
C45-C46
C47
C48
C49
C50
C51
C52
C53
C54
C55

INDUCTORS

11
L2
L3
L4

InF or 10nF, ceramic
100nF
5-70pF, variable
10uF, 16V, tantalum
10nF, ceramic
10uF, 16V, electrolytic
lOnF, ceramic
47nF, ceramic
100uF, 16V, electrolytic
l-lOpF, variable
IpF, ceramic
10nF, ceramic
IpF, ceramic
10nF, ceramic
150nF
1.8nF, ceramic
22nF, ceramic
10nF, ceramic
2.2uF, lOY, electrolytic
10nF, ceramic
3.3nF, ceramic
180pF, ceramic
330pF, ceramic
3.3nF, ceramic
180pF, ceramic
220pF, ceramic
100nF
330pF, ceramic
220pF, ceramic
10uF, 16V, electrolytic
220nF
47nF, ceramic
100uF, 16V, electrolytic
10uF, 16V, tantalum
InF, ceramic

1 turn Imm wire, 9mm diameter
10uH
2.5 turn 0.4mm wire, 3mm diameter
TOKO E 526 HNA 100114
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RESISTORS

all 1/4 Watt, 5% unless otherwise specified

Rl-R2
R3
*R4
*R5-R6
R7
R8
R9
RIO
Rll
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17
R18
R19

lOOk Ohm
68 Ohm
20k Ohm linear trimmer potentiometer
o Ohm for maximum gain
lOOk Ohm linear 10 turn trimmer potentiometer
lOOk Ohm
18 Ohm
lk Ohm
8k2 Ohm
4k7 Ohm
68 Ohm
470 Ohm
o Ohm jumper
22k Ohm external logarithmic potentiometer
330 Ohm
10k Ohm external 10 turn linear potentiometer
47k Ohm

SEMICONDUCTORS

Dl-D3
T1
ICI
IC2
IC3
IC4
IC5
IC6
IC7
IC8
IC9
*IClO-ICll
IC12

BB405G, variable capacitor
BF494 transistor
GPDl06l, Avantek cascadable amplifier
GPDl062, Avantek cascadable amplifier
GPDl063, Avantek cascadable amplifier
Signal Technology SW-504 SAW bandpass filter
GPDl06l, Avantek cascadable amplifier
SL1452, Plessey quadrature demodulator
TDA5030, Philips VHF oscillator/mixer
TDA7000, Philips FM radio demodulator
LM386 , audio amplifier 0.25 Watt
LM386 , audio amplifier 0.25 Watt
7805, voltage regulator

ASTEC UM1286-2 UHF AM TV modulator

* the audio amplifiers IClO-ICll are not used.
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Component list of indoor unit print 2 GBD

CAPACITORS

ClOO
C104
C105
C106
ClO7
C108
C109
CllO
Cll1-Cl12
C1l3
C1l4
C120
C121
C122
C123
C124
C125
C126
C127-130
C131
C132
C133-C134
C135
C136
C137
C138
C139
C140
C141
C142-C143
C144
C145
C150-C151
C152
C153
CC52
C53
C54
C55

INDUCTORS

100uF, 16V, electrolytic
4.7nF + 680pF, ceramic
150pF + 150pF, ceramic
680pF + 33pF, ceramic
100nF
10uF, 16V, electrolytic
100uF, 16V, electrolytic
lOOnF
100uF, 16V, electrolytic
1uF
10uF, 16V, tantalum
10nF, ceramic
120pF, ceramic
8.2pf + 15pF, ceramic
120pf + 12pF, ceramic
10pf + 5.6pF, ceramic
22pf + 22pF, ceramic
22pf + 8.2pF, ceramic
10nF, ceramic
100uF, 16V, electrolytic
10nF, ceramic
1nF, ceramic
33pF, ceramic
10nF, ceramic
2-20pF, variable
470nF
82nF
120nF
470nF
10uF, 16V, electrolytic
56nF
100uF, 16V, electrolytic
4.7uF, 40V, electrolytic
330nF
560nF
47nF, ceramic
100uF, 16V, electrolytic
10uF, 16V, tantalum
1nF, ceramic

L101 22uH + 10uH
L102 4uH
L103 1.5uH + 1uH
L110 22uH + 1uH
L111 22uH + 10uH
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RESISTORS

all 1/4 Watt, 5% unless otherwise specified

RI00
R101
R102
R103
R104
R105-106
R107
R108
R109
RllO
Rll1
R1l2
R1l3-R1l4
R1l5
R1l6
R120
R121
R122
R123
R124
R125
R126
R127
R128
R129
R130
R131
R132
R133
R134
R135
R136
R137
R138
R139
R140
R150
R151
R152
R153
R154-R155
R156-R158
R159
R160

8k2 Ohm
6k8 Ohm
560 Ohm
75 Ohm, 1%
300 Ohm, 1%
75 Ohm, 1%
20 Ohm, 1%
75 Ohm, 1%
10k Ohm linear trimmer potentiometer
6k8 Ohm
68 Ohm
470 Ohm
10k Ohm linear trimmer potentiometer
68 Ohm
470 Ohm
390 Ohm
8k2 Ohm
2k2 Ohm
1k2 Ohm
270 Ohm
1k Ohm
3k3 Ohm
2k2 Ohm
560 Ohm
1k Ohm
5k Ohm linear trimmer potentiometer
12k Ohm
470 Ohm
lOOk Ohm
68k Ohm
5k Ohm external 10 turn linear potentiometer
lk Ohm
560 Ohm
470 Ohm + 150 Ohm
82 Ohm
22k Ohm external logarithmic potentiometer
20k Ohm linear trimmer potentiometer
47k Ohm
10k Ohm linear trimmer potentiometer
lOOk Ohm
1k Ohm
47k Ohm
10k Ohm external 10 turn linear potentiometer
47k Ohm
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SEMICONDUCTORS

DlOO
DlOl
DllO-Dlll
TlOO-Tl30
IClOO
IClOl
IC102
ICl03
IC104

6.2 V zener diode
HP-5082-2800 Schottky diode
BB405G, variable capacitor
2N22l9A transistor
SL1452, Plessey quadrature demodulator
NE592, Signetics video amplifier
NE564 , Signetics phase locked loop demodulator
LM386 , National Semiconductors audio amplifier
LM747 , National Semiconductors dual operational amplifier
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APPENDIX H

(appendix H will only be supplied by EUT upon request)

Data sheets and application notes of components

page

1) FSClOLF
2) MSA series
3) HP-5082-2800
4) HP-5082-2817
5) VTO-8000 series
6) GPD series
7) SW504
8) OFW Y 6950
9) S11451
10) SL1452
11) TDA5030
12) TDA7000
13) NE592
14) NE564
15) LM386
16) LM747
17) UM 1286-2
18) 2N2219A
19) BF494
20) BB405B
21) LM780S/12/15
22) LM7905/12/15
23) LM317
24) MSN-l

C-band low-noise GaAs FET H2
3 GHz bipolar modular amplifiers H5
Schottky general purpose diode H7
Schottky mixing diode H9
voltage controlled oscillators HI0
cascadable IF amplifiers Hll
480 MHz SAW bandpass filter H19
480 MHz SAW bandpass filter H20
PLL FM TV demodulator H22
quadrature FM TV demodulator H23
VHF mixer/oscillator circuit H25
FM radio circuit H27
video amplifier H30
phase locked loop demodulator H34
audio amplifier H39
dual operational amplifier H41
UHF TV modulator H43
VHF transistor H44
VHF transistor H45
UHF variable capacitance diode H46
positive voltage regulator (5V/12V/15V) H47
negative voltage regulator (-5V/-12V/-15V) H48
adjustable voltage regulator (0-37V) H50
noise source H51



APPENDIX I

TV picture quality above and below threshold level

The photos are taken from TV reception via the Gorizont-7 (140 West).

Reception from Gorizont's spotbeam with C/N=13 dB (the 8 MHz pp energy
dispersal is completely removed yielding a high quality TV picture).

Reception from Gorizont's global beam with C/N=O dB (the color information
is retained in the poor quality TV picture).
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APPENDIX J

Photos of the experimental EUT!UDSM earth station

Antenna feed with rainproof cover for the outdoor unit circuitry, and
adaptor ring for the four supports of the 4.5 m SA antenna.

Indoor unit with loudspeaker for direct reception of terrestrial FM radio,
satellite SCPC FM radio and FM audio subcarrier.
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